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Committee Administrator
Sally Gabriel

Tel:  01884 234229
E-Mail: sgabriel@middevon.gov.uk

PLEASE NOTE:  Members of the public wishing to speak to a planning application 
are requested to contact the Committee Administrator before the meeting starts. 

MID DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL

PLANNING COMMITTEE

A MEETING of the PLANNING COMMITTEE will be held in the Phoenix Chamber, 
Phoenix House, Tiverton on Wednesday, 11 July 2018 at 2.15 pm

The next meeting of the Committee will take place on Thursday, 26 July 2018 
at 1.00 pm in the Phoenix Chamber, Phoenix House, Tiverton

STEPHEN WALFORD
Chief Executive
3 July 2018

Councillors: Mrs F J Colthorpe (Chairman), Mrs H Bainbridge, Mrs C Collis, 
Mrs G Doe, P J Heal, D J Knowles, F W Letch, B A Moore, R F Radford, J D Squire and 
R L Stanley

A G E N D A

MEMBERS ARE REMINDED OF THE NEED TO MAKE DECLARATIONS 
OF INTEREST PRIOR TO ANY DISCUSSION WHICH MAY TAKE PLACE

1  APOLOGIES AND SUBSTITUTE MEMBERS  
To receive any apologies for absence and notices of appointment of 
substitute.

2  PUBLIC QUESTION TIME  
To receive any questions relating to items on the Agenda from members 
of the public and replies thereto.

Note: A maximum of 30 minutes is allowed for this item.

3  DECLARATION OF INTERESTS UNDER THE CODE OF CONDUCT  
Councillors are reminded of the requirement to declare any interest, 
including the type of interest, and reason for that interest at each item.

4  MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING  (Pages 5 - 14)
Members to consider whether to approve the minutes as a correct 
record of the meeting held on 13 June 2018.

5  CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS  
To receive any announcements the Chairman may wish to make.  

Public Document Pack
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6  ENFORCEMENT LIST  (Pages 15 - 20)
To consider the items contained in the Enforcement List.

7  DEFERRALS FROM THE PLANS LIST  
To report any items appearing in the Plans List which have been 
deferred.

8  THE PLANS LIST  (Pages 21 - 120)
To consider the planning applications contained in the list.

9  MAJOR APPLICATIONS WITH NO DECISION  (Pages 121 - 124)
List attached for consideration of major applications and potential site 
visits.

10  APPEAL DECISIONS  (Pages 125 - 126)
To receive for information a list of recent appeal decisions. 

11  APPLICATION 17/01716/FULL - WIDENING OF THE EXISTING 
ACCESS TO AGRICULTURAL LAND - LAND AT NGR 292482 
101905, SCHOOL LANE, THORVERTON  (Pages 127 - 160)
At the previous meeting Members were minded to refuse the application 
and requested a report of the Head of Planning, Economy and 
Regeneration setting out the implications of such a refusal. 
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The Human Rights Act 1998 came into force on 2nd October 2000.  It requires all public authorities 
to act in a way which is compatible with the European Convention on Human Rights.  The reports 
within this agenda have been prepared in light of the Council's obligations under the Act with 
regard to decisions to be informed by the principles of fair balance and non-discrimination.

Anyone wishing to film part or all of the proceedings may do so unless the press and 
public are excluded for that part of the meeting or there is good reason not to do so, as 
directed by the Chairman. Any filming must be done as unobtrusively as possible from a 
single fixed position without the use of any additional lighting; focusing only on those 
actively participating in the meeting and having regard also to the wishes of any 
member of the public present who may not wish to be filmed. As a matter of courtesy, 
anyone wishing to film proceedings is asked to advise the Chairman or the Member 
Services Officer in attendance so that all those present may be made aware that is 
happening. 

Members of the public may also use other forms of social media to report on 
proceedings at this meeting.

Members of the public are welcome to attend the meeting and listen to discussion. Lift 
access to the first floor of the building is available from the main ground floor entrance. 
Toilet facilities, with wheelchair access, are also available. There is time set aside at the 
beginning of the meeting to allow the public to ask questions.

An induction loop operates to enhance sound for anyone wearing a hearing aid or using 
a transmitter. If you require any further information, or

If you would like a copy of the Agenda in another format (for example in large print) 
please contact Sally Gabriel on:
Tel: 01884 234229
Fax:
E-Mail: sgabriel@middevon.gov.uk

Public Wi-Fi is available in all meeting rooms.
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MID DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL

MINUTES of a MEETING of the PLANNING COMMITTEE held on 13 June 2018 at 
2.15 pm

Present 
Councillors Mrs F J Colthorpe (Chairman)

Mrs H Bainbridge, Mrs C Collis, Mrs G Doe, 
D J Knowles, F W Letch, R F Radford, 
J D Squire, R L Stanley, C J Eginton and 
R Evans

Apologies
Councillor(s) P J Heal and B A Moore

Also Present
Councillor(s) R M Deed and T W Snow

Present
Officers: 

Also Present:

David Green (Group Manager for 
Development), Simon Trafford (Area Team 
Leader), Lucy Hodgson (Area Team 
Leader), Alison Fish (Area Team Leader), 
Adrian Devereaux (Principal Planning 
Officer), Neil Weeks (Solicitor) and Sally 
Gabriel (Member Services Manager)

Ian Sorenson (Devon County Council, 
Highway Authority)

14 APOLOGIES AND SUBSTITUTE MEMBERS (00-01-57) 

Apologies were received from Cllr P J Heal who was substituted by Cllr C J Eginton 
and B A Moore who was substituted by Cllr R B Evans.

15 VICE CHAIRMAN 

In the absence of the Vice Chairman, Cllr P J Heal, the Chairman requested that 
someone volunteer to stand in for the meeting.  

Cllr R B Evans took the role of Vice Chairman for the meeting.

16 DECLARATION OF INTERESTS UNDER THE CODE OF CONDUCT 

Members were reminded of the need to declare any interests when appropriate.

17 PUBLIC QUESTION TIME (00-03-25) 

Ms Stannard referring to Item 1 (School Lane, Thorverton) on the Plans List stated 
that as has been said many times, the applicant cannot demonstrate any genuine 
agricultural justification for widening this access.  He has other points of entry to his 
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fields. The proposed entrance is on an industrial scale both in terms of size and 
construction.  Planting nine blackthorn and whitethorn shrubs along the entryway as 
shown in the latest drawing of June 12th is just “putting lipstick on a pig”. My question 
is: “How can this application be approved when Mid-Devon’s own report “Thorverton 
Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan of 2015” singles out School 
Lane as a ‘character area’”?

Maps 6 and 7 show School Lane up to and including the proposed access as part of 
the historic core of Thorverton and one of several important open spaces and views 
in and out of the village. Map 8 names School Lane as one of five Thorverton 
character areas. School Lane is described (and I quote) as an early, narrow route to 
Brampford Speke...this part of the conservation area has a rural, tranquil character. 
The following quote from the Local Plan Part 3 (2014) Policy DM27 sums up an 
observation made by many Thorverton residents: “The historic environment is an 
asset of great cultural, social, economic and environmental value. It contributes 
significantly to our quality of life and the character of the district, representing a non-
renewable resource that once lost is gone forever”. 

Mr Trump again referring to Item 1 (School Lane, Thorverton) on the Plans List 
stated that I live at The Lodge in the Conservation Area , opposite the proposed new 
field entrance.   I am very worried by this scheme.

Firstly I am not at all convinced of the agricultural need for this new entrance,  as the 
applicant has managed, perfectly satisfactorily for  the last five years with the existing 
entrance.

The latest proposal to do away with the Devon bank and substitute it with a wide 
tarmac drive and splay is completely out of character with the existing environment in 
the lane.  This is a narrow Devon country lane  - not an urban road or an industrial 
site.  The planting of a few  blackthorn and white thorn bushes where the bank has 
been cut away  is not going offset the  dreadful appearance of the tarmac.  I 
understand that the Conservation Officer's preferred scheme is from the original plan 
but that had all the problems with eliminating  the passing place  for large vehicles 
and a kerb build -out into the lane for the splay, reducing the width even more.

In my letter to him, I drew Mr Devereaux's attention to the fact that the plan has 
conveniently ignored the bend in the lane, which must affect the visibility aspect.  I 
hope Members; in their preparation for this meeting have looked at the photo 
attached to Mrs Gillian Bathe's objection letter which clearly shows the bend and the 
narrowness of the lane, which also gives rise to the safety worries expressed by 
many objectors.

In my letter I also referred to the Mid Devon Plan which stated that Thorverton is 
regarded as a Village of “Particular Environmental Quality” and as such policy ENV 
22 applies. One of the points of this states, “that  design and layout respects the 
character and appearance of the locality”.  This latest plan most certainly does not do 
that.  This is immediately adjacent to Thorverton's Conservation area.  This part of 
School Lane has been designated worthy of conservation by your own Council 
Officers  and I would ask you please, to maintain it's beauty.

You will be aware from the response on the Mid Devon site, of the tremendous 
opposition to this application   - from the Parish Council, the local school and so 
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many Villagers for reasons of appearance and safety, and I'm sure you will consider 
carefully, the various points raised.

I do most earnestly ask you all  -  please  reject this application .

The Mid Devon motto, as I am reminded every time I use my brown bin, is “Where 
people matter”.

I and the people of Thorverton will be waiting anxiously to see just how much the 
people of Thorverton really matter to our Council, when you make your decision.

Mr Greed referring to Item 1 (School Lane, Thorverton) on the Plans List asked why 
the Planning Officer and Devon County Council, Highway Authority were 
recommending approval of the application, the plans were misleading and there is no 
agricultural justification, this is an industrial entrance into the field and the Devon 
bank is proposed to be removed in the Conservation Area. He stated that the 
amenity value of the area would be destroyed, there is a narrow land with no 
pavements, 100 children and 150 residents use the walkway which cuts through from 
the Glebe and exits onto the narrow lane by the proposed entrance.  The newly 
approved application at Broadlands would also use this access. He added that the 
token landscaping proposals would not mitigate the situation; there was already a 
track to the field.  He referred to an application for an agricultural building at 
Yellowford which had never been built.  He requested that the application be refused 
because of the loss of visual amenity and that the proposal would be a severe road 
safety hazard.

The Chairman indicated that answers would be provided during the debate on the 
application.

18 MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING (00-12-54) 

The Minutes of the meeting held on 16 May 2018 were approved as a correct record 
and SIGNED by the Chairman.

19 CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS  (00-13-59) 

The Chairman informed the meeting that Sue Warren and Paul Dadson 
(Conservation Officer) were both retiring after long service with the Council.  The new 
Conservation Officer, Greg Venn was in post and she looked forward to welcoming 
him to a future meeting.

20 ENFORCEMENT LIST (00-14-55) 

Consideration was given to the cases in the Enforcement List *.

Note: *List previously circulated; copy attached to signed Minutes.

Arising thereon:

a) No. 1 in the Enforcement List (Enforcement Case ENF/18/00114/LB –   
Urgent and appropriate repairs to the Grade II* Listed Building part of the 
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Manor House Hotel are required in order to preserve it and prevent damage 
arising from decay and potential poor underlying structural integrity of parts of 
the Fore Street frontage – Manor House Hotel Part) at 2 Fore Street, 
Cullompton).

The Area Team Leader outlined the contents of the report explaining the need for a 
Repairs Notice to be served on the property to prevent further damage and decay to 
the building.  She highlighted the planning history of the property and the fact that it 
was already registered as a building at risk.  There were also issues outstanding from 
a previous Repairs Notice which required attention. Members viewed photographs of 
some of the damage and the areas which required attention.

Consideration was given to:

 The other courses of action that could be taken to force the owner to complete 
the required works

 The fact that work was taking place on site at the moment
 The need to maintain pressure for the works to be completed

RESOLVED that the Group Manager for Legal Services and Monitoring Officer be 
given delegated authority to issue a Repairs Notice under Section 48 of the Planning 
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 specifying the works reasonably 
necessary for the proper preservation of the building.

(Proposed Cllr Mrs H Bainbridge and seconded by Cllr R L Stanley)

Note: Cllr T W Snow spoke as Ward Member.

21 DEFERRALS FROM THE PLANS LIST 

There were no deferrals from the plans list.

22 THE PLANS LIST (00-29-14) 

The Committee considered the applications in the plans list *.  

Note: *List previously circulated; copy attached to the signed Minutes.

(a) Applications dealt with without debate.

In accordance with its agreed procedure the Committee identified those applications 
contained in the Plans List which could be dealt with without debate.

RESOLVED that the following application be determined or otherwise dealt with in 
accordance with the various recommendations contained in the list namely:

(i) No 5 on the Plans List (18/00445/RSM- Reserved matters for the erection 
of 3 dwellings, Land adjacent to 25 Cowley Moor Road, Tiverton) be approved 
subject to conditions as recommended by the Head of Planning, Economy and 
Regeneration.
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(Proposed by the Chairman)

Note:  Cllr R L Stanley declared a personal interest as a Director of 3 Rivers 
Developments Limited and chose to leave the meeting at this point whilst the vote 
was taken thereon.

(b)   No 1 on the Plans List (17/01716/FULL - Widening of the existing access 
to agricultural land - land at NGR 292482 101905 – School Lane, Thorverton).

The Principal Planning Officer outlined the contents of the report referring to the 
statements made in public question time and stating that he would cover the issues 
raised during his presentation.  He highlighted the views of the Conservation Officer, 
the additional letters of objections and the landscape plan which were available on 
the update sheet and presented the history of the application; that of the original 
application, the site visits that had taken place and the revised scheme for a new 
single access which would widen the existing access.  The presentation highlighted 
the aerial view of the site, the location of the field, the position of the existing access, 
the location plan, he identified the footpath exiting the Glebe, the highway plans, the 
bend in the lane, the vegetation that would be cut back and the additional plan which 
showed the landscaping proposals. He explained that the application would allow the 
applicant to travel north from the site, rather than south and having to take another 
route to travel towards the home farm.  He explained that the other accesses to the 
field were also via very narrow lanes with limited visibility.  He felt that the current 
proposal was a betterment.

Consideration was given to:

 The number of objections to the application
 The size of the field
 The number of trips on a daily basis from the field
 Whether the other access should be considered
 The views of the objectors with regard to road safety issues and the impact on 

the visual amenity, the misleading plans previously submitted, the narrow blind 
bend, the impact on the Conservation Area and the number of people who 
used the lane

 The views of the agent with regard to the reasoning for the application, the fact 
that the access to the field would be improved and the views of the Highway 
Authority

 The views of the Ward Member highlighting the road safety issues and the 
environmental impact of the application on the Conservation Area,  the access 
was now on an industrial scale, concerns of the safety of foot traffic in the lane 
and the fact that the landscaping would grow and encroach on the highway.

 How the application would improve the access to the field
 Whether the new track was required even with larger machinery
 Drainage issues
 The need to consider the application on planning merits

RESOLVED that Members were minded to refuse the application and therefore 
wished to defer the application for consideration of an implications report to consider 
reasons for refusal to include:
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 Highway Safety
 The environmental impact of the proposal
 The visual impact on the Conservation Area and the character of the area
 The possible lack of business need
 The general pedestrian safety issue given the presence of the school in the 

locality

(Proposed by Cllr R L Stanley and seconded by Cllr  F W Letch)

Notes:  

i) Cllrs: Mrs H Bainbridge, Mrs C A Collis, Mrs F J Colthorpe, Mrs G Doe, C J 
Eginton, R Evans, D J Knowles, F W Letch, R F Radford, J D Squire and R L 
Stanley made declarations in accordance with the Protocol of Good Practice 
for Councillors dealing in Planning Matters as they had all received 
correspondence regarding this application;

ii) Mrs Greed spoke on behalf of the objectors;

iii) Mr Dyson (Agent) spoke;

iv) Cllr R M Deed spoke as Ward Member;

v) A proposal to approve the application was not supported;

vi) Cllrs Mrs H Bainbridge, Mrs F J Colthorpe, R F Radford and J D Squire 
requested that their vote against the decision be recorded;

vii) The following late information was reported: 
        

Response from Conservation Officer – 30th May 2018

‘I do feel that the previous proposal with the small island is preferable as it 
would minimise the impact on the landscape and setting of the CA. However 
provided that the revised idea includes a good well designed landscape 
mitigation plan with indigenous planting to soften the scars of the excavation 
then I would not object.’

Nine additional letters of objection received objecting on similar grounds 
already reported on within the officer report but one new comment states that 
the applicant could be encouraged to submit an application for a cattle shed at 
Yellowford Farm to house crops rather than transport them to Woodbury 
thereby removing the need for the access.

The applicant’s agent has submitted a landscape plan, drawing no. 
TM81k.PH1e, which shows the proposed planting of mixed Whitethorn and 
Blackthorn on the newly excavated banks.

(c)   No 2 on the Plans List (18/00091/MFUL- conversion of former redundant 
care home to provide 22 residential units and external landscaping – St 
Lawrence Home, Churchill Drive, Crediton).
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The Area Team Leader outlined the contents of the report highlighting by way of 
presentation the location of the site, the access to the units, the separation distances 
between the existing buildings and the boundaries with neighbouring properties, the 
road links to the site, the proposed layout and the 37 car parking spaces, the 
proposed ground floor plan, the elevations of the different aspects of the proposal 
and photographs from various aspects of the site.  He emphasised that the building 
had been vacant since March 2015 and had been rated as such by Mid Devon 
District Council.

Consideration was given to:

 The proposed insulated thermal panels 
 The location of the cycle parking
 The number of units to be provided in the space available
 The need to do something with the property and improve it visually
 Parking issues at school times

RESOLVED that planning permission be granted subject to conditions as 
recommended by the Head of Planning, Economy and Regeneration with an 
amendment to Condition 4 replacing the drawing number from 1723-104B  with 
1723-104C and the prior signing of the provision of a S106 agreement to secure:

i) To provide a contribution of £44,875.00 towards improving Air Quality within 
the Crediton AQMA, secured to deliver a footpath/cycleway connection 
between the two Secondary school campus areas in the Town. 

ii) To provide a contribution of £18,575.00 towards the provision of off-site open 
space, secured to deliver the installation of an all-weather cover over Lords 
Meadow Skate Park in the Town.

(Proposed by Cllr F W Letch and seconded by Cllr  Mrs G Doe)

Notes:  

i) Cllr F W Letch declared a personal interest as Ward Member and a Member of 
the Town Council;

ii) Cllr F W Letch spoke as Ward Member;

iii) The following late information was reported: Page 24: Confirmation that 37 
spaces are proposed as reported and assessed on page 30 of the Report; 
Page 29: Confirmation that the Mid Devon District has rated the property as 
vacant since March 2015. 

(d)   No 3 on the Plans List (18/00062/MFUL- Erection of a two storey 
extension, 18 Great Close, Culmstock).

The Area Team Leader outlined the contents of the report explaining by way of 
presentation the household domestic extension proposed on the site, she highlighted 
the site location and block plans, the roof plan, floor and elevation plans and provided 
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photographs from various aspects of the site. She compared the proposal to the 
extension on the neighbouring property which she felt was of a better design and not 
as wide as the proposed extension.

Consideration was given to:

 The height of the proposal and the fact that it could be identified from the 
street

 The views of the agent with regard to the applicant wanting 2 additional 
bedrooms, hence the width of the proposal and the fact there were other 
extensions in the same locality

 The views of the Ward Member in that the difference between the 2 
extensions was minor and that there was a need for 2 additional bedrooms

 The lack of objection from neighbouring properties

RESOLVED that planning permission be  granted for the following reason: it was felt 
that the scale, massing, impact on amenity and design was deemed to be acceptable 
on this dwelling and that delegated authority be given to the Head of Planning, 
Economy and Regeneration to produce a set of conditions. 

(Proposed by Cllr C J Eginton and seconded by Cllr  Mrs C A Collis)

Notes:  

i) Mr Archer (Agent) spoke;

ii) Cllr T G Hughes spoke as Ward Member.

(e)   No 4 on the Plans List (18/00328/MFUL- Siting of a cabin for use as 
hairdressing salon (Use Class A1) 11 Redland Way, Cullompton).

The Area Team Leader outlined the contents of the report highlighting by way of 
presentation the location of the application, the block plan and elevations for the 
proposal and photographs from various aspects of the site. She explained that 
objections had been received based on parking issues, although she considered that 
there was sufficient parking in the area. 

Consideration was given to:

 The use of the proposed cabin and access to the rear garden
 The views of the Ward Member with regard to the opening hours of the 

venture and whether this would impact on neighbouring residents
 The objection from the Town Council with regard to overdevelopment of the 

site and the lack of customer parking

RESOLVED that planning permission be granted subject to conditions as 
recommended by the Head of Planning, Economy and Regeneration.

(Proposed by Cllr  F W Letch and seconded by Cllr D J Knowles)

Notes:  

i) Cllr T W Snow spoke as Ward Member;
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ii) The following late information was reported: 1 additional letter of 
representation received making reference to difficulties parking in the area and 
potential increase in traffic issues arising from the proposal. These issues 
have been considered in the officer recommendation report.

23 MAJOR APPLICATIONS WITH NO DECISION (2-31-35) 

The Committee had before it, and NOTED, a list * of major applications with no 
decision. 

It was AGREED that:

Application  18/00786/MFUL – Higher Road, Crediton  - be determined by the 
Planning Committee and that a site visit take place if minded to approve.

Application 18/00705/MARM – White Cross, Cheriton Fitzpaine be determined by the 
Planning Committee

Application 18/00680/MFUL – Hartnoll Farm, Tiverton - be determined by the 
Planning Committee and that a site visit take place if minded to approve.

Note: *List previously circulated; copy attached to the Minutes.

24 APPEAL DECISIONS (2-38-41) 

The Committee had before it and NOTED a list of appeal decisions * providing 
information on the outcome of recent planning appeals.

Note: *List previously circulated; copy attached to signed Minutes. 

(The meeting ended at 5.07 pm) CHAIRMAN
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PLANNING COMMITTEE AGENDA – 11th JULY 2018

Enforcement List

Item No. Description

1. 18/00083/UNTIDY - Eastmere Farm, Lapford, Crediton, Devon, EX17 6QU

Page 15
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COMREP

Enforcement List Item  
Committee Date:  11 July 2018

Case No. ENF/18/00083/UNTIDY Grid Ref: 272553 108255

Address:
Eastmere Farm, Lapford, Crediton, EX17 6QU

Alleged Breach:
Untidy site having an adverse effect upon the visual amenity of the locality

Recommendation:
That Members having considered that the condition of the land identified in this report is having an 
adverse effect on the amenity of the local area grant authority to the Legal Services Manager to 
take all such steps and action necessary to secure the improvement of the appearance of the land, 
including the issue of a Section 215 (Untidy Site) Notice and prosecution and/or Direct Action in 
the event of non-compliance with the notice.

Site Description:
The site sits within the parish of Lapford on land to the east of the A377, opposite Popes Wood 
and situated to the west of the centre of Lapford (as shown edged pink on the site plan below).  
The site is surrounded by predominantly open countryside, with Popes woodland to the northwest, 
the railway line to the south and a small number of residential properties located to the east, on the 
opposite side of the A377.

Site Plan:
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Site History:
12/00535/FULL Change of use from agricultural to agricultural/equestrian, erection of 4 

timber stables and an agricultural barn following demolition of existing 
shelter/stables, formation of hardstanding parking area and new access 
track/visibility splay – WITHDRAWN – 18/07/12

15/00703/PNCOU Prior notification for change of use of an agricultural building to a dwelling 
under Class Q - APPEAL DISMISSED 24/06/16

Development Plan Policies:
None Relevant to this matter

Reasons/Material Considerations:
In March 2018, a complaint was received by the enforcement team regarding the unsightly 
appearance of the land at Eastmere Farm, Lapford.  The site sits immediately adjacent to the main 
road (A377) between Exeter and Barnstaple and is clearly visible from the public domain, 
particularly on the approach to Lapford from the north.

A site visit was carried out on 27 March 2018 which established that the land was being used for 
the storage of various items, including farm machinery, scrap metal, tyres, wooden pallets, timber 
planks, tarpaulins and other sundry items of scrap materials.  In addition to the poor condition of 
the land, it was noted at the time of the site visit that a number of horses and cattle were being 
kept on the land.

A land registry search revealed a recent change in land ownership which appeared to correspond 
with the deterioration of the condition of the land.  A letter was sent to the registered owner of the 
land detailing the Council’s concerns and confirming our intention to instigate enforcement action 
seeking an improvement to the condition of the land.

Following reports to the Council that the some attempt had been made to tidy the site; a further 
site visit was undertaken on 4 June 2018.  While it is acknowledged that some work has been 
undertaken to improve the appearance of the site, it remains in a condition which the Council 
considers detrimental to the visual amenity of the locality.

It is the Council’s view that the storage of scrap materials as outline above in this location has a 
significant adverse effect upon the amenity of the local area.  The site represents an unsightly and 
incongruous feature within a predominantly rural area on the outskirts of the village, having a 
detrimental impact upon the residential amenities of the neighbouring properties.  It is the 
Council’s view that the harm caused by the condition of the land may only be mitigated by 
instigating enforcement action seeking the removal of those items being stored on the land and its 
restoration to its former condition.

It is, therefore, proposed that a Section 215 (Untidy Site) Notice should be served, securing an 
improvement in the condition of the land.  Members are advised that failure to comply with the 
terms of a Section 215 Notice is an Offence for which the landowner may be prosecuted in the 
Magistrates Court.  The issuing of a Notice is considered a proportionate response given that 
previous requests have not been complied with to restore the land to an acceptable condition.

Human Rights and Equality Issues:

The expediency of Enforcement action has been assessed with reference to the National Planning 
Policy Framework (NPPF). Expediency has also been assessed with regard to the statutory 
Development Plan, comprising the Core Strategy 2026 (July 2007), the Allocations and 
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Infrastructure Development Plan Policies (January 2011) the Local Plan Part 3 Development 
Management Policies (October 2013) the Proposed Local Plan Review Policies 2013 - 2033.

When making their decision, Members must have regard to all relevant planning legislation, 
regulations, guidance, circulars and Council policies.  

In addition, Members should note that the Human Rights Act 1998 (HRA 1998) makes it unlawful 
for the Council to act incompatibly with Convention rights.  Decisions by the Committee must take 
account of the HRA 1998.  Therefore, Members need to be aware of the fact that the HRA 1998 
makes the European Convention on Human Rights (the Convention) directly applicable to the 
actions of public bodies in England and Wales.  The specific parts of the Convention relevant to 
planning matters are Article 6 (right to a fair hearing); Article 8 (right to respect for private and 
family life); Article 1 of the First Protocol (protection of property) and Article 14 (prohibition of 
discrimination).

Article 6 deals with procedural fairness. If normal committee procedures are followed, it is unlikely 
that this article will be breached. 

Article 1 of the First Protocol and Article 8 are not absolute rights and infringements of these rights 
protected under these are allowed in certain defined circumstances, for example where required 
by law. However any infringement must be proportionate, which means it must achieve a fair 
balance between the public interest and the private interest infringed and must not go beyond what 
is needed to achieve its objective. 

Article 14 states that the rights under the Convention shall be secured without discrimination on 
grounds of 'sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, 
association with a national minority, property, birth or other status'.

The power to issue any form of Notice to redress the issue is discretionary and should only be 
used where the Local Planning Authority (LPA) are satisfied that there is a reason to do so.  The 
LPA must also be satisfied that it is expedient to issue the Notice, and that the issuing of a Notice 
is proportionate in all circumstances and is in the public interest.  Consequently the Council must 
decide based on the particular circumstances of each individual case the question of expediency, 
proportionality and public interest.  The decision to take action must be reasonable and not based 
on irrational factors or taken without proper consideration of the relevant facts.  

Reasons for issuing the Notice
The alleged breach of planning control concerns an untidy site where the condition of the land is 
having a detrimental impact upon the visual amenity of the locality.
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PLANNING COMMITTEE AGENDA - 11th July 2018

Applications of a non-delegated nature

Item No. Description

01. 17/01359/MOUT - Outline for the erection of 60 dwellings and construction of new vehicular 
access onto highway to the West of the site at Land and Buildings at NGR 302469 114078, 
Higher Town, Sampford Peverell.
RECOMMENDATION
Grant permission subject to conditions and the prior signing of a Section 106 agreement

02. 18/00133/MARM - Reserved Matters application, pursuant to Outline application 
13/01616/MOUT, for the construction of 248 dwellings, 3 Gypsy and Traveller pitches, 
public open space, landscape planting, pedestrian, cycle and vehicular links; and 
associated infrastructure at Land at NGR 298617 113487 , Uplowman Road, Tiverton.
RECOMMENDATION
Grant permission subject to conditions

03. 18/00867/CAT - Notification of intention to fell 1 Maple tree within the Conservation Area at 
Blagdon House, Blagdon, Crediton.
RECOMMENDATION
No objection.
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Plans List No. 1

Application No. 17/01359/MOUT

Grid Ref: 302469 : 114078

Applicant: Mr Neal Jillings

Location: Land and Buildings at NGR 302469 114078 
Higher Town 
Sampford Peverell 
Devon

Proposal: Outline for the erection of 60 dwellings and construction of new vehicular access 
onto highway to the West of the site, along with 3 pedestrian/cycle access points to serve the 
site, with all other matters to be reserved.

Date Valid:      4th September 2017
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APPLICATION NO:  17/01359/MOUT

RECOMMENDATION

Grant permission subject to conditions and to the prior signing of a Section 106 agreement to 
provide for 

1. 35% affordable housing (21 dwellings, tenure and mix to be agreed); 

2. Financial contributions towards primary, early years and secondary education totalling 
together with secondary school transport of £243,398; 

3. Public open space/LEAP to be provided in accordance with Policy AL/IN/3 and for 
maintenance to be undertaken by an appropriate management company 

4. Retention of Green infrastructure located to the North of the site and the Green buffer 
area shown on the Indicative plan to the east of the site. A management plan to protect 
the future of the GI space and the Green Buffer zone from future development.

5. Submission and implementation of a travel plan to reduce the reliance on private motor 
vehicles.

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

Outline for the erection of 60 dwellings and construction of new vehicular access onto highway 
to the west of the site, along with 3 pedestrian/cycle access points to serve the site, provision of 
open space and local equipped area for play (LEAP), green infrastructure to the north of the site 
and to the east, the latter part to include possible location for the sustainable urban drainage 
system, with all other matters to be reserved. 

APPLICANT’S SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Covering Letter

Topographical survey

Archaeological assessment

Design and Access statement

Flood risk assessment

Ecological Appraisal

Historical assessment

Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment LVIA

Travel Plan

Utility Statement

Location Plan
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Section 106 Heads of terms

RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY

03/01243/FULL - PERMIT date 23rd June 2003
Erection of timber framed storage building  

DEVELOPMENT PLAN POLICIES

Mid Devon Core Strategy (Local Plan 1)

COR1 Sustainable Communities
COR2 Local Distinctiveness
COR3 Meeting Housing Needs
COR8 Infrastructure Provision
COR9 Access
COR12 Development Focus
COR17 Villages
COR18 Countryside

Mid Devon Allocations and Infrastructure Development Plan (Local Plan 2)

AL/DE/2 Overall Affordable Housing Provision
AL/DE/3 Affordable Housing Site Target
AL/IN/3 Public Open Space
AL/IN/5 Education Provision
AL/IN/6 Carbon Footprint Reduction
Mid Devon Local Plan Part 3 (Development Management Policies)
DM1- Presumption in favour of sustainable development
DM2- High quality design
DM27- Development affecting heritage assets

CONSULTATIONS

DCC - FLOOD/COASTAL RISK MANAGEMENT TEAM - 28th September 2017

Recommendation:

At this stage, we object to this planning application because we do not believe it satisfactorily 
conforms to Policy DM2, specifically part (f), of Mid Devon District Council's Local Plan (Adopted 
October 2013), which requires developments to include sustainable drainage systems. The 
applicant will therefore be required to submit additional information in order to demonstrate that 
all aspects of the proposed surface water drainage management system have been considered.

Observations:

The applicant has not provided any information in relation to the disposal of surface water from 
the site to enable me to make observations on the proposal. The applicant must therefore 
submit a surface water drainage management plan which demonstrates how surface water from 
the development will be disposed of in a manner that does not increase flood risk elsewhere, in 
accordance with the principles of Sustainable Drainage Systems. The applicant is therefore 
advised to refer to Devon County Council's draft Sustainable
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Drainage Design Guidance, which can be found at the following address:

https://new.devon.gov.uk/floodriskmanagement/sustainable-drainage/.

DCC - FLOOD/COASTAL RISK MANAGEMENT TEAM  - 26th January 2018 

Recommendation:

Although we have no in-principle objection to the above planning application at this stage, the 
applicant must submit additional information, as outlined below, in order to demonstrate that all 
aspects of the proposed surface water drainage management system have been considered.

Observations:

It is noted that preliminary infiltration testing was undertaken within the site boundary however 
given that full infiltration testing (3 test runs) was unable to be undertaken within the time 
constraints the applicant should demonstrate that an alternative attenuation based system can 
be accommodated within the western portion of the site should additional testing show that 
infiltration is not viable.

The proposed infiltration system has been designed to accommodate the 30 yr. event within the 
soakaways themselves and exceedance contained within the bunded areas above surrounding 
the infiltration devices. The applicant should clarify the minimum height of the bunding which is 
required to accommodate the volume between the 30 to 100 year event. The Highway Authority 
should also confirm that they are happy with this arrangement as it appears they are proposed 
for adoption.

We are supportive of the use of permeable paving in the private areas proposed within the 
development as a method of source control with their detailed design being secured at the 
detailed design stage once a layout has been confirmed.

It is noted that a private 100 year attenuation tank is proposed for the eastern catchment, 
subject to adoption requirements (due to the connection to a public surface water sewer) the 
use of an open attenuation feature should be explored at the detail design stage.

DCC - FLOOD/COASTAL RISK MANAGEMENT TEAM  - 22nd March 2018 

Recommendation:

Although we have no in-principle objection to the above planning application at this stage, the 
applicant must submit additional information, as outlined below, in order to demonstrate that all 
aspects of the proposed surface water drainage management system have been considered.

Observations:

It is noted that preliminary infiltration testing was undertaken within the site boundary however 
given that full infiltration testing (3 test runs) was unable to be undertaken within the time 
constraints the applicant should demonstrate that an alternative attenuation based system can 
be accommodated within the western portion of the site should additional testing show that 
infiltration is not viable.

The proposed infiltration systems have been designed to accommodate the 30 yr. event within 
the soakaways themselves and exceedance contained within the bunded areas above 
surrounding the infiltration devices. The applicant should clarify the minimum height of the 
bunding which is required to accommodate the volume between the 30 to 100 year event. The 
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Highway Authority should also confirm that they are happy with this arrangement as it appears 
they are proposed for adoption.

The applicant should also provide MicroDrainage model outputs, or similar, to demonstrate that 
the attenuation system draining to the east of the site has been designed to the 1 in 100 year 
(+40% allowance for climate change) rainfall event.

We are supportive of the use of permeable paving in the private areas proposed within the 
development as a method of source control with the detailed design of these being secured at 
the detailed design stage once a layout has been confirmed.

The applicant must submit information regarding the adoption and maintenance of the proposed 
surface water drainage management system in order to demonstrate that all components will 
remain fully operational throughout the lifetime of the development.

It is noted that a private 100 year attenuation tank is proposed for the eastern catchment; 
subject to adoption requirements (due to the connection to a public surface water sewer) the 
use of an open attenuation feature should be explored at the detail design stage.

DCC - FLOOD/COASTAL RISK MANAGEMENT TEAM - 17th May 2018 

Our objection is withdrawn and we have no in-principle objections to the above planning 
application at this stage, assuming that the following pre-commencement planning conditions 
are imposed on any approved permission:

- No part of the development hereby permitted shall be commenced until a programme of 
percolation tests has been carried out in accordance with BRE Digest 365 Soakaway Design 
(2016), and the results approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, in consultation with 
Devon County Council as the Lead Local Flood Authority. A representative number of tests 
should be conducted to provide adequate coverage of the site, with particular focus placed on 
the locations and depths of the proposed infiltration devices.

Reason: To ensure that surface water from the development is discharged as high up the 
drainage hierarchy as is feasible.

- No part of the development hereby permitted shall be commenced until the full results of a 
groundwater monitoring programme, undertaken over a period of 12 months, has been 
submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority, in consultation with 
Devon County Council as the Lead Local Flood Authority. This monitoring should be conducted 
to provide adequate coverage of the site, with particular focus placed on the locations and 
depths of the proposed infiltration devices.

Reason: To ensure that the use of infiltration devices on the site is an appropriate means of 
surface water drainage management.

- No part of the development hereby permitted shall be commenced until the detailed design of 
the proposed permanent surface water drainage management system has been submitted to, 
and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority, in consultation with Devon County 
Council as the Lead Local Flood Authority. The design of this permanent surface water drainage 
management system will be informed by the programme of approved BRE Digest 365 
Soakaway Design (2016) percolation tests and in accordance with the principles set out in the 
Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Strategy (Ref. C-06685-C; Rev. P4; dated 1st February 
2018), Drainage Strategy Layout Sheet 1 of 2 (Drawing No. C-06685-C-002; Rev. C; dated 9th 
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May 2018), Drainage Strategy Layout Sheet 2 of 2 (Drawing No. C-06685-C-003; Rev. C; dated 
9th May 2018), Drainage Strategy Layout Option B: No Infiltration Sheet 1 of 2 (Drawing No. C-
06685-C-005; Rev. B; dated 9th May 2018), Drainage Strategy Layout Option B: No Infiltration 
Sheet 2 of 2 (Drawing No. C-06685-C-006; Rev. B; dated 9th May 2018), MicroDrainage 
outputs of greenfield runoff rates for the site (File Attenuation – 30 YEAR_WHOLE; dated 23rd 
March 2018), MicroDrainage outputs for proposed Highway Soakaways (Ref. Highways 
Soakaway 1 - Rev A; File Highway soakaway; dated 23rd March 2018, as well as Ref. Highway 
Soakaway 2; File Highway soakaway; dated 23rd March 2018) and MicroDrainage outputs for 
attenuation option (Ref. Whole Site: 30 Year Only; File Attenuation - 30 YEAR_WHOLE; dated 
23rd March 2018, as well as Ref. Whole Site: 100 Year + 40%; File Attenuation 30 
YEAR_WHOLE; dated 23rd March 2018).

Reason: To ensure that surface water runoff from the development is discharged as high up the 
drainage hierarchy as is feasible, and is managed in accordance with the principles of 
sustainable drainage systems.
Advice: Refer to Devon County Council's Sustainable Drainage Guidance.

- No part of the development hereby permitted shall be commenced until the detailed design of 
the proposed surface water drainage management system which will serve the development 
site for the full period of its construction has been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the 
Local Planning Authority, in consultation with Devon County Council as the Lead Local Flood 
Authority. This temporary surface water drainage management system must satisfactorily 
address both the rates and volumes, and quality, of the surface water runoff from the 
construction site.

Reason: To ensure that surface water runoff from the construction site is appropriately managed 
so as to not increase the flood risk, or pose water quality issues, to the surrounding area.
Advice: Refer to Devon County Council's Sustainable Drainage Guidance.

Observations:

Following my previous consultation response (FRM/MD/01359/2017; dated 21st March 2018), 
the applicant has provided additional information in relation to the surface water drainage 
aspects of the above planning application, in e-mails dated 30th March 2018 and 9th May 2018, 
for which I am grateful. If not already done so, the applicant should submit the following 
information to the Local Planning Authority:
- MicroDrainage outputs of greenfield runoff rates for the site (File Attenuation - 30 
YEAR_WHOLE; dated 23rd March 2018)
- MicroDrainage outputs for proposed Highway Soakaways (Ref. Highways Soakaway 1 - Rev 
A; File Highway soakaway; dated 23rd March 2018, as well as Ref. Highway Soakaway 2; File 
Highway soakaway; dated 23rd March 2018) - MicroDrainage outputs for attenuation option 
(Ref. Whole Site: 30 Year Only; File Attenuation – 30 YEAR_WHOLE; dated 23rd March 2018, 
as well as Ref. Whole Site: 100 Year + 40%; File Attenuation 
30 YEAR_WHOLE; dated 23rd March 2018)
- Drainage Strategy Layout Sheet 1 of 2 (Drawing No. C-06685-C-002; Rev. C; dated 9th May 
2018) 
- Drainage Strategy Layout Sheet 2 of 2 (Drawing No. C-06685-C-003; Rev. C; dated 9th May 
2018)
- Drainage Strategy Layout Option B: No Infiltration Sheet 1 of 2 (Drawing No. C-06685-C-005; 
Rev. B; dated 9th May 2018)
- Drainage Strategy Layout Option B: No Infiltration Sheet 2 of 2 (Drawing No. C-06685-C-006; 
Rev. B; dated 9th May 2018)
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If infiltration methods are carried forward then further details of the proposed bund above the 
soakaways will be required to ensure that they are appropriately designed.
If infiltration is found to be less viable than anticipated, then further analysis of source control 
components will need to be completed.

The Above observations are for details required at Reserved matters Stage

 
SOUTH WEST WATER - No Objections - 11th June 2018

DEVON COUNTY EDUCATION - 4th October 2017

Regarding the above planning application, Devon County Council would need to request an 
education contribution to mitigate its impact.

The proposed 84 family-type dwellings will generate an additional 21 primary pupils and 12.6 
secondary pupils.

There is currently capacity at the nearest primary for the number of pupils likely to be generated 
by the proposed development. Devon County Council will however seek a contribution towards 
additional education infrastructure at the local secondary school that serves the address of the 
proposed development. The contribution sought is £276,204 (based on the DfE extension rate 
of £21,921 per pupil) which will be used to provide education facilities for those living in the 
development.

We would also require a contribution towards secondary school transport costs due to the 
development being further than 2.25 miles from Uffculme school. The costs required are as 
follows: -

13.00 secondary pupils

£3.58 per day x 13 pupils x 190 academic days x 5 years = £44,213.00

In addition, a contribution towards Early Years provision is needed to ensure delivery of 
provision for 2, 3 and 4 year olds. This would cost approximately £21,000 (based on £250 per 
dwelling). This will be used to provide early years provision for pupils likely to be generated by 
the proposed development.

In addition to the contribution figures quoted above, the County Council would wish to recover 
legal costs incurred as a result of the preparation and completion of the Agreement.  Legal costs 
are not expected to exceed £500.00 where the agreement relates solely to the education 
contribution.  However, if the agreement involves other issues or if the matter becomes 
protracted, the legal costs are likely to be in excess of this sum.

DEVON COUNTY EDUCATION - 21st March 2018  

Regarding the above planning application, Devon County Council would need to request an 
education contribution to mitigate its impact.

The proposed 60 family-type dwellings will generate an additional 15 primary pupils and 9 
secondary pupils.

There is currently capacity at the nearest primary for the number of pupils likely to be generated 
by the proposed development. Devon County Council will however seek a contribution towards 
additional education infrastructure at the local secondary school that serves the address of the 
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proposed development. The contribution sought is £197,289 (based on the DfE extension rate 
of £21,921 per pupil) which will be used to provide education facilities for those living in the 
development.

We would also require a contribution towards secondary school transport costs due to the 
development being further than 2.25 miles from Uffculme school. The costs required are as 
follows: -

9.00 secondary pupils

£3.58 per day x 9 pupils x 190 academic days x 5 years = £30,609

In addition, a contribution towards Early Years provision is needed to ensure delivery of 
provision for 2, 3 and 4 year olds. This would cost approximately £15,000 (based on £250 per 
dwelling). This will be used to provide early years provision for pupils likely to be generated by 
the proposed development.

In addition to the contribution figures quoted above, the County Council would wish to recover 
legal costs incurred as a result of the preparation and completion of the Agreement.  Legal costs 
are not expected to exceed £500.00 where the agreement relates solely to the education 
contribution.  However, if the agreement involves other issues or if the matter becomes 
protracted, the legal costs are likely to be in excess of this sum.

HIGHWAY AUTHORITY - 6th December 2017

Observations:

The Highway Authority have seen the revised access to the west, the proposed footway 
construction to Turnpike at its junction with Higher road, and proposed pedestrian egress to 
Higher road. In addition access to the south east corner for pedestrians and cyclists and re use 
of the existing gate way for pedestrians is accepted a. These will form part of a legal agreement 
under section 278 of the highways act and detail design will be required at this stage which will 
need to be accompanied by a stage 2 safety audit. Based upon the submitted information the 
highway Authority would have no further observations to make save that of further information 
over the requested permissive footway for inclusion in the highway agreement and while this is 
desirable it would not represent a reason for refusal given the other pedestrian route provided.

Therefore the highway Authority would recommend that the following conditions be imposed 
should consent be granted.

Recommendation:

THE HEAD OF PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION AND ENVIRONMENT, ON BEHALF OF 
DEVON COUNTY COUNCIL, AS LOCAL HIGHWAY AUTHORITY,RECOMMENDS THAT THE 
FOLLOWING CONDITIONS SHALL BE INCORPORATED IN ANY GRANT OF PERMISSION

1. The proposed estate road, cycleway, footways, footpaths, verges, junctions, street lighting, 
sewers, drains, retaining walls, service routes, surface water outfall, road

maintenance/vehicle overhang margins, embankments, visibility splays, accesses, car parking 
and street furniture shall be constructed and laid out in accordance with details to be approved 
by the Local Planning Authority in writing before their construction begins, For this purpose, 
plans and sections indicating, as appropriate, the design, layout, levels, gradients, materials and 
method of construction shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority.
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REASON: To ensure that adequate information is available for the proper consideration of the 
detailed proposals.

2. The development hereby approved shall not be carried out otherwise than in accordance with 
a phasing programme which shall previously have been submitted to and approved by the Local 
Planning Authority in writing.

REASON: To ensure the proper development of the site. 

3. No development shall take place until a surface water drainage scheme has been submitted 
to and approved in writing by the County Planning Authority. Unless it is demonstrated that it is 
unfeasible to do so, the scheme shall use appropriate Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems. 
The drainage scheme shall be designed so that there is no increase in the rate of surface water 
runoff from the site resulting from the development and so that storm water flows are 
attenuated. The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved scheme.

REASON: To protect water quality and minimise flood risk in accordance with Flood 
management act

4. No part of the development hereby approved shall be commenced until:

A) The access road has been laid out, kerbed, drained and constructed up to base course level 
for the first 20.00 metres back from its junction with the public highway

B) The ironwork has been set to base course level and the visibility splays required by this 
permission laid out

C) The footway on the public highway frontage required by this permission has been 
constructed up to base course level

D) A site compound and car park have been constructed to the written satisfaction of the Local 
Planning Authority

REASON: To ensure that adequate on site facilities are available for all traffic attracted to the 
site during the construction period, in the interest of the safety of all users of the adjoining public 
highway and to protect the amenities of the adjoining residents

5. The occupation of any dwelling in an agreed phase of the development shall not take place 
until the following works have been carried out to the written satisfaction of the Local Planning 
Authority:

A) The spine road and cul-de-sac carriageway including the vehicle turning head within that 
phase shall have been laid out, kerbed, drained and constructed up to and including base 
course level, the ironwork set to base course level and the sewers, manholes and service 
crossings completed;

B) The spine road and cul-de-sac footways and footpaths which provide that dwelling with direct 
pedestrian routes to an existing highway maintainable at public expense have been constructed 
up to and including base course level;

C) The cul-de-sac visibility splays have been laid out to their final level;

D) The street lighting for the spine road and cul-de-sac and footpaths has been erected and is 
operational;
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E) The car parking and any other vehicular access facility required for the dwelling by this 
permission has/have been completed;

F) The verge and service margin and vehicle crossing on the road frontage of the dwelling have 
been completed with the highway boundary properly defined;

G) The street nameplates for the spine road and cul-de-sac have been provided and erected.

REASON: To ensure that adequate access and associated facilities are available for the traffic 
attracted to the site

6. Off-Site Highway Works No occupation of the development shall take place on site until the 
off-site highway works for the pedestrian access to the North west onto Higher road, the 
pedestrian footway link at the junction of Turnpike and Higher road, and pedestrian accesses 
from the site to Turnpike via the existing farm gate and the pedestrian link at the south east 
corner of the site have been designed and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority 
funded and have been constructed and made available for use.

REASON: To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in accordance 
with paragraph 32 of NPPF

HIGHWAY AUTHORITY - 26th March 2018

Observations:

The Highway Authority has assessed the amended plans and proposals for the pedestrian 
accesses. The Highway Authority (HA) has also viewed the objection comments, concerns, and 
observations and would offer the following observations comments and conditions.

The objection comments have raised a number of issues.

The availability of documentation on the planning web site is a matter for the Local Planning 
Authority (LPA) to consider. However the Highway Authority is in receipt of safety audits and 
design responses.

Construction details will be addressed through and in accordance with Devon county council 
specifications under section 38 and 278 of the highways act. Please note street lighting will be 
designed at this stage and may necessitate extension of the current lighting on existing roads as 
well as estate road lighting on the elevated plateau.

Alignment, layout, visibilities are considered under the planning process and will be subject to 
appropriate conditions.

Where the access is proposed on the link road between Turnpike and Higher Town, the 
professional opinion of the Highway Authority is that the observed speed of 30 mph is 
appropriate in considering the visibility splays and is the norm. The HA has been informed that it 
is backed up by speed data undertaken by the Developer which indicates an 85%ile speed of 28 
and 29 mph. The LPA may wish to verify these figures with the developer.

(For members information the applicant has submitted to the Authority details with regard to 
speed data and the HA have considered these figures on the Authorities behalf and are of the 
view they are appropriate and provide sufficient information to be able to assess the new access 
to be acceptable to HA. The figures are available for scrutiny on the website) 

Some concern at the wording of conditions is raised and for avoidance of doubt clarification of 
conditions will be set out below.
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Some comments have indicated that the junction should be designed to TD 42 /95. this is not 
the appropriate standards as they are predominantly used for trunk roads and the location of the 
site and hierarchy of the roads warrant designs under Manual for Streets 1 and Manual for 
streets 2(MfS). The observed speed and subsequent supporting data require visibility splays of 
2.4 m by 43 m with no obstruction greater than 600 mm above the roads surface.

Concern is raised that the inclusion of forward visibility splays will increase speeds on the road 
particularly downhill. This is disputed as the mean speed of the road is governed by the physical 
radii of the bend which is between 20 to 25 m and warrants a forward visibility of 33 m. The 
improved visibility will not impact the physical constraints but will provide an improvement of 
visibility and safety of the HGV, commercial and agricultural vehicles.

The reduction of residential units takes the requirement for emergency vehicle access below the 
conditional threshold and the HA can confirm our verbal acknowledgement of this to the 
Developer and officers. The footway cycle way onto Turnpike can be provided without such a 
requirement and can be redesigned to cater for the improved gradients, width, alignment and 
pedestrian barriers.

Concerns have been raised about the visibility splays and gradients of the footway cycle way 
onto Higher town. It is intended that a new gate way feature is incorporated and consideration of 
a relocated 30 mph limit is provided as part of the Highway agreement.

Notwithstanding the observed speeds of 30 mph have been noted and the visibility splays are in 
accordance with Sight stopping distances in Manual for Streets (MfS) with a 43m distance. The 
HA would agree that gradients within the site should be in accordance with the maximums, and 
the reserve matter application which deals with such matters should comply and the estate road 
condition covers this .

Loss of the informal parking on the carriageway has been raised however this parking already 
raises the issue of the extended narrowing raised as a concern over the new layout and while it 
is not enforced any obstruction of the highway by parked vehicles even without formal 
restrictions is an enforceable issue. Notwithstanding there is an opportunity when considering 
the internal layout to provide some visitor parking spaces which can be located close to the 
footway/cycle way which can be utilised by those residents who feel they need to park on road 
in Higher Town.

A lot of concern over the footway adjacent to the canal road bridge at the junction of Higher 
Town and Turnpike. This has been subject to an independent safety audit which did not find any 
issue but commented outside of the brief to acknowledge that the proposed works while 
substandard in some of its design criteria is a significant improvement on pedestrian facilities in 
the village. The objectors have raised concerns over the legitimate planting of evergreens on 
private land reducing forward visibility; however this will further exacerbate the existing situation 
where residents now walk further giving weight to the improvements. Much has been made of 
Devon design guide" Highways in residential and commercial estates" but as is acknowledged it 
is a guide and MfS being the overriding design principles. This is reinforced on Devon County 
Council

Web site page which states "In recent years the approach to the design of the space between 
buildings has evolved away from the traditional dominance of the engineered carriageway. 
There is now recognition that the public realm has many wider functions than just the movement 
of vehicles. This has been recognised in the national launch of the Manual for Streets (MfS) and 
MfS2."
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Objectors have identified that the internal estate road as an R2 type access road which requires 
a 5.5m wide road, however the HA have recommended an R31 which has a 4.8m wide 
carriageway. The lower category of road is compliant with MfS and the reduced carriageway 
width will encourage slower speeds and allow for a more flexible internal layout without the need 
for physical speed reducing features except for speed reducing bends . It will also provide for 
lower maintenance costs. The internal design is not a matter for this application.

Reference has been made to the HA request for "Vissim model of Halberton," The applicants 
consultants have submitted a technical note to the HA which has satisfied the HA that the traffic 
increases will not be significant on the village.

Reference has been made to the content of the travel plan, the development having been 
reduced in size no longer meets the trigger for a conditional travel plan and while it is not 
conditional it is welcomed and any proposal to assist in the reduction of car borne traffic will be 
beneficial.

One of the residents has engaged a transport consultant to support his objection with many of 
the items being addressed above and will be addressed in the comments on the amended 
plans.

The following comments relate to the submitted plans

06685-HYD-xx-xx-Dr-TP-106 rev P3

The above plan is compliant with the requirements of the Highway Authority in the provision of 
an R31 Estate road as required by the design guide and off which are a number of Cul-de-sacs. 
The road design junction and layout is compliant with MfS and while the proposed development 
is some 10 units only over the maximum limit in the design guide it is reiterated that it is a guide 
and the road is compliant with the principles of MfS. The acceptance of the reduced width of 
carriageway (the only difference between the R2 and R31) is of a desire to maintain low speeds 
both entering and traversing the site. The wider width is likely to give rise to physical constraints 
which interfere in the free flow of vehicles and represent an increase in maintenance costs. 
Notwithstanding this the internal layout is a matter for reserve matter application and not for 
consideration but is for illustrative purposes.

Should the LPA desire to see the greater width the Highway Authority would have no objection 
but developers should be designing the road for a 20mph design speed.

Objectors have raised the issue of spacing of junctions, however manual for streets indicates in 
7.3.17 to 7.3.19 that spacing are no longer considered in such prescriptive distances and again 
the internal layout is not for consideration.

It should be noted the independent safety auditor have raised no issue with the junction onto the 
link road

06685-HYD-xx-xx-Dr-TP-107 

Forward visibility is governed by sight stopping distance and it is the physical constraint of the 
bend that will dictate the speed on the bends. The Devon design guide sets out in table 7.3.3 
such details. Given that the bend is some 20-25m the mean speed is 20mph requiring a 33m of 
forward visibility? The Highway Authority is opting for the slightly greater splay in recognition of 
the agricultural and commercial vehicles using the road.

06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-0108 P1
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The provision of an access for emergency vehicles is welcome but given the reduction in house 
numbers is no longer conditional of any consent and a better layout and design for pedestrians 
and cyclists can be achieved. The visibility splays shown are acceptable but provision of a small 
section of footway with tactile paving at a crossing point to the footway on the canal side away 
from existing drives would be preferable. Given the gradients and concerns for vulnerable users 
entering turnpike without constraint, better alignment with appropriate 1 in 12 gradients and 
provision of staggered barriers can be employed. This will also enable the LPA to consider the 
width and a more aesthetic look. This design change can be part of the reserve matter 
application, as the provided access has not had any safety issued raised by the auditor as 
briefed and can be dealt with as part of the condition set out below.

06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-0110-P1

This plan is acceptable for the point where it accesses the junction of Turnpike and the link 
road. However details of the crossing point, tactile paving, and footway on the canal side 
required. Also details of access to the permissive footway and the lane with a drop kerb should 
be provided. These will form part of the section 278 requirements and will be subject to further 
stages of the safety audit process.

06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-P05

The layout and design is acceptable to the Highway Authority and while there are some 
deficiencies in the design standards the safety auditors consideration is that " 3.1 while the 
Audit team note that achievable visibility distances in particular are below requirements for the 
design standards the highway is constricted with a boundary wall directly impacting an available 
visibility splay. The team note that while substandard the proposals are a significant

Improvement in pedestrian facilities within the village and are provided on an observed desire 
line." This is within the independent safety auditors stage 1 audit received from the developers 
on 13/10/2017.

C06685-C-S2 traffic calming

The Auditors in response to the above plan have queried the width of the road passed the hard 
standing. The Highway Authority has sought a minimum distance of 3.5m to allow for 
commercial and emergency vehicles

Concerns has been raised that vehicles will have some 60m of narrowing to traverse as vehicle 
will park adjacent to the give way marking where the road widens adjacent to the barn. Such 
parking on what can be considered a linear junction would be an obstruction of the highway and 
would be an obstruction of the visibility splay and could be prosecuted as such by the police. A 
traffic regulation order restricting such parking formally could be appropriate. Both Mr Baker and 
the Independent safety auditor have recommended that the priority be reversed and will have 
the added advantage of speed reduction. They are happy to consider this option as part of the 
section 278 agreement works and will seek a Traffic regulation order for the extension of the 30 
mph in conjunction with the gateway features. The advanced signage both permanent and 
temporary will also form part of the section 278 submission for technical approval.

The safety audits, and recommended standards in Manual for Streets and the design guide 
answer the issues raised by the residents and the Highway Authority would raise no objection to 
the proposal subject to the legal agreements, conditions and Grampian conditions, and would 
recommend that the LPA consider the following conditions in addition to conditions 1 to 5 in my 
original response.

Recommendation:
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THE HEAD OF PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION AND ENVIRONMENT, ON BEHALF OF
DEVON COUNTY COUNCIL, AS LOCAL HIGHWAY AUTHORITY, RECOMMENDS THAT
THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS SHALL BE INCORPORATED IN ANY GRANT OF
PERMISSION

1. Off-Site Highway Works No development shall take place on site until the off-site highway 
works generally as shown on drawing no. 06685-HYD-xx-xx-DR-TP-05-REV P have been 
approved in writing, funded and constructed and made available for use.

REASON: To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in accordance 
with Paragraph 32 of NPPF

2. Off-Site Highway Works No development shall take place on site until the off-site highway 
works as shown generally in accordance with drawing number C06685-CS" traffic calming have 
been designed, approved in writing, have been constructed and made available for use.

REASON: To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in accordance 
with paragraph 32 NPPF

3. Off-Site Highway Works No occupation of the development shall take place on site until the 
off-site highway works for a footway/cycle way onto Turnpike inclusive of but not limited to 
footway, tactile crossing facilities, width, gradients, drainage and alignments have been 
designed approved in writing by the local planning authority and have been constructed and 
made available for use.

REASON: To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in accordance 
with paragraph 32 of NPPF

4. Off-Site Highway Works No occupation of the development shall take place on site until the 
off-site highway works for the provision of a footway at the junction of Turnpike and linking road 
inclusive of but not limited to footway, tactile crossings, drainage, visibility splays has been 
designed, approved in writing by the local planning Authority and have been constructed and 
made available for use.

REASON: To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in accordance 
with paragraph 32 of the NPPF.

5. Off-Site Highway Works No development shall take place on site until the off-site highway 
works as shown on drawing no. 06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-107-P1 have been constructed and 
made available for use.

REASON: To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in accordance 
with paragraph 32 of NPPF

6. Off-Site Highway Works No development shall take place on site until the off-site highway 
works as shown on drawing no. 06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-0111-P1 have been constructed 
and made available for use.

REASON: To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in accordance 
with paragraph 32 of NPPF.

HIGHWAY AUTHORITY 25th May 2018
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Observations:

Further to the Highway Authority comments of the 26th March the applicant has submitted 
amended plans and the Highway Authority can confirm that the following drawings are 
acceptable subject to the conditions previously set out,

a) 06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-0110rev P2
b) 06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-106rev P4
c) 06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-0108-P3
d) 06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-p-04-Rev P3

SAMPFORD PEVERELL PARISH COUNCIL - 11th September 2017 

Members of Sampford Peverell Parish Council, having studied and discussed this application, 
are not able to support it.

Sampford Peverell is identified by Mid Devon District Council Planning Department as a rural 
settlement suitable for limited development. The proposal to construct 84 dwellings on a site 
between Turnpike and Higher Town would add almost a fifth to the number of dwellings in the 
village and its immediate surrounding area: it is thus contrary to the concept of limited 
development (and in conflict with Policy S13 for rural settlements). As such, it is considered to 
be totally unsuitable for the community of Sampford Peverell.

However, the Parish Council does recognise the need for some limited development within the 
village. This would include some affordable housing and single storey dwellings to meet local 
needs. 

The Parish Council has commissioned 'Devon Communities Together' to carry out a Housing 
Needs Survey. The survey identified and quantified an immediate need for 4 affordable 
dwellings to meet local needs, with another five dwellings required within the next five years. 
The Parish Council is now moving towards the setting up of a Community Land Trust as a 
means of implementing this development.

Following the publication of the Housing Needs Survey, a number of possible sites for a small 
development were identified, one of which was the site proposed by this current planning 
application. It was ruled out by Mid Devon Planners because of its proximity to the Grand 
Western Canal Country Park Conservation Area. (The preferred location for this limited 
development is the site of the former Parkway Hotel in Lower Town (designated SP1 in the 
emerging Local Plan) which has now become available for development.)

The application site, as well as being adjacent to the Conservation Area, is elevated and thus 
very prominent. The proposed development would be very obtrusive visually to the detriment of 
the Canal Conservation Area.

The proposed vehicular entrance off Turnpike will require extensive excavation of soil and a 
massive loss of ancient hedgerows will be required to create the necessary visibility splays. 

Safe pedestrian access to village amenities, including the primary school, presents a major 
problem for large scale development on this site. Higher Town is but a single-track lane with no 
footways. The footway in Turnpike (which is the main road through the village) ends just before 
a blind bend and narrow bridge over the Canal. Access to the school would require the highway 
to be crossed at this point. It is extremely dangerous. Mid Devon District Council planners 
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recognise this problem and thus require any applicant to provide measures to overcome this. No 
such measures regarding this fundamental problem are addressed in the current application. 

All vehicular traffic associated with development on this site travelling either to Tiverton Parkway 
Station or to the North Devon Link Road and the M5 motorway will, of necessity, have to pass 
through the centre of the village, thus adding to the hazard for pedestrians referred to above. 
There are perhaps better sites for housing development on the eastern side of the village. 

A development of the size proposed is likely to attract a significant number of children of primary 
school age. The village primary school is on a constrained site and is virtually full, with local 
children currently unable to be guaranteed places there. The latest figure available to the Parish 
Council suggests that ten extra children could be accommodated, but only of certain specific 
ages. 

Sampford Peverell Parish Council is of the opinion that this application is premature and that 
determination should not be made until after the publication of the Planning Inspector's interim 
findings on the site designated as SP2 in the emerging Local Plan. 

The Parish Council notes that this application is in conflict with the emerging Local Plan, which 
allocates site SP2 for no more than 60 dwellings to come forward following the commencement 
of development at Junction 27 of the M5 Motorway and associated highways works. 

The proposed site lies outside the present development envelope for the village of Sampford 
Peverell. Any residential development would thus be in conflict with current planning policy.

If the Planning Officer is minded to determine this application, the Ward Members are asked to 
call it into Committee for determination. 

Members of Sampford Peverell Parish Council urge that, in the process of determination of this 
current application, Members of Mid Devon District Council Planning Committee conduct a site 
visit to include a walk to the school and other village amenities from the proposed site.

SAMPFORD PEVERELL PARISH COUNCIL - 22nd January 2018 

Members of Sampford Peverell Parish Council have already made a response to the original 
application for housing development on this site. It is on land between Higher Town and 
Turnpike on the western edge of the village, outside of the development curtilage, and in a 
prominent elevated position. 

Sampford Peverell is identified by MDDC as a rural settlement suitable for limited development. 
The Parish Council was strongly opposed to the original application for the construction of 84 
dwellings on this site because of the size and location of the development. It is noted that the 
proposal is now for 60 dwellings, but despite this fact, and the revised vehicular access and the 
pedestrian routes now described, it remains unable to support the application for exactly the 
same reasons.

The revised draft Local Plan has identified a need for additional housing associated with 
proposals for commercial development at J27 on the M5 motorway, with 60 of these new 
dwellings to be accommodated on a site identified as SP2 between Higher Town and Turnpike 
on the western edge of the village. In its response to the consultation on the draft Local Plan, 
Sampford Peverell Parish Council was strongly opposed to this allocation.

Adjacent to the Conservation Area, this site is in an elevated position: any development is going 
to be visible for miles around and be obtrusive on the skyline. The creation of road access to the 
site will require loss of extensive ancient hedges. There is no safe access to the village and its 
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school for pedestrians. The single track called Higher Town to the north has no footways. 
Turnpike, the road to the south of the site, is the main road through the village and has no 
footway on the approach to the Canal bridge, where pedestrians have to cross the highway on a 
blind bend. This proposed development will create significant additional traffic movement on 
Turnpike. Added to that will be the effect of proposed development at Halberton at Halberton 
Court Farm, as well as the Eastern Urban Extension at Tiverton. Traffic from these 
developments will pass through the village of Sampford Peverell to gain access to Tiverton 
Parkway Station, adding very significantly to existing traffic volumes.

The site is thus considered totally unsuitable for housing development of the proposed type and 
size. 

The ability of the village primary school to accommodate the children that a development of the 
proposed size would generate has been questioned. MDDC planning staff state that the school 
has 40 spare places. This is absolute nonsense. Children of families moving into the village in 
recent times have had to go elsewhere. The Parish Council has been told by a Governor of the 
school that there is space for 10 children, but of specific ages. The school is on a constrained 
site with no realistic scope for expansion. 

An addition of 60 dwellings, with the 10 dwellings proposed on the site SP1 of the draft Local 
Plan, would increase the number of dwellings in the village by nearly 15%, rather more than the 
present infrastructure could accommodate, and a level incompatible with the concept of limited 
development, in conflict with Policy S13 for rural settlements. It is too many, and in the wrong 
place.  

With reference to the emerging Local Plan, this application is premature. Development of this 
site (SP2) for 60 dwellings is proposed to follow the commencement of development at J27. The 
Planning Application 17/01359/MOUT is thus in conflict with the emerging Local Plan, and also 
in conflict with current planning policy regarding development outside development curtilages. 
For these reasons, and because of concerns relating to this site expressed above, the Parish 
Council is strongly opposed to this application. 

The Parish Council requests that the Ward Members call this application into Committee for 
determination. It is also requested that Members of Mid Devon District Council's Planning 
Committee conduct a site visit which will include a walk to the school and to the other village 
amenities from the proposed site.

SAMPFORD PEVERELL PARISH COUNCIL - 5th March 2018

Members of Sampford Peverell Parish Council have reviewed the revised drawings and 
information submitted by the applicants as further amendment of the original application for 
development at this site. 

Notwithstanding the reduction of the number of dwellings now proposed and the revised position 
of the main vehicular access to the site, Members remain totally opposed to the application.

Simply, the proposed development is in the wrong place. If development at Junction 27 
proceeds, then the provision in Sampford Peverell of the 60 extra dwellings said to be required 
by that development should be at a more suitable location, there being such sites available to 
the eastern side of the village. But until Junction 27 comes forward, this proposal is premature, 
and as such it is contrary to the provisions of the emerging Local Plan.

The proposed Higher Town site would negatively impact of the appearance and character of the 
village and of the adjacent Grand Western Canal Country Park Conservation Area. Traffic 
generated by the scheme will have to pass through the already congested village of Halberton 
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in order to access the nearest major town of Tiverton or pass through the village of Sampford 
Peverell itself in order to access Tiverton Parkway Station or the M5 motorway.

These latter movements will add to the dangers to pedestrians accessing the village school, the 
Post Office and general store, the medical centre, and all other village amenities, given that 
there is no continuous footway along the two roads serving the site, Turnpike and Higher Town.  
The latest revised proposals do not adequately address this serious problem. 

Sampford Peverell Parish Council, having listened to the views of its parishioners, remains 
totally opposed to this application and urges refusal of permission.

PUBLIC HEALTH - 14th September 2017

Contaminated Land - The Phase 1 desk study report is noted. In accordance with the report 
recommendations a further Phase 2 assessment is required. It is recommended that this is 
secured by means of the recommended condition below (see comments). See also informative 
note.

Air Quality - In accordance with policy DM6 Development proposals that would give rise to 
significant levels of vehicular movement must be accompanied by an integrated Transport

Assessment, Travel Plan, traffic pollution assessment and Low Emission

Assessment. Whilst the separate travel assessment and travel plan documents are noted, the 
submitted application does not meet DM6 requirements in full. Without adequate information I 
object to the proposal.

Environmental Permitting - N/A

Drainage - I have no objection to this proposal

Noise & other nuisances - Before the commencement of development, a Construction 
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority.  The CEMP shall identify the steps and procedures that will be 
implemented to minimise the creation and impact of noise, vibration, dust and waste disposal 
resulting from the site preparation, groundwork and construction phases of the development and 
manage Heavy/Large Goods Vehicle access to the site.  It shall include details of measures to 
be employed to prevent the egress of mud, water and other detritus onto the public and any 
non-adopted highways.  Once approved the CEMP shall be adhered to at all times, unless 
otherwise first agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority.

Housing Standards - No comment

Licensing -No Comment 

Food Hygiene - Not applicable

Private Water Supplies - Not applicable

Health and Safety - I have no objection to this proposal enforced by HSE.

Contaminated Land - Recommended conditions:

1) Before the development hereby approved is commenced, a site investigation and risk 
assessment shall be carried out to determine the nature and extent of land 
contamination that may be present and the likely impact on all receptors that may result. 
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A full report of the investigation and risk assessment shall be forwarded to the LPA for 
approval. No work shall proceed on site until either the LPA grants written consent for 
the development to commence or the requirements of condition (2) below are met.

2) Where actual or probable significant pollutant linkages are found following the 
investigation and risk assessment required by condition (1) above, the applicant shall 
submit a remediation statement together with a timescale for completion of the required 
works for approval in writing by the LPA.

3) Following completion of any works required by condition (2) above, a remediation 
validation report shall be submitted to the LPA for approval in writing. Occupation on the 
site, or parts of the site affected by land contamination, shall not take place until 
approval of the validation report has been granted.

Reason: In the interests of public health and the protection of the environment

Informative note: It is recommended that applicants, agents and developers take specialist 
consultant advice before complying with these conditions.

PUBLIC HEALTH - 17th January 2018

Contaminated Land - no objection to this proposal 
Air Quality - no objection to this proposal 
Environmental Permitting - no objection to this proposal 
Drainage- no objection to this proposal 

Noise & other nuisances - Before the commencement of development, a Construction 
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority.  The CEMP shall identify the steps and procedures that will be 
implemented to minimise the creation and impact of noise, vibration, dust and waste disposal 
resulting from the site preparation, groundwork and construction phases of the development and 
manage Heavy/Large Goods Vehicle access to the site.  It shall include details of the hours of 
operation and measures to be employed to prevent the egress of mud, water and other detritus 
onto the public and any non-adopted highways.  Once approved the CEMP shall be adhered to 
at all times, unless otherwise first agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority.

Housing Standards - No comment

Licensing - No comments

Food Hygiene - Not applicable

Private Water Supplies - Not applicable

Health and Safety - no objection to this proposal enforced by HSE.

For additional consultations please note that we have received:

Revised Drawings and Additional Information

The items listed below refer to any Revised / Additional / Drawings / Information.

TRANSPORT ASSESSMENT ADDENDUM NOTE

06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-106 REV. P3 - ACCESS & PROFILE FROM W.
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06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-107 REV. P1 - FORWARD VISIBILITY

06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-TR-02 REV. P - SWEPT PATH ANALYSIS

06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-TR-01 REV. P - SWEPT PATH ANALYSIS

06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-P-05 REV. P - HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS

06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-0108 REV. P1 - PED., CYCLE & EMERGENCY

06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-0109 REV. P1 - PED., CYCLE & EMERGENCY

06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-0111 REV. P1 - VISIBILITY SPLAYS

06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-0110 REV. P1 - PEDESTRIAN ACCESS

C-06685-C - TRAFFIC CALMING MEASURES

C-06685-C-002 REV. B - DRAINAGE STRATEGY LAYOUT (1 OF 2)

C-06685-C-003 REV. B - DRAINAGE STRATEGY LAYOUT (2 OF 2)

HERITAGE STATEMENT

LANDSCAPE & VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

DESIGN & ACCESS STATEMENT

1238-01 - SITE LOCATION PLAN

1238.04 - ILLUSTRATIVE SITE LAYOUT PLAN

DEVON COUNTY COUNCIL HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT SERVICE - 9th January 2018

I refer to the above application and your recent re-consultation.  I have no additional comments 
to make to those already made, namely:

The proposed development occupies a large area within an area of archaeological potential 
within a landscape that shows evidence of settlement from the prehistoric period onwards.  The 
south-facing prospect of the site would have made it an attractive site for early settlement.  As 
such, groundworks for the construction of the proposed development have the potential to 
expose and destroy archaeological and artefactual deposits that may be present and associated 
with early settlement here.

For this reason and in accordance with paragraph 141 of the National Planning Policy 
Framework (2012)  I would advise that any consent your Authority may be minded to issue 
should carry the condition as worded below, based on model Condition 55 as set out in 
Appendix A of Circular 11/95, whereby:

'No development shall take place until the applicant has secured the implementation of a 
programme of archaeological work in accordance with a written scheme of investigation which 
has been submitted by the applicant and approved by the Planning Authority.'

The development shall be carried out at all times in strict accordance with the approved 
scheme, or such other details as may be subsequently agreed in writing by the District Planning 
Authority.
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Reason

'To ensure, in accordance with paragraph 141 of the National Planning Policy Framework 
(2012) and the supporting text in paragraph 5.3 of the Mid Devon Local Plan Part 3: 
Development Management Policy DM27 (2013) that an appropriate record is made of 
archaeological evidence that may be affected by the development.'

I would envisage a suitable programme of work as taking the form of a staged programme of 
archaeological works, commencing with an archaeological geophysical survey of the application 
area, followed - if required - by the excavation of a series of evaluative trenches to investigate 
any anomalies identified and to determine the presence and significance of any heritage assets 
with archaeological interest that will be affected by the development.  Based on the results of 
this initial stage of works the requirement and scope of any further archaeological mitigation can 
be determined and implemented either in advance of or during construction works.  This 
archaeological mitigation work may take the form of full area excavation in advance of 
groundworks or the monitoring and recording of groundworks associated with the construction 
of the proposed development to allow for the identification, investigation and recording of any 
exposed archaeological or artefactual deposits.  The results of the fieldwork and any post-
excavation analysis undertaken would need to be presented in an appropriately detailed and 
illustrated report.

I will be happy to discuss this further with you, the applicant or their agent.  The Historic 
Environment Team can also provide the applicant with advice of the scope of the works 
required, as well as contact details for archaeological contractors who would be able to 
undertake this work. Provision of detailed advice to non-householder developers may incur a 
charge. For further information on the historic environment and planning, and our charging 
schedule please refer the applicant to:

https://new.devon.gov.uk/historicenvironment/development-management/.

DEVON COUNTY COUNCIL HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT SERVICE - 15th February 2018

The proposed development occupies a large area within an area of archaeological potential 
within a landscape that shows evidence of settlement from the prehistoric period onwards.  The 
south-facing prospect of the site would have made it an attractive site for early settlement.  As 
such, groundworks for the construction of the proposed development have the potential to 
expose and destroy archaeological and artefactual deposits that may be present and associated 
with early settlement here.

For this reason and in accordance with paragraph 141 of the National Planning Policy 
Framework (2012)  I would advise that any consent your Authority may be minded to issue 
should carry the condition as worded below, based on model Condition 55 as set out in 
Appendix A of Circular 11/95, whereby:

'No development shall take place until the applicant has secured the implementation of a 
programme of archaeological work in accordance with a written scheme of investigation which 
has been submitted by the applicant and approved by the Planning Authority.'

The development shall be carried out at all times in strict accordance with the approved 
scheme, or such other details as may be subsequently agreed in writing by the District Planning 
Authority.

Reason
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'To ensure, in accordance with paragraph 141 of the National Planning Policy Framework 
(2012) and the supporting text in paragraph 5.3 of the Mid Devon Local Plan Part 3: 
Development Management Policy DM27 (2013) that an appropriate record is made of 
archaeological evidence that may be affected by the development.'

I would envisage a suitable programme of work as taking the form of a staged programme of 
archaeological works, commencing with an archaeological geophysical survey of the application 
area, followed - if required - by the excavation of a series of evaluative trenches to investigate 
any anomalies identified and to determine the presence and significance of any heritage assets 
with archaeological interest that will be affected by the development.  Based on the results of 
this initial stage of works the requirement and scope of any further archaeological mitigation can 
be determined and implemented either in advance of or during construction works.  This 
archaeological mitigation work may take the form of full area excavation in advance of 
groundworks or the monitoring and recording of groundworks associated with the construction 
of the proposed development to allow for the identification, investigation and recording of any 
exposed archaeological or artefactual deposits.  The results of the fieldwork and any post-
excavation analysis undertaken would need to be presented in an appropriately detailed and 
illustrated report.

I will be happy to discuss this further with you, the applicant or their agent.  The Historic 
Environment Team can also provide the applicant with advice of the scope of the works 
required, as well as contact details for archaeological contractors who would be able to 
undertake this work. Provision of detailed advice to non-householder developers may incur a 
charge. For further information on the historic environment and planning, and our charging 
schedule please refer the applicant to:

https://new.devon.gov.uk/historicenvironment/development-management/.

DEVON COUNTY COUNCIL HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT SERVICE - 10th April 2018

I refer to the above application and your recent re-consultation  on this revised application.  I 
have no additional comments to make to those already made, namely:

The proposed development occupies a large area within an area of archaeological potential 
within a landscape that shows evidence of settlement from the prehistoric period onwards.  The 
south-facing prospect of the site would have made it an attractive site for early settlement.  As 
such, groundworks for the construction of the proposed development have the potential to 
expose and destroy archaeological and artefactual deposits that may be present and associated 
with early settlement here.

For this reason and in accordance with paragraph 141 of the National Planning Policy 
Framework (2012)  I would advise that any consent your Authority may be minded to issue 
should carry the condition as worded below, based on model Condition 55 as set out in 
Appendix A of Circular 11/95, whereby:

'No development shall take place until the applicant has secured the implementation of a 
programme of archaeological work in accordance with a written scheme of investigation which 
has been submitted by the applicant and approved by the Planning Authority.'

The development shall be carried out at all times in strict accordance with the approved 
scheme, or such other details as may be subsequently agreed in writing by the District Planning 
Authority.

Reason
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'To ensure, in accordance with paragraph 141 of the National Planning Policy Framework 
(2012) and the supporting text in paragraph 5.3 of the Mid Devon Local Plan Part 3: 
Development Management Policy DM27 (2013) that an appropriate record is made of 
archaeological evidence that may be affected by the development.'

I would envisage a suitable programme of work as taking the form of a staged programme of 
archaeological works, commencing with an archaeological geophysical survey of the application 
area, followed - if required - by the excavation of a series of evaluative trenches to investigate 
any anomalies identified and to determine the presence and significance of any heritage assets 
with archaeological interest that will be affected by the development.  Based on the results of 
this initial stage of works the requirement and scope of any further archaeological mitigation can 
be determined and implemented either in advance of or during construction works.  This 
archaeological mitigation work may take the form of full area excavation in advance of 
groundworks or the monitoring and recording of groundworks associated with the construction 
of the proposed development to allow for the identification, investigation and recording of any 
exposed archaeological or artefactual deposits.  The results of the fieldwork and any post-
excavation analysis undertaken would need to be presented in an appropriately detailed and 
illustrated report.

I will be happy to discuss this further with you, the applicant or their agent.  The Historic 
Environment Team can also provide the applicant with advice of the scope of the works 
required, as well as contact details for archaeological contractors who would be able to 
undertake this work. Provision of detailed advice to non-householder developers may incur a 
charge. For further information on the historic environment and planning, and our charging 
schedule please refer the applicant to:

https://new.devon.gov.uk/historicenvironment/development-management/.

NATURAL ENGLAND - 14th September 2017

Natural England has no comments to make on this application.

Natural England has not assessed this application for impacts on protected species. Natural 
England has published Standing Advice which you can use to assess impacts on protected 
species or you may wish to consult your own ecology services for advice.

Natural England and the Forestry Commission have also published standing advice on ancient 
woodland and veteran trees which you can use to assess any impacts on ancient woodland.

The lack of comment from Natural England does not imply that there are no impacts on the 
natural environment, but only that the application is not likely to result in significant impacts on 
statutory designated nature conservation sites or landscapes. It is for the local planning 
authority to determine whether or not this application is consistent with national and local 
policies on the natural environment. Other bodies and individuals may be able to provide 
information and advice on the environmental value of this site and the impacts of the proposal to 
assist the decision making process. We advise LPAs to obtain specialist ecological or other 
environmental advice when determining the environmental impacts of development.

We recommend referring to our SSSI Impact Risk Zones (available on Magic and as a 
downloadable dataset) prior to consultation with Natural England. Further guidance on when to 
consult Natural England on planning and development proposals is available on gov.uk at 
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/local-planning-authorities-get- environmental-advice2

NATURAL ENGLAND - 22nd January 2018
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Natural England has previously commented on this proposal and made comments to the 
authority in our letter dated 13 September 2017

The advice provided in our previous response applies equally to this amendment although we 
made no objection to the original proposal.

The proposed amendments to the original application are unlikely to have significantly different 
impacts on the natural environment than the original proposal.

NATURAL ENGLAND - 22nd February 2018

Natural England has previously commented on this proposal and made comments to the 
authority in our letters dated 13 September 2017.

The advice provided in our previous response applies equally to this amendment although we 
made no objection to the original proposal.

The proposed amendments to the original application are unlikely to have significantly different 
impacts on the natural environment than the original proposal.  

Should the proposal be amended in a way which significantly affects its impact on the natural 
environment then, in accordance with Section 4 of the Natural Environment and Rural 
Communities Act 2006, Natural England should be consulted again.  Before sending us the 
amended consultation, please assess whether the changes proposed will materially affect any 
of the advice we have previously offered.  If they are unlikely to do so, please do not re-consult 
us.

NATURAL ENGLAND - 14th March 2018

Natural England has been contacted by a member of public who has raised concerns in relation 
to the perceived lack of survey effort carried out for protected species which utilise the 
application site. 

Badgers: They have highlighted that the Standing Advice for badgers states that a survey for 
badgers should be undertaken if 'there are signs of setts or badgers in the development site or 
nearby'. They also do not consider that the applicant has been able to show that the area 
surrounding the badger sett will not be impacted. They have highlighted the potential extension 
of the 'cutting and the design of the cycleway as examples where more consideration may be 
required.

Reptiles: They have also highlighted that the Standing Advice for reptiles states that a survey for 
reptiles should be undertaken if the 'site has habitat suitable for reptiles'. They question the 
comment in the ecological appraisal that 'No predicted loss as reptile habitat will not be 
impacted' as a number of works are proposed in this area. The have highlighted the new 2m 
wide footway and the removal of the wall as examples of where more consideration may be 
required.

In determining a planning application, it is the responsibility of the Local Planning Authority to 
ensure that protected species issues are fully considered and that ecological surveys have been 
carried out where appropriate. Natural England has issued Standing Advice to assist Local 
Planning Authorities and developers in deciding whether there is a reasonable likelihood of 
protected species being present on a proposed development site.  It provides detailed advice on 
those protected species most often affected by development to enable an assessment to be 
made of the suitability of a protected species survey and, where appropriate, a mitigation 
strategy to protect the species affected by the development. Further advice on protected 
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species, over and above that covered by standing advice, will only be provided in limited 
circumstances such as where specifically requested. 

Standing Advice is a material consideration in the determination of applications in the same way 
as bespoke advice provided by Natural England.

NATURAL ENGLAND - 10th April 2018

Natural England has previously commented on this proposal and made comments to the 
authority in our letter dated 13 September 2017.

The advice provided in our previous response applies equally to this amendment although we 
made no objection to the original proposal.

The proposed amendments to the original application are unlikely to have significantly different 
impacts on the natural environment than the original proposal.  

Natural England has not assessed this application for impacts on protected species.  Natural 
England has published Standing Advice which you can use to assess impacts on protected 
species or you may wish to consult your own ecology services for advice. 

Should the proposal be amended in a way which significantly affects its impact on the natural 
environment then, in accordance with Section 4 of the Natural Environment and Rural 
Communities Act 2006, Natural England should be consulted again.  Before sending us the 
amended consultation, please assess whether the changes proposed will materially affect any 
of the advice we have previously offered.  If they are unlikely to do so, please do not re-consult 
us.

DEVON, CORNWALL & DORSET POLICE - 8th September 2017 

It is appreciated that at this time it is for outline only, as such I am unable to comment in depth 
as the available Illustrative Site Layout Plan does not reveal any specific details that would be of 
concern to the police.

However, all relevant planning applications should demonstrate, generally within the Design and 
Access Statement, the principles of Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPtED) 
and how they have been considered and incorporated into the design and layout of all new 
developments. The reference to the principles of Secured By Design (SBD) is noted and 
welcomed.

The seven attributes of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) are key to 
ensuring a safe and sustainable community and in addition to the layout the physical security is 
now a consideration.

-      Access and movement: Places with well-defined and well used routes, with spaces and 
entrances that provide for convenient movement without compromising security. 

-        Structure: Places that are structured so that different uses do not cause conflict

-    Surveillance: Places where all publicly accessible spaces are overlooked, have a purpose 
and are managed to prevent the creation of problem areas which can attract the antisocial to 
gather, dumping and dog fouling etc.

-       Ownership: Places that promote a sense of ownership, respect, territorial responsibility and 
community
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-        Physical protection: Places that include necessary, well-designed security features as laid 
out in SBD Homes 2016

-        Activity: Places where the level of human activity is appropriate to the location and creates 
a reduced risk of crime and a sense of safety at all times.

-       Management and maintenance: Places that are designed with management and 
maintenance in mind, to discourage crime and ASB.

Secured by Design (SBD) is a crime prevention initiative owned by the Mayor's Office for 
Policing and Crime (MOPAC) on behalf of the UK police services. SBD aims to reduce crime, 
the fear of crime and opportunities for antisocial behaviour and conflict within developments by 
applying the attributes of Environmental Design, as detailed above.

Please note the following information, initial advice and recommendations from a designing out 
crime, fear of crime, antisocial behaviour (ASB) and conflict perspective:-

I would advise that for all plots that private front gardens are suitably defined. Open frontage, 
particularly but not exclusively, on corner plots, can for many reasons frequently lead to 
community conflict, for example, desire lines for pedestrians and cyclists are created, dog 
fouling, ball games and anti-social behaviour.

Perimeter security is one the basic principles of crime prevention, being the first line of defence 
against unwanted trespassers, as such all rear boundary treatments must be 1.8m high, as a 
minimum requirement, and be solid and robust to prevent being breached. Close boarded 
fencing or walls would be deemed appropriate. If more surveillance is required or 1.8m would 
feel too closed in for smaller gardens then a 1.5m solid structure with a .3m trellis topping would 
be acceptable. It is accepted that on some occasions gradients of land or other permanent solid 
structures can have an impact on the need, choice and height of boundary treatments but these 
should be assessed on their own merits to ensure the boundary treatment is appropriate to any 
potential risk of trespass. 

Too much permeability in a development makes controlling crime and anti-social behaviour very 
difficult as it allows easy intrusion around the development by potential offenders and does not 
serve the community. All planned routes should be needed, well used by generating adequate 
footfall, well overlooked and well integrated. Research confirms that inappropriate access can 
create hiding places and give anonymity to offenders enabling them to familiarise themselves 
with an area, search for vulnerable targets, offend and escape. Crime is always easier to 
commit where there is little or no chance of an offender being challenged or recognised. Levels 
of anti-social behaviour will also be correspondingly high in designs that reduce residential 
influence.

Care is required when providing communal parking areas as experience shows they can 
become unofficial play parks and targets for crime, vandalism and anti-social behaviour, forcing 
residents to park on the street.

Car parking areas should be well illuminated to provide the potential for natural surveillance 
during hours of darkness.

If existing hedgerow is likely to comprise new rear garden boundaries as appears will be the 
case then it must be fit for purpose. They should be of sufficient height and depth to provide 
both a consistent and effective defensive boundary as soon as residents move in. If additional 
planting will be required to achieve this then temporary fencing may be required until such 
planting has matured. Any hedge must be of a type which does not undergo radical seasonal 
change which would affect its security function.
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Early consultation with the police frequently prevents delays further down the planning process 
when crime and disorder issues present a problem with the layout of a submitted design.

I look forward to reviewing a more detailed application in due course but in the meantime please 
do not hesitate to contact me if I can assist further.

DEVON, CORNWALL & DORSET POLICE - 8th January 2018 

The layout for the most part will offer reasonable overlooking and active frontages to the new 
internal streets and adjacent open space and I note the Illustrative site layout plan (1238.04 - 
19/12/17), which I appreciate may change. In addition to my comments of the 8th September 
2017 relating to the original application for 84 dwellings,  I have concerns regarding the 'rear 
parking layout' for plots 1 - 5 on the eastern boundary which is not that well overlooked. There 
may be housing adjacent but in there is no direct frontage or windows directly looking over 
these spaces, thus offering little or no surveillance of parked vehicles or rear access to these 
dwellings. I would suggest either these plots were turned to face onto this space or, as with the 
majority of other plots, the parking brought within curtilage.

DEVON, CORNWALL & DORSET POLICE - 12th February 2018 

Police have no further comments at this time.

DEVON, CORNWALL & DORSET POLICE - 4th April 2018  

Thank you for this application, Police have no further comments at this time.

HISTORIC ENGLAND - 16th October 2017 

On the basis of the information available to date, we do not wish to offer any comments. We 
suggest that you seek the views of your specialist conservation and archaeological advisers, as 
relevant. 

HISTORIC ENGLAND - 9th January 2018

Thank you for your letter of 3 January 2018 regarding further information on the above 
application for planning permission. On the basis of this information, we do not wish to offer any 
comments. We suggest that you seek the views of your specialist conservation and 
archaeological advisers, as relevant.

It is not necessary for us to be consulted on this application again, unless there are material 
changes to the proposals. However, if you would like detailed advice from us, please contact us 
to explain your request.

HISTORIC ENGLAND - 14th February 2018

Thank you for your letter of 9 February 2018 regarding further information on the above 
application for planning permission. On the basis of this information, we do not wish to offer any 
comments. We suggest that you seek the views of your specialist conservation and 
archaeological advisers, as relevant.

It is not necessary for us to be consulted on this application again, unless there are material 
changes to the proposals. However, if you would like detailed advice from us, please contact us 
to explain your request.

HISTORIC ENGLAND - 6th April 2018 
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On the basis of this information, we do not wish to offer any comments. We suggest that you 
seek the views of your specialist conservation and archaeological advisers, as relevant.

It is not necessary for us to be consulted on this application again, unless there are material 
changes to the proposals. However, if you would like detailed advice from us, please contact us 
to explain your request.

HOUSING ENABLING & BUSINESS SUPPORT MANAGER - 5th September 2017

Sampford Peverell is currently showing a need of 5, as of 1st August 2017. Figures extracted 
from Devon Home Choice - For those living in the village or working in the village. (Housing 
Enabling have confirmed that the 1st August 2017 figures are the most up to date figures).

REPRESENTATIONS 

There have been 152 representations all of which are objections although a number of those 
relate to the initial application for 84 houses and access off Turnpike, although comments that 
are made which relate and have content relevant to the revised scheme will be considered. The 
majority of the objections cover the same issues and as such these have been summarised 
collectively as set out below.

1. There is no footway along Higher Town thus leading to health and safety issues

2. 10% increase in the population SP unable to cope

3. Surface water is a problem

4. Increase in heavy Lorries over the listed bridge.

5. School unable to cope with the influx of children

6. Elevated position clearly visible

7. Application submitted prior to the new local plan being considered and is premature.

8. Impact on the conservation areas.

9. Volume of traffic through the village is unacceptable.

10. The land is prime agricultural land

11. MDDC stated no development in the emerging policy SP2 unless J27 and 361 slip roads 
are developed.

12. The site is outside the present local plan and settlement limits.

13. The site is not a sustainable location, and totally unsuitable for development.

14. There is no traffic data with regard to flows to and from Halberton and potential increase 
due to the Eastern Urban developments.

15. Planning department and committee should stick to the promises of the triple lock on the 
site.

16. Incomplete conflicting information to enable the public to consider the proposal.

17. Outlook from nearby properties will be impacted.
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18. There will be an adverse impact on the adjacent Historic grade II properties and 
conservation areas

19. The proposal is premature as there is to be no development prior to Junction 27 being 
brought forward.

20. The proposed new entrance location is poorly sited.

21. New development should be located at Lower Town.

22. The application should be withdrawn to allow time for clarification of information.

23. Committee should visit at school times to understand the traffic concerns.

24. If the Local Plan was produced on time this application would not be allowed.

25. The houses will be built on the skyline, and visible from the Grand Western Canal 
Conservation Area.

26. The proposal is unwanted and not needed.

27. That any development on this elevated position at the “wrong” end of the village would 
be an outrageous eyesore.

28. It will destroy a rural way of life.

29. The committee should visit the adjacent listed properties prior to determination.

MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

The main issues in the determination of this application are:

1. Principle of development, including 5 year housing land supply, NPPF, and Emerging 
Local Plan Review Policy SP2

1.1 Adopted Local Plan and NPPF 5 year land supply
1.2 Emerging Local Plan Review Policy SP2

2. The scale and character of the development within Sampford Peverell.

3. Landscape impacts and effects on the Conservation Areas and Listed Buildings, 
Archaeology and Ecology 

3.1 Landscape and Visual Impacts
3.2 Impact on Heritage Assets and Conservation Areas 
3.3 Archaeology
3.4 Ecology 

4. Access and highway safety

5. Effects on neighbouring residents

6. Drainage

7. Education.

8. Other matters 
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9. Section 106 agreement 

10. Planning balance

1. Principle of development, including 5 year housing land supply, NPPF, and Emerging 
Local Plan Policy SP2

1.1 The Adopted Local Plan

Policy COR1 of the Mid Devon Core Strategy (LP1) seeks to manage growth in a 
sustainable way to support the diverse needs of communities, including the provision of 
affordable housing and making the most efficient use of land.  Policy COR3 seeks to meet 
the diverse housing needs of the community, including a target provision of approximately 
100 affordable dwellings per year across the District. 

Policy COR17 of the Core Strategy adopted July 2007 provides a definition of villages with 
defined settlement limits and sets out the type and scale of development that is acceptable 
within defined settlement limits.  Policy COR18 of the Core Strategy adopted July 2007 
seeks to control development outside defined settlement limits to appropriate rural uses, 
excluding new market housing.  

The development is on agricultural land outside, but adjacent to the village of Sampford 
Peverell’s defined settlement boundary.  The site is not allocated for development within the 
adopted development plan therefore the proposal is considered to be contrary to policies 
COR17 and COR18 of Mid Devon’s adopted development plan.

However, Members will also be aware that Mid Devon has been found not to currently be 
able to demonstrate a 5 year housing land supply. In summary the latest evidence shows 
that Mid Devon has a deliverable housing land supply of 4.15 years as compared with a 
requirement for 5 years.  The NPPF advises that where a five year land supply of deliverable 
housing sites cannot be demonstrated, policies on housing supply should not be considered 
up to date.  This includes settlement limits identifying areas which are open countryside and 
those which are within defined settlements.  

Paragraph 14 of the NPPF states that where development plan policies are considered to be 
out of date, planning permission should be granted unless the adverse impacts of doing so 
would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the 
NPPF as a whole or specific policies in the NPPF indicate development should be restricted.  
Housing applications need therefore to be considered in the context of sustainable 
development, unless specific policies indicate development should be restricted.  

The proposal is outside defined settlement limits of the adopted Local Plan and is therefore 
contrary to Policy COR17 and COR18 of the Core Strategy (adopted 2007). Policies COR17 
and COR18 are directly relevant to the supply of housing in the District and are now 
considered to be “contributing to a restriction on bringing forward development in the district 
in line with the Framework requirement to boost significantly the supply of Housing” 
(APP/Y1138/W/17/3172380 Land off Silver Street, Willand Appeal Decision).  This does not 
mean that Mid Devon’s policies must be cast aside, but the weight given to them is 
proportionate to their consistency with the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).

The NPPF contains a presumption in favour of sustainable development.  Paragraph 47 of 
the NPPF requires local authorities to “boost significantly the supply of housing” and to 
consider housing applications in the context of the presumption in favour of sustainable 
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development.  To promote development in rural areas, housing should be located where it 
will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural communities.  

The Council is currently unable to demonstrate a 5 year supply of deliverable housing sites 
and as such NPPF paragraphs 14 and 49 will be applicable.  Footnote 9 of paragraph 14 
relates to designated heritage assets and gives examples of where development should be 
restricted, including the need to consider designated heritage assets. In this case whilst the 
there are no designated heritage assets on the site it should be noted that immediately 
abutting the north eastern corner of the site there is a grade II listed building 42 Higher Town 
which lies within a group of undesignated historic buildings which includes 44 and 46 Higher 
Town and a former barn that is used as a garage. It should also be noted that the Sampford 
Peverell Conservation Area also abuts the north eastern corner of the site and the Grand 
Western Canal Conservation Area is located approximately 50m to the south east of the 
site.

Therefore, the setting of these buildings and the Conservation Areas carry’s great weight 
when considering the proposal.  

1.2 Emerging Local Plan Review Policy SP2

The application site lies within the area of land proposed for allocation in policy SP2 of the Local 
Plan Review Proposed Submission (incorporating proposed modifications) that was submitted 
for examination to the Secretary of State on 31 March 2017.

The emerging Local Plan Review seeks to allocate the site for 60 dwellings and associated 
green infrastructure under policy SP2 which is considered below.

 “Emerging Policy SP2 

Higher Town, Sampford Peverell

A site of 6 hectares at Higher Town, Sampford Peverell is allocated for a low density residential 
development, to come forward following the commencement of development of the M5 Junction 
27 allocation, subject to the following:

a) No more than 60 dwellings with 30% affordable housing;
b) No development until the completion of improved access works to the A361;
c) Landscaping and design which respect the setting and character of the area, 

conservation area and listed building;
d) Provision of a drainage strategy and Sustainable Urban Drainage Scheme to deal with 

all surface water from the development and arrangements for future maintenance;
e) Mitigation of any wildlife impact including protection of hedgerows;
f) Archaeological investigation and appropriate mitigation; and
g) 2 hectares of Green Infrastructure laid out and managed with landscaping and open 

space. 

Two proposed amendments to Policy SP2 were also submitted to the Secretary of State 
following the public consultation in January / February 2017 which are as follows:

Include new criterion “Improved access to the village for pedestrians and cyclists”

Amend criterion g) as follows “2.5 hectares of Green Infrastructure laid out and managed with 
landscaping and open space.” 
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Consideration of the affordable housing provision, highways, landscape and design, heritage, 
drainage, wildlife, archaeology, and green infrastructure are separately considered below and 
the weight that should be attributed to policy SP2 will be assessed as part of these 
considerations.  

The scale of development in Sampford Peverell

Sampford Peverell is a village 5.5 miles north-east of Tiverton.  Sampford Peverell parish has a 
population of 1302 people and consists of around 2,000 acres of land.  The village is situated 
near to the Bristol to Exeter main railway line and has a station (Tiverton Parkway) just on its 
outskirts.  It is near to junction 27 of the M5.  In addition, the Grand Western Canal (Tiverton to 
Lowdwells) runs through the village.

The village of Sampford Peverell has a small shop with post office, doctor’s surgery, a primary 
school, a pub and a hotel and some other local facilities including tennis courts and a play area. 
To the east of Sampford Peverell on the approach road to Tiverton Parkway Railway station, 
there is a farm shop. 

Sampford Peverell is a sustainable location having good road links, bus links (No 1 daily service 
which runs between Exeter and Tiverton via Parkway Train Station) and rail links within close 
proximity with Tiverton 5.5 miles away and Wellington (Somerset) 9 miles. There is easy access 
to the main train station (Tiverton) and a public footpath is presently being considered from 
Lower Town to the Station with lighting by DCC Highways.

With regard to Policy SP2 of the LPR the proposal includes no more than 60 dwellings therefore 
this proposal is also in compliance with Policy SP2 of the LPR.

MDDC has assessed the scale of development in relation to the Village as part of the Local Plan 
Review (LPR) process and have agreed that the site should be taken forward as part of the 
LPR. Therefore the level of growth in relation to the village of Sampford Peverell is considered 
to be appropriate.

Landscape and Visual impacts, and effects on the Conservation Areas and Listed 
Buildings, Ecology and trees. 

3.1 Landscape and Visual impacts 

The site is open agricultural land located to the eastern fringe of Sampford Peverell settlement 
limits. The land is Grade 2 and characterised in the Mid Devon Landscape Character 
assessment October 2011 as 3E Lowland Plains. This Landscape has an open, low lying with 
gently rolling ground to lowland flat landscape, with smooth, rounded hilltops.

This type of landscape is sensitive to a number of potential changes due to the uncertain future 
for the agricultural economy, continued trend in hobby farming, development, climate change 
and diversification.

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been provided as part of this application. 
The Authority has sought the independent assessment of the LVIA by CEC Consultants. Their 
expert comments/conclusion relating to the submitted LVIA are set out below.

CEC Consultants Comments
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The applicants LVIA follows appropriate industry guidance, based on a reasonable methodology 
and is a well written and considered report. We broadly agree with the conclusions, subject to 
the points requiring clarification as set out in this review, though we would suggest that certain 
key landscape and visual receptors have not been fully covered and should have been 
specifically assessed on account of their value. It is recommended that the Authority seeks 
further input from the applicant to cover the assessment of these specific receptors.

Some visual effects have been under-assessed, and the scheme should be reviewed with 
particular regard to visual effects on the Grand Western Canal users along the 180m section 
south east of the site, including users of that Conservation Area, Country Park, NCN route and 
boat users. Appropriate layout and mitigation measures to minimise perception of a larger 
developed area from this section of canal are considered important.

It should be feasible to integrate the development with the existing village, the Conservation 
Areas of Sampford Peverell and the Grand Western Canal, and the setting of no 42 Higher town 
(Listed Building) without causing undue adverse effects, and without causing more than 
negligible landscape effects to the contemporary setting of Sampford Peverell Conservation 
Area as a whole, subject to:

1. Conserving the strong rural character of the sunken lane at Higher Town (between no.42 
and no. 48)

2. Sensitive design of the new pedestrian links to the north east and south east of the site, 
with an emphasis on minimising visual clutter and sympathetic choices of walling and surfacing 
materials to match the vernacular constructions styles already existing in the immediate locality. 
This is of particular relevance to the north east access, to protect the setting of the adjacent 
Listed Building (but also of relevance to the setting of the Conservation Area to the south west).

3. Sensitive alterations to the surrounding roadways generally, minimising road widening 
and realignment of hedgebanks as far as practical and ensuring any reinstatement is carried out 
in line with the local landscape character.

4. Dispersed tree planting throughout the scheme, with further tree planting focused around 
the boundaries and greenspaces to reduce landscape and visual effects.

5. Development pattern, style and materials to reflect that of adjacent areas of 
development and the older vernacular in the village, without creating pastiche.

6. Consideration of neighbours and neighbouring uses (e.g. the Cemetery) avoiding any 
overbearing or substantial change.

It is considered that the site is not unsuitable for the proposed type of development, but that the 
extent and nature of effects will depend on the final layout, detail design and quality of 
mitigation. Those aspects will need to be conditioned appropriately, and an updated LVIA, 
detailed mitigation strategy, landscape masterplan, tree planting and integration plan and long-
term maintenance plan including responsibilities and delivery vehicle for maintenance should be 
prepared at detail application stage to fully confirm the level and nature of effects and ensure 
the scheme is as integrated as possible with its surroundings, with a long-term successful 
landscape scheme implemented with the development.

The Applicant has subsequently submitted an amended LVIA to take into consideration the 
shortcomings presented above, this additional information has been re-assessed by the 
Authorities appointed consultants. 

Their summary is set out below;
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“In summary, it is clear that the LVIA has now been updated in response to many comments 
from our original feedback; however other comments have not been picked up upon. Whilst we 
accept there will be differences in professional opinions between different practices and 
individuals, we would still consider that the LVIA fails to conform to relevant guidelines, with the 
GLVIA 3rd edition allowing the assessor to focus on what they believe to be the primary 
landscape and visual effects (and omit others from the assessment). The overall assessment 
has benefited greatly from the additional details given to potential landscape effects on 42 
Highertown (listed building) and both conservation areas, with minor landscape effects now 
acknowledged for each of these landscape receptors. We would still consider that certain 
relevant visual receptors have been omitted from the assessment, for which visual effects 
should probably have been assessed (particularly canal boat users and users of NCN route 3).

Whilst the recommended mitigation within the report is well reasoned, a more detailed and 
definable green infrastructure strategy will be required to secure the mitigation effects 
discussed.

Key to potential effects on 42 Highertown will be retaining the rural character of the lane to the 
west. Whilst no changes or effects are described, the lane falls within the site (red line) 
boundary and any alterations will need to be sympathetically design, as will the new pedestrian 
access adjacent to the property.

Road alterations along Turnpike should also be a consideration in terms of potential effects on 
Sampford Peverell Conservation Area.

The local authority may feel that these can be suitably secured through the detailed application 
or planning conditions.”

Following the report from the authority’s consultants (CEC), the applicants have submitted a 
fourth amendment to the LVIA to further address the comments by the authority’s consultants.

This further LVIA has been assessed by the authority’s consultants and their summary is set out 
below;

Review  of  the  submitted  LVIA  for  a  Residential  Development  on  Land  west  of

Sampford Peverell (Ref: 17_01359_MOUT)

In April 2018 CEC were commissioned by Mid Devon District Council to undertake a LVIA 
review and evaluation  of  related  documents  submitted  as  part  of  the  outline  planning  
application 17_01359_MOUT. The proposal is for a development of 60 dwellings over two 
agricultural fields, immediately west of the developed area of Sampford Peverell. The developer 
LVIA was undertaken by AECOM.

Although our review was broadly in agreement with the developer LVIA’s main conclusions, we 
did identify a number of areas where the LVIA would benefit from further evaluation of 
landscape and visual effects to present a clearer picture to the Local Authority, particularly with 
regards to potential effects on the two adjacent Conservation Areas (Sampford Peverell 
Conservation Area and The Grand Western Canal Conservation Area) and their users.

Prior to submitting our LVIA review report, CEC prepared an email response summarising the 
key findings of the sitework and initial LVIA review. A full report containing the LVIA Review and 
an independent assessment undertaken by CEC Ltd was then issued to the LPA on 09 April 
2018, which was also sent to AECOM. AECOM subsequently submitted a revised LVIA (Rev 04 
issued 20/04/18), with CEC then commissioned to evaluate the changes made with regards to 
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whether the resubmitted LVIA now adequately addressed the points we raised in our original 
feedback.

A number of additions were found to be made to the resubmitted LVIA Rev 04, which addressed 
several points that we raised in our original email feedback (particularly with regards to potential 
landscape effects on the two adjacent Conservation Areas, and inclusion of reference to 
receptors we identified as being missing for the original LVIA submission). 

However, some difference in professional judgement remained over aspects of the methodology 
and the sensitivity assigned to some visual receptors in particular, whom had been omitted from 
assessment based on the LVIA’s methodology. 

AECOM have subsequently submitted a further revision of their LVIA (Rev 05). CEC have now 
been commissioned by Mid Devon District Council to evaluate the changes made to Rev 05 of 
the LVIA, with regards to whether this now addresses the points raised.   We have provided a 
table as Appendix 1 to this letter, evaluating whether the Rev 05 addresses the points made in 
the original email summary and subsequent key points identified in the Review Report 
(CEC3124 Review of LVIA dated 09 April 2018).

In summary, the key changes in Rev 05 of the LVIA are the corrections of the inconsistent 
terminology within the methodology section of the report (with correct terminology now referred 
to within the body of the report) along with further explanation on how sensitivity has been 
assigned. Susceptibility and value have now also been independently referred to within table 11 
(which further clarifies how sensitivity ratings have been assigned).

Whilst these are all welcome improvements which strengthen the integrity of the LVIA report, 
our previous comments regarding the omission of what we would consider to be relevant visual 
receptors are still applicable (see our letter dated the 9th May for further detail), as well as 
points outlined again in the table appended to this letter.

Our further comments (within our letter dated the 9th May) regarding detailed mitigation 
proposals and preserving the rural character of Highertown should also be considered to be 
applicable.

We trust this assists in your consideration of the application and suitability of the LVIA as a tool 
for evaluation of likely effects and compliance with planning policy.

This report/letter set out above refers to the LVIA REV 05 the applicants consultant AECOM 
have referenced their latest LVIA as No 4

Having fully assessed the submitted LVIA it is concluded that the visual effects are not likely to 
be at a level that would be unacceptable. Whilst, there will be some harm to the landscape 
character and visual amenities of the area this is not considered to be unacceptable and when 
the development is viewed from a distance it will appear as part of the built form of Sampford 
Peverell. The site is considered to be suitable for the proposed type of development and the 
extent and nature of the effects can be suitably controlled through the imposition of conditions to 
control the final layout, detail of design and quality of landscaping. It is considered that proposal 
is considered to be in accordance with policies COR2 and DM2. 

With regard to Policy SP2 of the Local Plan Review this requires Landscaping and design which 
respect the setting and character of the area, conservation area and listed building. It is 
considered that the proposal is in compliance with this element of Policy SP2.  

3.2 Impact on Heritage Assets and Conservation Areas
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The site is not within any specific designated area, although bounded to the east by the 
Sampford Peverell Conservation area, adjacent to a grade II listed dwelling and within 50m at its 
closest point to the Grand Western Canal Conservation Area (GWC).  Policy COR2 of the Mid 
Devon Core Strategy (LP1) requires development to preserve and enhance the distinctive 
qualities of Mid Devon’s landscape and to protect their setting.  Policy DM2 of the Local Plan 
Part 3 Development Management Policies requires development to demonstrate a clear 
understanding of the characteristics of the site, its wider context and surrounding area and 
make a positive contribution to local character.  

Paragraph 128 of the NPPF states that in determining planning applications, local planning 
authorities should require an applicant to describe the significance of any heritage asset 
affected, including any contribution made by their setting. The NPPF states that development 
should be restricted where there may be an impact on designated heritage assets and gives a 
number of criteria which need to be met in order for development to be acceptable.  These 
criteria are reflected in policy DM27 of the Local Plan 3 Development Management Policies.  

Policy DM27 of the Local Plan 3 Development Management Policies considers a presumption in 
favour of preservation in situ in respect of the most important heritage assets; requiring 
development proposals likely to affect heritage assets and their setting to consider their 
significance, character, setting and local distinctiveness.  This policy reflects the NPPF.  As 
such there is a need to consider whether the proposal is in the public interest and does not 
adversely impact on these areas and heritage assets.

The Council’s Conservation Officer has been consulted on the application and has commented 
as follows:

The site at Higher Town is adjacent to part of the western boundary of the Sampford Peverell 
conservation area; the Grand Western Canal lies to the south east. A listed building (42 Higher 
Town) lies adjacent to east boundary and the north east corner of the application site together 
with three other historic buildings 44 and 46 Higher Town and a barn north of 42 Higher Town.  
The remainder of the eastern boundary is adjoined by modern housing including bungalows.  
The land is currently in agricultural use and comprises two fields. 

Turnpike the road linking Sampford Peverell to Tiverton runs along the southern boundary at a 
lower level separated from it by a bank topped with a hedge. To the south side of this road is a 
ribbon of modern development and a cemetery. 

Higher Town runs along the northern boundary with these two roads linked by another road 
forming the western boundary.  The linking road is bounded by a hedge and a dressed stone 
wall.

The land lies on a sloping elevated site rising from 110m in the south east corner to 125m in the 
north west corner.

Proposal

The proposal is in outline with all matters reserved apart from the access arrangements. There 
is an illustrative site layout showing the roads, the public open spaces including a SUDS feature 
and landscaping.

As currently set out there is a vehicular access from the road on the west boundary.  It is 
unclear if the existing stone wall is to be set back and rebuilt on a new line or whether only the 
section breached for the access road is the only section to be removed.  There also appears to 
be a requirement to remove/ relocate a section of hedge to provide the required visibility splay.
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Pedestrian accesses are shown to the south west and north east corners.  The access to the 
south west corner is intended to provide a walking route to Battens Bridge and to the tow path 
on the south side of the canal; the access to the north east corner of the site emerges adjacent 
to the barn north of the listed building and there is an associated traffic calming scheme on the 
approach to the village involving a build out, signage and road markings.

There is a further access in the location of an existing field gate currently shown as a combined 
pedestrian and cycle way together with an emergency access.  However it is understood that 
the emergency access is no longer considered essential.  The line of the path is quite straight 
and steep. 

Other works are proposed within the highway in the vicinity of the site including new section of 
pavement, 1.2m wide from the junction of Higher Town with Turnpike for around 55m and an 
associated traffic calming gateway feature.

Impact upon the listed building, locally listed buildings and conservation areas.

The impact of the proposed new vehicular access needs to be considered in terms of the 
potential loss of the attractive dressed stone wall and the requirement to set back a length of 
hedgebank to provide the necessary visibility splay. If the stone wall can be left in situ and only 
the section for the new road access removed, combined with reusing the stone to form the 
return curves of the visibility splay this would minimise the visual impact of the new opening.  
The possible removal of the length of hedge to the south of the entrance would be offset if the 
line of the visibility splay was defined by a Devon hedgebank with traditional planting on top.  
This would represent a visual gain as the current hedge is very thin.  Much of the visual impact 
of the new access on the rural character of this road could be mitigated by these measures.  
The proposed footpath access at the junction of this road with Turnpike is shown as a 2m wide 
strip with a hard surfaced pedestrian refuge on the verge. 

The impact of the north east pedestrian access (less than 2m wide) is minimal on the listed 
building, the important unlisted building and the conservation area whilst the traffic calming 
measures in the highway on the approach to the conservation area do have a slightly negative 
visual impact on the character of the rural approach road.  This causes less than substantial 
harm to the setting of the conservation area and the setting of the small barn identified as an 
important unlisted building. 

The development is quite low density at around 15 dwellings per hectare giving plenty of scope 
for landscaping as illustrated by the notional layout provided. The illustrative layout shows that 
the listed buildings and important unlisted buildings to the north east edge of the site could have 
a green buffer. There is also potential for some single storey dwellings which may be 
appropriate on higher parts of the site. 

Good design reflecting the local vernacular and use of an appropriate palette of materials will 
contribute to the assimilation of the development into the landscape.  This also applies to the 
surfacing of the various footpath / cycle paths.  

The impact of the proposal on the setting of the two conservation areas is variable. 

Sampford Peverell is the most closely affected as the development site runs adjacent to part of 
the western boundary and the required traffic calming/ pedestrian safety measures required by 
the highway authority are on the approaches or within the Sampford Peverell conservation area.

The Grand Western Canal conservation area in this locality runs on a north east –southwest line 
apart from a small wedge of land running at right angles from the northern canal bank and 
containing a house previously a doctor’s surgery.  This property is the nearest point the canal 
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conservation area comes to the development site. Apart from small settlements like Westleigh / 
Burlescome the canal conservation area follows the line of the canal taking in its related 
historical structures such as bridges some by Isambard Kingdom Brunel and John Rennie the 
main canal engineer. Some individual properties of various ages were included where these 
immediately adjoin the canal bank such as in the case of the former doctor’s surgery.  The 
significance of the canal conservation area arises predominantly from its history and the 
engineering used in its construction.

For the distance of about 180m along the tow path there are views across two fields towards the 
development site after which heading south west along the canal towpath towards Battens 
Bridge the views are dominated by the ribbon of modern detached houses along the south side 
of Turnpike.  The canal conservation area is increasingly distant from the site towards the west.  
The impact on the setting would be mainly from the intervisibility between the site and the 
section of canal immediately adjoining the two open fields and the finger of land encompassing 
the former surgery.  None of the proposed access works would have any significant detrimental 
impact on the setting of the canal conservation area.  There would be some limited visual 
impact from the pedestrian cycleway emerging on to Turnpike as currently configured although 
a less steep and direct route with appropriate surfacing could mitigate some of the less than 
substantial harm to the setting of the heritage asset of the canal conservation area.

Any harm identified even if less than substantial should be weighed against the public benefits 
arising from the proposed development in line with NPPF paragraphs 131 -135 and Local Plan 
Policy DM27.

Summary

No objections in principle to the works proposed subject to comments above on details, 
mitigation measures and the assessment of public benefits.

(Historic Environment Good Practice Advice Planning notes 2 and 3 (regarding significance and 
setting of heritage assets) were taken into account in the course of discussions with the 
applicants agents.  Although the application is in outline the potential impacts including harm on 
the setting of  Sampford Peverell Conservation Area and on the setting of the Grand Western 
Canal Conservation Area together with the potential impact on the setting of the Grade II listed 
42 Higher Town and the adjacent important unlisted buildings were discussed in some detail.  
Those discussions resulted in a more detailed Heritage Statement from the applicants as well 
as amendments to the proposal in particular to the access arrangements.)

It is the view of the Conservation Officer that there will be less than substantial harm to the listed 
building, conservation areas and the unlisted historic assets. Para 132 of the NPPF makes it 
clear that great weight should be given to the assets conservation irrespective of the level of 
harm. The failure to give considerable importance and weight to the less than substantial harm 
to the Grade II listed building (arising from development within its setting) would amount to a 
failure to discharge the duty at s.66(1) of the Planning (listed buildings and Conservation Areas) 
Act 1990. Therefore officers must fully assess the harm to the conservation of the listed 
building, conservation areas and unlisted historic assets and balance this against the public 
benefits of the development to reflect the balance within paragraph 134 of the NPPF. 

There have been concerns raised that the proposed development will have an adverse impact 
on the setting of the two conservation areas, the nearby listed building, the unlisted historic 
buildings and the stone wall on the western boundary which is considered by the objectors to be 
an unlisted heritage asset. 
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The Listed building no 42 Higher Town (dwelling) which is located to the north east corner 
adjacent to east boundary will undoubtedly have its setting affected to a degree. However the 
setting has already been impacted by the provision of other dwellings since its inception as a 
farm house and the proposal indicates on the illustrative site layout that there will be a good 
sized buffer of approximately 40m between the new houses and the Listed building. As such it is 
considered that a development in accordance with the illustrative layout would result in a 
minimal impact on the listed building. 

With regard to the unlisted historic buildings also on the north east corner adjacent to eastern 
boundary of the site they will also have their setting affected to a degree. However, the setting 
of these buildings has already been impacted by the provision of other dwellings and the 
proposal indicates on the illustrative site layout that there will be a good sized buffer between 
the new houses and the unlisted historic buildings. As such it is considered that a development 
in accordance with the illustrative layout would also result in a minimal impact on the unlisted 
historic buildings.  

The Sampford Peverell Conservation Area is the most closely affected as the development site 
runs adjacent to part of its western boundary and the required traffic calming/ pedestrian safety 
measures required by the highway authority are on the approaches or within the Sampford 
Peverell conservation area.  Whilst there will be an impact on the character of the conservation 
area. It is considered that this is a low density development that will include a significant green 
buffer between the development and the conservation area. The highway improvements will 
affect the rural character of these approach roads however the impact of these highway 
improvements are slight and therefore the harm to the character of the conservation area will be 
minimal.  

The Grand Western Canal (GWC) conservation area at its closest point is 50m from the site. 
However this area where the Conservation Area is at its closest to the application site is in 
private ownership and so there is little public impact on this immediate part. From the tow path 
of the Canal there are areas where the site is visible, however this is only partial and will not 
significantly impact on the GWC conservation area. 

With regard to the unlisted wall on the western boundary of the site, the 2008 Sampford Peverell 
Conservation Area appraisal does not specifically mention this wall and it is not included in the 
list of unlisted buildings or structures. The Local Plan Review Historic Environment Appraisal of 
proposed allocations dated December 2016 under took a desk top analysis and referenced the 
wall on the western boundary and suggested the wall should be retained. 

The wall on the western boundary of the site will have a section removed and rebuilt to provide 
the necessary access to the site but this will be kept to a minimum (approx. 60m). The specific 
details associated with the wall and visibility splay will be controlled through a condition. It is 
intended that with the exception of the alterations for the access, where the wall will be re-built 
to follow the line of the visibility required, the remainder of the wall will be untouched and 
retained. 

The Conservation Officer has been on site and considered the proposed access and has 
concluded that provided the wall is re-instated once the required visibility has been created, 
then it is considered to be acceptable as it will also achieve the benefit of retaining the hedge 
bank along Turnpike.  

The balanced judgement in this case considering harm falls to be low and so it is considered 
that the impact on the character of the area from the proposed change to the wall is small and 
an acceptable alteration to provide a suitable access to the site.  
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The proposed footpath to the north eastern corner of the site will need to be designed 
sympathetically to ensure there is minimal impact on the listed building, the unlisted historic 
buildings and the conservation areas. It is considered that this detail can be suitably controlled 
by conditions to ensure the design and landscaping of this access point is appropriate and 
sympathetic to the setting of the Listed building. 

With regard to the footpath/cycleway emerging onto Turnpike at the south eastern corner of the 
site, this will utilise the existing field entrance and no longer provides emergency vehicle access. 
Therefore the reduced width has lessened the impact on the conservation areas and it is 
considered that the detailed design (including gradient) and landscaping of this access can also 
be suitably controlled by conditions to ensure the impact of this access point is acceptable. The 
internal layout of the paths will also be conditioned to ensure appropriate design, incline and 
landscaping are provided as part of the reserved matters application.

In view of the above it is considered that the harm to the character of the conservation areas 
and historic buildings from the proposed access works will be minimal.  

Under NPPF para 134 it is necessary to also weigh the potential harm against the significance 
of a designated heritage asset in relation to the public benefits of the proposal, including 
securing its optimum viable use. 

As outlined above it is considered that the scheme for 60 dwellings in this location will have an 
impact on the setting of the listed buildings and conservation areas however there are 
significant public benefits from the provision of much needed market and affordable housing. 
There will also be public benefits from the green infrastructure which will assist in preserving the 
setting of the immediate area around the heritage assets. The proposal will also provide 
pedestrian footpath provision to Turnpike and Higher Town and traffic calming to Higher Town, 
sec 106 contributions towards primary, early years and secondary education.  Therefore it is 
considered that the benefits will be not only to Sampford Peverell but also to the wider Mid 
Devon area through providing further much needed dwellings. Having assessed the proposal 
against the balance within Para 134 of the NPPF and given the correct weight to the harm 
officers are of the view that the public benefits outweigh the harm to the assets. 

 In view of the above the proposal is felt to be compliant with Policy DM27 and NPPF para 129, 
131-135.

With regard to Section 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 
this sets out the general duty as respects conservation areas in exercise of planning functions. 
Subsection (1) of this section considers that for any buildings or other land in a conservation 
area, of any functions under or by virtue of any of the provisions mentioned in subsection (2), 
special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or 
appearance of that area.

As the proposed is not within a conservation area it is considered that Section 72 of the 
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 is not engaged by this application. 

With regard to Policy SP2 of the Local Plan Review this requires Landscaping and design which 
respect the setting and character of the area, conservation area and listed building. It is 
considered that the proposal is in compliance with this element of Policy SP2.  

3.3 Archaeology

The Devon County Council Archaeologist has considered this proposal and has commented 
that the proposed development occupies a large area within an area of archaeological potential 
within a landscape that shows evidence of settlement from the prehistoric period onwards.  The 
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south-facing prospect of the site would have made it an attractive site for early settlement.  As 
such, groundworks for the construction of the proposed development have the potential to 
expose and destroy archaeological and artefactual deposits that may be present and associated 
with early settlement here.

For this reason and in accordance with paragraph 141 of the National Planning Policy 
Framework (2012) The County Archaeologist has advised that any consent the Authority may 
be minded to issue should carry the following condition based on model Condition 55 as set out 
in Appendix A of Circular 11/95.:

 'No development shall take place until the applicant has secured the implementation of a 
programme of archaeological work in accordance with a written scheme of investigation which 
has been submitted by the applicant and approved by the Planning Authority

Turning to Policy SP2 of the Local Plan Review this requires that an appropriate condition will 
be placed on the outline decision to provide for suitable Archaeology mitigation. It is considered 
that the proposal is in compliance with this element of Policy SP2.  

 3.4 Ecology

The Ecological Appraisal dated January 2018 provides a survey which covers all habitats and 
potential species and their ecological value. Within the Ecological Appraisal report it is indicated 
that there is a Badger sett (Figure three identifies a 20m protected non-impact zone (Not to 
Scale)). Within the Ecological Appraisal plan figure 2 there is also an area which has been 
shown as potential for reptiles on the highway verge north of Battens Cross which is affected by 
some of the highways and pedestrian access improvements . 

Natural England has been consulted and has referred to their standing advice which sets out 
the procedure for considering impacts on the Badger sett and reptiles. 

Natural England standing advice for badgers is set out below:

“BADGERS

What a sett is

A sett is any structure or place which shows signs indicating it’s currently being used by a 
badger. This means that the tunnels and chambers and the areas immediately outside the 
entrances are all part of the sett. Other structures used by badgers for shelter and refuge could 
also be classed as a sett, including spaces:

 among rocks and boulders

 under garden sheds and raised buildings

 among hay bales

 under hedges or bushes

Survey methods

You can survey at any time of year. The best time is in early spring or late autumn when 
badgers are active but there’s less vegetation to hide the signs.
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When you find evidence of a sett you must decide whether there are signs that it’s currently in 
use. The sett is protected if there are signs of badgers, even if they aren’t occupying it at the 
time.

Look for:

 sett entrances, eg entrances that are normally 25 to 35cm in diameter and shaped like a 
‘D’ on its side

 large spoil heaps outside sett entrances

 bedding outside sett entrances

 badger footprints

 badger paths

 latrines

 badger hairs on fences or bushes

 scratching posts

 signs of digging for food

These signs could remain for several weeks after the last occupation by a badger.

Bait marking

You should carry out a bait marking survey to find out:

 the territorial boundaries of different badger groups in an area affected by a development 
project

 if there are alternative setts used by the same badger group nearby which badgers could 
move to if a sett is destroyed

 the best site for a replacement artificial sett, if needed

To bait mark you should:

 place small coloured beads in a food bait that will be eaten by badgers, eg peanuts and 
syrup, at the entrance of each sett (buy the beads from a wildlife equipment supplier to 
make sure they are the correct composition and size)

 use different coloured beads for each sett

 check dung pits or latrines in the area and record the colour of any beads you find

 plot the locations and colours of beads you find on a map of the area - a boundary line 
drawn around the outermost points for the same coloured beads indicates a particular 
badger group’s territory

Survey effort required

Monitor sett entrances over an extended period of time, eg up to 4 weeks, to see if they’re 
active. You can use various ways to monitor the entrances, including:
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 footprint traps, ie placing sand or soil on the entrance floor

 inserting small sticks firmly into the sett entrance so that they won’t fall down unless 
pushed by a badger or other animal - you can attach sticky tape to the sticks to catch the 
hairs of animals moving through the entrance

 camera traps

Extra surveys must be done if there are active setts or foraging grounds. Use these surveys to:

 prove that a sett is in current use

 monitor use of the sett and determine if it’s a significant sett for the group

 estimate territorial boundaries

 identify locations for mitigation measures

Assess the impacts

As part of your licence application, provide an assessment of the impacts this development will 
have on badgers if no mitigation measures were planned. Impacts you should consider include:

 damage to setts

 loss of setts

 loss of foraging areas

 disturbing badgers while they’re occupying setts with noise, lights, vibration, fires or 
chemicals

Mitigation and compensation methods

Address the potential impacts on badgers with your mitigation and compensation plans using 
the following approach:

1. Aim to avoid negative effects.

2. Use mitigation measures to reduce the impacts.

3. Use compensation measures to offset any remaining negative impacts for badgers.

Avoid affecting badgers

Your plans should first attempt to avoid affecting badgers, for example by:

 keeping heavy machinery and excavation work away from setts

 deciding appropriate working distances for activities that might either damage the sett or 
disturb badgers in the sett

 not using fire or chemicals within 20 metres of a sett entrance

 felling trees so they fall away from active sett entrances

 clearing felled trees away from badger paths and sett entrances
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 avoiding loud noises and vibrations near active setts, over and above what the badgers 
would be used to

Mitigation measures

Mitigation measures can include:

 maintaining foraging and watering areas, or creating new areas if needed

 maintaining habitat connectivity, for example with tunnels or underpasses

 excluding badgers from an area temporarily using badger fencing, provided you don’t 
exclude access to setts

 creating badger crossings for roads

You can’t translocate badgers for a development project. You’re breaking the law if 
you intentionally capture, kill or injure a badger and you could be prosecuted and fined.

Compensation measures

Compensation measures can include replacing setts that will be destroyed, and improving or 
creating new habitat.

Excluding badgers from setts

Before setts are destroyed, you must be certain that all badgers have been excluded. This work 
must be done under license. Licenses to exclude badgers and to close down or destroy a sett 
are only issued between 1 July and 30 November, other than in exceptional circumstances.

If you need to exclude badgers from a sett:

 make sure there are alternative setts nearby that badgers can relocate to (bait marking 
should help identify if these setts are used by the same badger group)

 if required, build artificial setts as early as possible and before excluding badgers from 
the original sett - ensure that badgers have found artificial setts before excluding them 
from original setts

 use 1-way badger gates (PDF, 59.7KB, 2 pages) kept in place for at least 21 days from 
the last sign of badgers accessing the sett - gates must be checked at least once every 
3 days for signs of badgers entering or leaving the sett

 don’t use chemical repellents (as none are approved)

Once badgers have been excluded, you should:

 destroy the sett (if appropriate) as soon as possible to reduce the chances of badgers 
re-occupying

 ensure the sett is securely proofed against re-entry by badgers by using heavy-gauge 
chainlink or weldmesh

The above standing advice has been considered in respect of this application and against the 
information received under the ecology report submitted and the additional supporting 
information submitted following concerns raised by objectors to Natural England.
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The information submitted and assessing against the criterion of standing advice shows there to 
be negligible impact on the sett although if required following any consent the badger sett is 
capable of closure under license. Licenses to exclude badgers and to close down or destroy a 
sett are only issued between 1 July and 30 November, other than in exceptional circumstances.

However mitigation measures should be considered, as set out below

Mitigation measures

Mitigation measures can include:

• maintaining foraging and watering areas, or creating new areas if needed

• maintaining habitat connectivity, for example with tunnels or underpasses

• excluding badgers from an area temporarily using badger fencing, provided you don’t 
exclude access to setts

• creating badger crossings for roads

The area around the badger sett is to be maintained in pasture land, and habitat will be 
maintained in this area, along with connectivity to other parts of the site.

If there is a need to exclude badgers from a sett:

• make sure there are alternative setts nearby that badgers can relocate to (bait marking 
should help identify if these setts are used by the same badger group)

• if required, build artificial setts as early as possible and before excluding badgers from 
the original sett - ensure that badgers have found artificial setts before excluding them from 
original setts.”

Having assessed the proposal against Natural England’s standing advice, a sett which requires 
destruction will require the exclusion of the Badgers and the work must be undertaken under a 
licence. In this case there is no intention of impacting on the badgers or removing the sett and 
the proposed works are sufficiently distant from the sett not to be of significant concern. 

Concerns have been raised by objectors with regard to the location of this Badger Sett in 
relation to the development. The objectors concern is that the location of the sett may conflict 
with the proposed pedestrian/cycle way. However the proposal for this application is for access 
only, the final route of the proposed pedestrian/cycle way is to be determined at reserved 
matters stage. It is considered there is sufficient area to provide the appropriate gradient without 
harm to the Badger sett provided an appropriate route is taken and designed, this will be subject 
to reserved matters. The Ecology representative for Place Land has confirmed that it is unlikely 
the proposal will impact on the Badger sett but that a licence is able to be obtained from Natural 
England if required.

It is concluded that there is to be no substantive harm to the Badger setts which would be 
sufficient to alter the scheme or to recommend refusal.

With regard to reptiles standing advice from Natural England reads as follows:

“REPTILES
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Survey methods

Acceptable methods for surveying most reptiles are:

• searching for basking animals on banks, piles of wood and edges of woodland

• laying out artificial refuges like corrugated iron sheets (this is the only method 
recommended for slow worms and smooth snakes)

• carpet tiles or roofing felt bedded down well into the vegetation

Survey for reptiles in April, May and September. Avoid July to August and November to 
February.

Combine daytime searches with artificial refuges, and look at hibernation sites as well as 
summer sites.

Look at suitable habitat within the home range of (the distance the animal normally travels from) 
the development site. Surveys should aim to establish the population size and distribution of 
reptiles on and near the development site.

Assess the impacts

Assess the impacts this development would have on reptiles if no mitigation measures were 
planned. Impacts to consider include:

• losing links between habitats

• separating summer and hibernation sites

• reduction in habitat quality

• risk of fire

• effect of increased litter

Avoidance, mitigation and compensation methods

Address the potential impacts you’ve identified on reptiles with your mitigation plans.

For reptiles, mitigation planning should include:

• consider changing the layout and not developing the areas used by reptiles

• displace them from sensitive areas by changing the vegetation

• changing the timing of the work

• move the reptiles (translocate) to another area that has been specially prepared, but 
only as a last resort, maintaining networks across the site (for large schemes)

Compensation methods can include:

• creating links to other habitats

• creating new habitat

• improving existing habitat
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Temporary fencing for mitigation

You can use fencing to prevent reptiles moving into areas where there are damaging activities. 
Make sure the reptiles can’t pass over, under or through the fencing, eg by keeping vegetation 
close to the fence short on both sides.

Moving reptiles (translocation) as mitigation

If you need to move reptiles to a new location you’ll have to choose a receptor site:

• as close as possible to the development site, and within the same local planning authority if 
possible

• that is at least the same size as the habitat that will be lost, and larger if the habitat to be lost 
is high quality (you can provide smaller habitat if it’s substantially better quality)

• that will serve the same function as the habitat to be lost, eg it has hibernation features

• with similar habitat to the area that will be lost, including water bodies

• that doesn’t currently support the same species, but can be improved to make it suitable

• that will be safe from future development and managed in the long term

You can introduce small numbers of reptiles to an area with an existing population if you have 
improved the habitat so it can support the increased numbers.

You must allow enough time for new habitats to become suitable for the reptiles before you start 
to capture them.

Capture methods for mitigation

You can:

• use artificial refuges (but capture legged lizards by hand or noose)

• gradually reduce the amount of suitable habitat to concentrate the reptiles in certain areas, 
making it easier to capture them eg by strimming rough grass

• dismantle rubble, rock and wood piles carefully by hand to capture any reptiles using them as 
refuges

Only use invasive methods like mechanical excavation under expert supervision and after 
exhausting other methods.

Allow enough time to capture and release the reptiles, and build this into the development plans. 
For large populations, this can take up to 3 years, capturing between March and September. 
For small populations, 1 year is usually enough. Try to capture reptiles early in the season to 
avoid problems before hibernation or increased numbers due to breeding.

Don’t capture reptiles:

• that are heavily gravid (pregnant or egg-laden, usually found in early summer)

• during autumn

• that are hibernating
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• in extreme weather (heat, drought, flooding)”

Within the Ecological Appraisal there is an area which has been shown as potential for reptiles 
on the highway verge north of Battens Cross. It is considered that there is likely to be an impact 
on this area due to the visibility splay provision and footpath. A specific reptile survey is being 
carried out on site and will finish on 2nd July. At the time of writing the report there was no 
evidence of reptiles on site however a further update will be provided to members at planning 
Committee on the final findings of the survey.

 Natural England has referred to standing advice and it is considered by your officers that the 
proposal conforms to this advice. 

It will be necessary to ensure survey work and mitigation is undertaken prior to and during any 
development on site. A specific condition will be included to ensure that prior to any 
development/works being undertaken within 25m of the Badger sett the developer will be 
required to submit a mitigation plan and comply with any licence requirement by Natural 
England to ensure protection of the Badger sett. 

It is considered that  it will also be necessary to ensure mitigation is undertaken prior to and 
during any development on site in the area the Ecological Appraisal report indicates as a 
potential site for reptiles. A suitable condition will be imposed to ensure this happens.

Concerns have been raised by objectors with regard to lighting and the potential impacts on 
bats. The ecological report considers the site to have negligible potential to support foraging 
bats and no evidence of bats was found on site. Lighting will be a reserved matters proposal 
and this subject will be considered then. 

Subject to the recommended mitigation measures, the development is not considered to harm 
habitats and protected species and is considered to be in accordance with Natural England’s 
standing advice and policy DM2(d) of the Local Plan 3 Development Management Policies in 
this respect.  In addition, there is opportunity to enhance landscape features on the site such as 
hedges and trees, and the proposal would contribute towards the provision of additional green 
infrastructure close to and associated with the village of Sandford Peverell. The inclusion of 
green buffers and additional planting will provide a significant improvement over that which is 
there at the moment. On this basis the impact of the proposed on ecology is deemed to be 
acceptable.

With regard to Policy SP2 of the Local Plan Review this requires mitigation of any wildlife impact 
including protection of hedgerows. It is considered that the proposal is in compliance with this 
element of Policy SP2.  

4. Access and highway safety 

This application was originally submitted for 84 dwellings with a main access point off Turnpike, 
additional pedestrian links located to the north east corner of the site, a pedestrian link at the 
crossroads and onto the road bounding the west of the site, close to the existing field access off 
this road.

Officers considered that the proposed access of Turnpike would have a detrimental visual 
impact on the street scene and the conservation areas. Therefore amended access 
arrangements were sought which now show the site accessed from the western boundary road 
running from Higher Town to Battens Cross. In addition the number of dwellings was reduced 
from 84 to 60. Access drawings have been submitted showing the new access at the western 
side of the field.  New footways are proposed from the site onto Turnpike, and Highertown, there 
is a requirement for localised road widening and minor junction realignment at the bend on the 
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road between Higher Town and Battens Cross. Also traffic Calming features are required on 
Higher Town to the north east of the site associated with the new pedestrian/cycleway.   In 
addition a new footpath is to be provided off site to the west and on the northern side of 
Turnpike immediately to the west of the listed bridge. Visibility splays at the entrance would 
require the removal of part of the stone wall (approx. 60m). This is intended to be re-built 
utilising the existing stone to follow the line of the visibility splay, apart from this the hedge along 
Turnpike is proposed to remain intact, with some minor alterations to accommodate the footpath 
and cycle way from the site.  It is also proposed to provide pedestrian/cycle access to the 
north/east corner of the site, with an area of hedge and bank to be removed and re-profiled.  
There is currently poor visibility at this pedestrian access point and an appropriate highway build 
out as shown on the plan 06685-HYD-xx-xx-DR-TP-p-04 P3 would be required to improve 
visibility for pedestrians.

Concern has been raised by local residents with regard to a number of highway related issues, 
including the ability of local roads to cope with additional traffic, on road parking and congestion 
in the vicinity and over the bridge within Sampford Peverell.  The off-site highway works would 
facilitate safer walking to school from the development with the installation of improved footway 
crossing provision and traffic calming.  

The Highway Authority has not raised any particular concerns regarding traffic circulation within 
the village but has recommended that the off-site highway works shown on the plans are 
conditioned prior to development and are subject to a section 106 agreement.  Subject to these 
improvement works, the Highway Authority considers the access arrangements to be 
acceptable. Set out below are aspects assessed by the Highway Authority.

The Highway Authority has assessed the amended plans and proposals for the pedestrian 
accesses. The Highway Authority (HA) has also viewed the objection comments, concerns, and 
observations and would offer the following observations comments and conditions.

The objection comments have raised a number of issues.

The availability of documentation on the planning web site is a matter for the Local Planning 
Authority (LPA) to consider. However the Highway Authority is in receipt of safety audits and 
design responses.

Construction details will be addressed through and in accordance with Devon county council 
specifications under section 38 and 278 of the highways act. Please note street lighting will be 
designed at this stage and may necessitate extension of the current lighting on existing roads as 
well as estate road lighting on the elevated plateau.

Alignment, layout, visibilities are considered under the planning process and will be subject to 
appropriate conditions.

Where the access is proposed on the link road between Turnpike and Higher Town, the 
professional opinion of the Highway Authority is that the observed speed of 30 mph is 
appropriate in considering the visibility splays and are the norm. The HA has been informed that 
it is backed up by speed data undertaken by the Developer which indicates an 85%ile speed of 
28 and 29 mph. Details have been supplied concerning speed data which has been considered 
by DCC highways who have confirmed they are satisfied with the approach and findings.

Some concern at the wording of conditions is raised and for avoidance of doubt clarification of 
conditions will be set out below.

Some comments have indicated that the junction should be designed to TD 42 /95. this is not 
the appropriate standards as they are predominantly used for trunk roads and the location of the 
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site and hierarchy of the roads warrant designs under Manual for Streets 1 and Manual for 
streets 2(MfS). The observed speed and subsequent supporting data require visibility splays of 
2.4 m by 43 m with no obstruction greater than 600 mm above the roads surface.

Concern is raised that the inclusion of forward visibility splays will increase speeds on the road 
particularly down hill. This is disputed as the mean speed of the road is governed by the 
physical radii of the bend which is between 20 to 25 m and warrants a forward visibility of 33 m . 
The improved visibility will not impact the physical constraints but will provide an improvement of 
visibility and safety of the HGV, commercial and agricultural vehicles.

The reduction of residential units takes the requirement for emergency vehicle access below the 
conditional threshold and the HA can confirm our verbal acknowledgement of this to the 
Developer and officers. The footway cycle way onto Turnpike can be provided without such a 
requirement and can be redesigned to cater for the improved gradients, width, alignment and 
pedestrian barriers.

Concerns have been raised about the visibility splays and gradients of the footway cycle way 
onto Higher town. It is intended that a new gate way feature is incorporated and consideration of 
a relocated 30 mph limit is provided as part of the Highway agreement.

Notwithstanding the observed speeds of 30 mph have been noted and the visibility splays are in 
accordance with Sight stopping distances in MfS with a 43m distance. The HA would agree that 
gradients within the site should be in accordance with the maximums, and the reserve matter 
application which deals with such matters should comply and the estate road condition covers 
this .

Loss of the informal parking on the carriageway has been raised however this parking already 
raises the issue of the extended narrowing raised as a concern over the new layout and while it 
is not enforced any obstruction of the highway by parked vehicles even without formal 
restrictions is an enforceable issue. Notwithstanding there is an opportunity when considering 
the internal layout to provide some visitor parking spaces which can be located close to the 
footway/cycle way which can be utilised by those residents who feel they need to park on road 
in Higher Town.

A lot of concern over the footway adjacent to the canal road bridge at the junction of Higher 
Town and Turnpike. This has been subject to an independent safety audit which did not find any 
issue but commented outside of the brief to acknowledge that the proposed works while 
substandard in some of its design criteria is a significant improvement on pedestrian facilities in 
the village. The objectors have raised concerns over the legitimate planting of evergreens on 
private land reducing forward visibility; however this will further exacerbate the existing situation 
where residents now walk further giving weight to the improvements. Much has been made of 
Devon design guide" Highways in residential and commercial estates" but as is acknowledged it 
is a guide and MfS being the overriding design principles. This is reinforced on Devon County 
Council Web site page which states "In recent years the approach to the design of the space 
between buildings has evolved away from the traditional dominance of the engineered 
carriageway. There is now recognition that the public realm has many wider functions than just 
the movement of vehicles. This has been recognised in the national launch of the Manual for 
Streets (MfS) and MfS2."

Objectors have identified that the internal estate road as an R2 type access road which requires 
a 5.5m wide road, however the HA have recommended an R31 which has a 4.8m wide 
carriageway. The lower category of road is compliant with MfS and the reduced carriageway 
width will encourage slower speeds and allow for a more flexible internal layout without the need 
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for physical speed reducing features except for speed reducing bends . It will also provide for 
lower maintenance costs . The internal design is not a matter for this application.

Reference has been made to the HA request for "Vissim model of Halberton," The applicants 
consultants have submitted a technical note to the HA which has satisfied the HA that the traffic 
increases will not be significant on the village.

Reference has been made to the content of the travel plan, the development having been 
reduced in size no longer meets the trigger for a conditional travel plan and while it is not 
conditional it is welcomed and any proposal to assist in the reduction of car borne traffic will be 
beneficial

The submitted Travel Plan seeks to reduce the number of single person car journeys to and 
from the village and also to make sure new residents are informed of travel options.  The Travel 
Plan also includes an element of traffic monitoring.  It is recommended that compliance with the 
Travel Plan is secured within the Section 106 Agreement.

With regard to Policy SP2 of the LPR it is important to note that the development site is coming 
forward prior to the commencement of development of the M5 Junction 27 allocation, and that 
development will be coming forward prior to the completion of improved access works to the 
A361. However it is also important to note that Devon County Council as the Highway Authority 
has been consulted on this application. Having assessed the application, the Highway Authority 
has not required that it only comes forward following the provision of improved access works to 
the A361. The capacity of the existing highway network is considered to be acceptable to 
accommodate additional traffic arising from this development; this includes the potential 
additional traffic flows through Halberton towards Tiverton.

The Highway Authority has also recommended conditions relating to the provision of the access 
roads, footways and other highways infrastructure, as well as approval of a construction 
management plan to minimise the impact on local residents.

Subject to these provisions, the development is considered to be acceptable in terms of its 
access arrangements and impact on highway safety, in accordance with policies COR9 of the 
Mid Devon Core Strategy (LP1) which seeks to co-ordinate development and transport planning 
and provides for development to consider its impact on highway safety and policy DM2 of the 
Local Plan 3 Development Management Policies which seeks the creation of safe and 
accessible places.

5. Effects on neighbouring residents

Concern has been raised by local residents that the development would have an unacceptable 
overbearing impact on listed buildings and the residents of Higher Town 42-46, Turnpike, 
Paullett and the nearby residential dwelling 48 higher Town.

48 Higher Town is a detached isolated property located to the north of the site. The proposed 
scheme will affect the outlook of this property although loss of views are not a material concern. 
It is not considered that there will be any significant overbearing impact on the property arising 
from the development. A Green Infrastructure (GI) area will be provided, to the northern and 
eastern side of the site, to assist with reducing any potential impacts of the site on adjacent 
properties such as 48 Higher Town 42-46 Higher Town.

42-46 higher Town are a group of cottages no 42 being a listed property which are located to 
the eastern edge of the site set down below the level of the site by approximately 1 metre. 
Views out of the properties are generally across the development site. Ground floor views look 
out onto the site with the ground level of the site being at eye level when inside the existing 
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property. The properties on this site boundary are a mixture of old historic cottages set below 
the level of the land and newly built bungalows at the same level of the site. For the properties 
at a reduced level, the area of the site immediately adjacent is indicated on the illustrative plan 
to remain undeveloped with the exception of a pedestrian access point to Higher Town. This 
area at the north east corner where the path will exit is also GI. The area at the southern part of 
the eastern boundary is also to be an open area where the suds will be located and is intended 
to be kept primarily as green infrastructure. The relationship between these properties and the 
development can be considered further at reserved matters, but at this outline stage is not 
considered so detrimental as to warrant the refusal of the application. 

Paullett is a cul-de-sac of properties set to the eastern side of the site, the older properties not 
being contiguous with the site, 4 bungalows have recently been granted planning permission off 
Paullett and once constructed, will be located adjacent to the site boundary. The new dwellings 
according to the indicative layout plan will be approximately 50m from the nearest property with 
a GI and Sustainable Urban Drainage (SUDs) area separating them from the built scheme.    

The road Turnpike runs east west along the southern boundary of the site. The site is elevated 
above the generally modern built form of a line of detached dwellings, generally set back from 
the road frontage along Turnpike. These existing dwellings are on the southern side of Turnpike. 
The indicative plan shows the nearest property of the scheme to the closest existing property 
(26 Turnpike) is approximately 30m. It is intended that the existing hedge will be reinforced to 
assist with screening and to assimilate the proposed into the landscape. Objectors have raised 
concerns about the potential overbearing nature of the proposal on properties in Turnpike, 
primarily due to the former being on higher ground to the north. It is your officers view that 
although there will be a change in the appearance of the landscape, the nearest properties on 
the development site will be set far enough away from those existing properties as to not be so 
overbearing as to warrant refusal. Although scale and massing will be subject to reserved 
matters the indicative layout shows properties on Turnpike to be between 35m and 60m away 
from the development on site and will have intervening existing vegetation on the site boundary 
which is to be enhanced with additional planting. No levels have as yet been provided at this 
stage although requested and so this will be addressed at reserved matters and through the 
imposition of suitable worded levels conditions. The edge of the site along Turnpike varies in 
height but is generally 1.5-2m above the level of the highway, with a greater height differential 
as you move away from the site further south toward the Canal. The distances involved when 
combined with the mitigating planting is considered to not cause excessive visual impact on the 
existing dwellings located on Turnpike. The height of buildings, location, scale and their mass 
will be considered at reserved matters stage. Illustrative information submitted as part of the 
landscape and visual assessment includes a visualisation along Turnpike, and other vantage 
points, it needs to be stressed that this is indicative only.

The proposed development has the potential to directly affect a number of properties which 
surround the site. However it is considered that this can be controlled through the imposition of 
suitable conditions and through the reserved matters application. Therefore it is not considered 
there will be an unacceptable loss of privacy and amenity for the residents of these dwellings.

The LVIA has considered the impact of the proposal on the various receptors which include 
(Historic buildings, Conservation Areas) during and post construction; it has concluded that 
there is medium/low sensitivity during construction, within 1 year of the scheme being built 
medium/low sensitivity also, and post 15 years medium/negligible sensitivity.

Your officers consider the development to be compliant with policy DM2 of the Local Plan 3 
Development Management Policies in respect of its impact on the privacy and amenity of 
existing residents within the immediate area. 
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6. Drainage

The site is located in Flood Zones1 (low flood probability).  The Environment Agency has raised 
no in principle objections to the development. Although DCC Lead Flood Authority have 
concerns about the surface water management programme. The proposed site to be developed 
is entirely outside of the Flood Zones 2 and 3, which meets the flood risk sequential test and 
complies with policies in the National Planning Policy Framework and COR11 of the Mid Devon 
Core Strategy (LP1) which seek to direct development to the areas least likely to flood.  

A sustainable urban drainage system (SUDS) is proposed which directs surface water from the 
development via swales and porous paving to an attenuation pond with a restricted outfall.  The 
drainage strategy confirms that the drainage scheme will provide betterment to existing 
greenfield run-off rates.  The Lead Local Flood Authority has confirmed it has no in-principle 
objections from a surface water drainage perspective, subject to the imposition of suitably 
worded conditions. 

Details of the final SUDS solution will be required to be submitted prior to commencement of 
development and the Lead Local Flood Authority has recommended conditions in respect of 
additional percolation testing and the approval of a detailed design for the SUDS.  Management 
and maintenance of the SUDS will also be conditioned for approval, as well as details of 
temporary surface water management provisions during the construction period. In this way the 
impact of the development upon surface water drainage both during construction and during the 
lifetime of the development will be controlled.

Foul drainage would discharge into the main sewer.

With regard to Policy SP2 of the Local Plan Review this requires the provision of a drainage 
strategy and Sustainable Urban Drainage Scheme to deal with all surface water from the 
development and arrangements for future maintenance. It is considered that the proposal is in 
compliance with this element of Policy SP2.  

The drainage proposals are considered to be in accordance with policies COR11 of the Mid 
Devon Core Strategy (LP1) and DM2 of the Local Plan 3 Development Management Policies in 
respect of flood risk and sustainable drainage principles.

7.    Education.

Devon County Council Education has confirmed there is currently capacity at the nearest 
primary school (Sampford Peverell) for the number of pupils likely to be generated by the 
proposed development. Devon County Council will however seek a contribution towards 
additional education infrastructure at the local secondary school (Uffculme) that serves the 
address of the proposed development. The contribution sought is £197,289 (based on the DfE 
extension rate of £21,921 per pupil) which will be used to provide education facilities to meet the 
need arising from  for those living in the development.

Devon County Council has also requested a financial contribution of £30,609 towards 
secondary school transport costs due to the development being further than 2.25 miles from 
Uffculme school. The costs required are as follows: - 

9.00 secondary pupils £3.58 per day x 9 pupils x 190 academic days x 5 years = £30,609

In addition, a contribution towards Early Years provision is needed to ensure delivery of 
provision for 2, 3 and 4 year olds. This would cost approximately £15,000 (based on £250 per 
dwelling). This will be used to provide early years provision for pupils likely to be generated by 
the proposed development.
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These financial contributions meet the need arising from the development in accordance with 
policy.

8. Other matters

Green infrastructure.

The application is for 60 dwellings to the west of Sampford Peverell, and set out broadly in line 
with the emerging Local Plan Policy SP2.  However there is some divergence from the plan of 
the proposed SP2 allocation in relation to the area of proposed green infrastructure (GI). The GI 
area identified in SP2 is approximately 2.5ha including open space. The proposed scheme is to 
provide a similar amount of space when the LEAP, open space and GI are combined. It is 
intended to include the GI area within the section 106 agreement to protect this area from future 
development.  It is proposed that the area of land to the north and west of the site will be 
retained as agricultural pasture land, and the area to the east as open amenity space and suds 
provision. The section 106 will need to ensure that this area is retained for these purposes 
whilst also establishing an appropriate management plan. The precise wording of the 
documents will be considered by the Authority’s legal team when drawing up the section 106 
agreements. The northern and eastern GI area is generally outside of the application red line 
but is within the blue ownership area identified in the application drawings. 

With regard to Policy SP2 of the Local Plan Review this requires the provision of 2.5 hectares of 
Green Infrastructure laid out and managed with landscaping and open space. It is considered 
that the proposal is in compliance with this element of Policy SP2. 

Recreational opportunities

The application includes an indicative area to provide for public open space and recreational 
opportunities in connection with the development for the residents of the site and potentially 
Sampford Peverell, as well as providing land for the SUDS scheme.    Recreational 
opportunities in the surrounding area are likely to be improved as the development is capable of 
being used by existing dwellings located to the west of the village. Officers consider that the 
development would have a positive impact on the enjoyment of recreational facilities in the area. 

New homes bonus

The proposed dwellings would be eligible for counting towards the New Homes Bonus. If the 
New Homes Bonus is distributed across Council Tax Bands in the same way as in 2015, the 
award for each house would be £1,028 per year (each affordable house attracting a further 
£350 bonus), paid for a period 5 years.  The amount of New Homes Bonus to be generated by 
this development would be £237,210. Whilst a material consideration in the determination of this 
application that counts towards the development, your officers consider that this is of little 
weight to decision making when assessed against other material considerations.

9. Section 106 agreement. 

The applicant has agreed to make these financial contributions through a Section 106 
Agreement.

Protection of the Green infrastructure

Off-site highway works for the provision of the new foot path near the listed bridge, the traffic 
calming facilities at higher town and the provision of a foot path link at Battern Cross.   

Affordable housing
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Policy AL/DE/3 of the AIDPD sets an affordable housing target of 35%.  Policies AL/DE/4 and 
AL/DE/5 set criteria for the occupation, design and location of affordable dwellings.  

The applicant has agreed to enter into a Section 106 Agreement in order to provide 35% 
affordable dwellings on the site totalling 21 affordable dwellings, tenure and mix to be agreed. 

With regard to Policy SP2 of the Local Plan Review this requires the provision of no more than 
60 dwellings with 30% affordable housing. It is considered that the proposal is in compliance 
with this element of Policy SP2.

 Policy AL/IN/3 requires 60 square metres of equipped and landscaped public open space per 
dwelling, equating to 3,600sq m.  The applicant has agreed to this provision and the illustrative 
plan submitted with this application shows how public open space of this scale could be 
accommodated on the site in accordance with this requirement. It is expected that public open 
space will be transferred to a management company. Management and maintenance 
arrangements will be controlled by condition. 

10. Planning balance

Policy COR1 of the Mid Devon Core Strategy (LP1) seeks to manage growth in a sustainable 
way to support the diverse needs of communities, including the provision of affordable housing 
and making the most efficient use of land.  Policy COR3 seeks to meet the diverse housing 
needs of the community, including a target provision of approximately 100 affordable dwellings 
per year across the District. 

Policy COR17 of the Core Strategy adopted July 2007 provides a definition of villages with 
defined settlement limits and sets out the type and scale of development that is acceptable 
within defined settlement limits.  Policy COR18 of the Core Strategy adopted July 2007 seeks to 
control development outside defined settlement limits to appropriate rural uses, excluding new 
market housing.  

The development is on agricultural land outside, but adjacent to the village of Sampford 
Peverell’s defined settlement boundary.  The site is not allocated for development within the 
adopted development plan therefore the proposal is considered to be contrary to policies 
COR17 and COR18 of Mid Devon’s adopted development plan.

Policies COR17 and COR18 are directly relevant to the supply of housing in the District and are 
now considered to be “contributing to a restriction on bringing forward development in the 
district in line with the Framework requirement to boost significantly the supply of Housing” 
(APP/Y1138/W/17/3172380 Land off Silver Street, Willand Appeal Decision).  This does not 
mean that Mid Devon’s policies must be cast aside, but the weight given to them is 
proportionate to their consistency with the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).

Mid Devon DC has been found not to currently be able to demonstrate a 5 year housing land 
supply and the latest evidence shows that Mid Devon has a deliverable housing land supply of 
4.15 years as compared with a requirement for 5 years.  The NPPF advises that where a five 
year land supply of deliverable housing sites cannot be demonstrated, policies on housing 
supply should not be considered up to date.  This includes settlement limits identifying areas 
which are open countryside and those which are within defined settlements.  

Paragraph 14 of the NPPF states that where development plan policies are considered to be out 
of date, planning permission should be granted unless the adverse impacts of doing so would 
significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the NPPF as a 
whole or specific policies in the NPPF indicate development should be restricted.  Housing 
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applications need therefore to be considered in the context of sustainable development, unless 
specific policies indicate development should be restricted.  

Footnote 9 of paragraph 14 relates to designated heritage assets and gives examples of where 
development should be restricted, including the need to consider designated heritage assets. In 
this case whilst the there are no designated heritage assets on the site it should be noted that 
immediately abutting the north eastern corner of the site there is a grade II listed building 42 
Higher Town which lies within a group of undesignated historic buildings which includes 44 and 
46 Higher Town and a former barn that is used as a garage. It should also be noted that the 
Sampford Peverell Conservation Area also abuts the north eastern corner of the site and the 
Grand Western Canal Conservation Area is located approximately 50m to the south east of the 
site.

Therefore, the setting of these buildings and the Conservation Areas has been given great 
weight when considering the proposal.  

It is the view of the Conservation Officer that there will be less than substantial harm to the listed 
building, conservation areas and the unlisted historic assets. In accordance with Para 132 of the 
NPPF your officers have given great weight to the assets conservation irrespective of the level 
of harm. The failure to give considerable importance and weight to the less than substantial 
harm to the Grade II listed building (arising from development within its setting) would amount to 
a failure to discharge the duty at s.66(1) of the Planning (listed buildings and Conservation 
Areas) Act 1990. 

Therefore officers have fully assessed the harm to the conservation of the listed building, 
conservation areas and unlisted historic assets and then balanced this against the public 
benefits of the development to reflect the balance within paragraph 134 of the NPPF.

As outlined above it is considered that the scheme for 60 dwellings in this location will have an 
impact on the setting of the listed buildings and conservation areas however the public benefits 
of the scheme in the provision of much needed market and affordable housing when combined 
with the green infrastructure which will assist in preserving the setting of the immediate area 
around the heritage assets. In terms of the public benefits it will provide significant public 
benefits through the provision of affordable and market housing, public open space and green 
infrastructure with footpath provision to Turnpike and Higher Town and traffic calming to Higher 
Town. There will also be sec 106 contributions towards primary, early years and secondary 
education.  Therefore it is considered that the public benefits will be not only to Sampford 
Peverell but also to the wider Mid Devon area through providing further much needed dwellings. 

Having assessed the proposal against the balance within Para 134 of the NPPF and given the 
correct weight to the harm officers are of the view that the public benefits do outweigh the harm 
to the assets.  

The NPPF contains a presumption in favour of sustainable development.  Paragraph 47 of the 
NPPF requires local authorities to “boost significantly the supply of housing” and to consider 
housing applications in the context of the presumption in favour of sustainable development.  To 
promote development in rural areas, housing should be located where it will enhance or 
maintain the vitality of rural communities.

The development will provide 39 open market and 21 affordable dwellings which assist in 
meeting the deliverable housing land supply of 4.15 years as compared with a requirement for 5 
years and would also provide economic and social benefits for Sampford Peverell.  
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The NPPF requires that where Local Plan policies are considered to be out of date (see above), 
planning permission should be granted unless the adverse impacts of doing so would 
significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits when assessed against the NPPF as a 
whole or specific policies in the NPPF indicate development should be restricted.  

Policy COR1 of the Mid Devon Core Strategy (LP1) seeks sustainable growth which enhances 
the self-sufficiency of communities and provides access to education, jobs and sustainable 
transport.  Policy COR12 focuses development on the towns and states that other settlements 
should have only limited development to meet local needs and promote vibrant rural 
communities.  This is reflected in policy DM1 of the Local Plan 3 Development Management 
Policies which takes a positive approach to sustainable development, allowing development to 
be approved wherever appropriate.  

Sampford Peverell is classed as a village where development should be limited to meet local 
needs. It is considered that this application will bring forward a sustainable proposal for 60 
dwellings on a site which is allocated in the LPR for the same number of units under Policy SP2.

With regard to the weight that can be given to LPR Policy SP2, NPPF paragraph 216 provides 
guidance on the weight to be given to emerging plans. The more advanced the preparation, the 
greater the weight that may be given. The degree of weight that can be given to Policy SP2 is 
affected by the formal representations that have been received to this policy. The fact that 
Policy SP2 has yet to be tested through the Local Plan’s examination means that policy SP2 
can carry little weight in the assessment of this application. Therefore it follows that the timing 
requirements within SP2 as drafted, which requires that this site should only come forward 
following the commencement of development of the M5 Junction 27 allocation, also carry’s little 
weight in the assessment of this application.  

Whilst the emerging policy can carry little weight, the processes that have been undertaken as 
part of the allocation of this site are a material consideration when assessing the sustainability 
of the site. Clearly the fact that the site has been proposed for allocation as a suitable site for 
housing under policy SP2 of the LPR demonstrates that Mid Devon District Council considers 
the site to be a sustainable site that complies with the NPPF. This is a significant factor in the 
assessment of whether the site is considered to be sustainable and also whether the site will 
enhance or maintain the vitality of rural communities.

It can also be argued that there is a need for the development in order to help meet the housing 
needs of the village and, to meet market demand for additional market housing within Mid 
Devon. This is reflected in policy DM1 of the Local Plan 3 Development Management Policies 
which takes a positive approach to sustainable development, allowing development to be 
approved wherever appropriate.  

Your officers consider that there would be some harm to the landscape qualities of the area but 
visual effects are not likely to be at a level that would be unacceptable and this can be further 
mitigated through conditions that ensure good design, layout and landscaping.  The design, 
size, scale, form, and layout of the houses, together with materials will be critical factors in how 
well the proposal fits in to the village and the wider landscape. However these issues can be 
suitably controlled through conditions and through the submission of a reserved matters 
application. 

In the wider landscape, your officers consider that the development would be seen in the 
context of the existing built form of Sampford Peverell. 

The impacts on the highway network and local schools can be off-set by financial contributions 
towards improvements and physical off-site highway works. This when combined with the 
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inclusion of an area of public open space within the proposed development, the change to the 
proposed access and the improvements to the public footway at the bridge, are significant 
benefits that weigh in favour of the development.

Taking all the above into account, your officers consider that the delivery of housing on a 
sustainable site results in a development that accords with the NPPF. Subject to appropriate 
conditions and provisions of the proposed s106 agreement there are no technical objections to 
the application. The Local Planning Authority concludes that the adverse impacts of the 
development would not significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed 
against the policies in this Framework taken as a whole. Accordingly the development is 
recommended for approval.

SUMMARY/REASON

The proposal is considered to be acceptable in that the development would provide 39 market 
and 21 affordable dwellings to meet an identified need, as well as a substantial area of public 
open space/green infrastructure.  The impacts on the highway network and local schools can be 
off-set by financial contributions towards improvements and physical off-site highway works.  
The impact on the Listed building, Conservation Areas and other historic buildings is considered 
to be acceptable and can be controlled further through the imposition of suitably worded 
conditions to address design, landscaping and layout. The wider visual effects of the 
development are also considered to be acceptable and again can be controlled through 
conditions relating to the design, size, scale, form, layout of the houses and the landscaping 
proposals to be approved under later reserved matters application(s). In terms of the wider 
landscape, the development would be seen in the context of the existing built form of Sampford 
Peverell and mitigated through the presence of green infrastructure on the most elevated part.  
The provision of an area of public open space within the development will meet the needs of the 
site along with substantial highway improvements around the Listed bridge area by improving 
highway safety and so assists in weighing in favour of the development sufficient to warrant 
approval in the public interest. 

The development is considered to be in accordance with policies COR1, COR2, COR3, COR9 
and COR11 of the Mid Devon Core Strategy (Local Plan Part 1), AL/DE/3, AL/DE/4, AL/DE/5 
and AL/IN/3 of the Allocations and Infrastructure Development Plan Document (Local Plan Part 
2), DM1, DM2, DM8, and DM27 of the Mid Devon Local Plan part 3 (Development Management 
Policies) and the National Planning Policy Framework as a whole, and the SPDs on parking, 
public open space and meeting housing needs. The proposed development is considered to be 
contrary to policies COR17 and COR18 of the Mid Devon Core Strategy (Local Plan Part 1) as it 
is outside any defined settlement boundary and is not allocated for 100% affordable housing.  
The Local Planning Authority concludes that the adverse impacts of the development would not 
significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the 
National Planning Policy Framework taken as a whole and accordingly permission should be 
granted. 

CONDITIONS

1. Before development begins, detailed drawings to an appropriate scale of the scale and 
appearance of the buildings, roads, pavements, the wall to the west access and the landscaping 
(including the attenuation pond area) (the Reserved Matters) shall be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.

2. Application(s) for approval for all the Reserved Matters shall be made to the Local Planning 
Authority before the expiration of three years from the date of this permission.
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3. The development hereby permitted shall begin either before the expiration of three years from 
the date of this permission, or before the expiration of two years from the date of approval of the 
last of the Reserved Matters which have been approved, whichever is the latter.

4. The details required to be submitted by condition 1 shall include the following additional 
information: boundary treatments, existing and proposed site levels, finished floor levels, tree 
protection plan and arboricultural method statement.

5. No development shall begin until the implementation of a programme of archaeological work 
has been secured in accordance with a written scheme of investigation which shall have been 
previously submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority.  The development shall 
be carried out at all times in accordance with the approved scheme, or such other details as 
may be subsequently agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority, and the results of the 
fieldwork and post-excavation specialist analysis shall be undertaken and submitted to the Local 
Planning Authority in an appropriately detailed and illustrated report.

6. No Development shall take place on site until the off-site highways works generally as shown 
on drawing no. 06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-P-05 Rev P set out in the Transport statement have 
been approved in writing, funded and constructed and made available for use.

7. No occupation of the development shall take place on site until the off-site highway works 
generally as shown on drawing no. 06685-HYD-xx-xx-DR-TP-106 REV P4 set out in the 
Transport statement have been approved in writing, funded and constructed and made available 
for use. 

8. No occupation of the development shall take place on site until the off-site highway works as 
shown generally in accordance with drawing number  06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-p-04 P3  
traffic calming have been designed, approved in writing, have been constructed and made 
available for use.

9. No occupation of the development shall take place on site until the off-site highway works for 
a footway/cycle way onto Turnpike inclusive of but not limited to footway, tactile crossing 
facilities, width ,gradients, drainage and alignments have been designed approved in writing by 
the local planning authority and have been constructed in accordance with the approved details, 
are made available for use and shall be so retained. 

10. No occupation of the development shall take place on site until the off-site highway works 
for the provision of a footway at the junction off Turnpike and linking road inclusive of but not 
limited to footway, tactile crossings, drainage, visibility splays has been designed, approved in 
writing by the local planning Authority and have been constructed in accordance with the 
approved details, are made available for use and shall be so retained. 

11. No occupation of the development shall take place on site until the off-site highway works as 
shown on drawing no. 06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-108-P3 have been constructed and made 
available for use.

12. No occupation of the development shall take place on site until the off-site highway works as 
shown on drawing no. 06685-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-0110-P2 have been constructed and made 
available for use.

13. No development shall begin until a Construction Management Plan has been submitted 
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Works shall be carried out in 
accordance with the approved details. Such Construction Management Plan shall include: 

a) the timetable of the works;
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b) daily hours of construction;

c) any road closure;

d) hours during which delivery and construction traffic will travel to and from the site, 
with such vehicular movements being restricted to between 8.00am and 6.00pm 
on Mondays to Fridays inclusive, 9.00am to 1.00pm no Saturdays, and no such 
vehicular movements taking place on Sundays and Bank/Public Holidays unless 
agreed by the Local Planning Authority in advance;

e) the number and sizes of vehicles visiting the site in connection with the 
development and the frequency of their visits;

f) the proposed route of all construction traffic exceeding 7.5 tonnes;

g) the compound/location where all building materials, finished or unfinished 
products, parts, crates, packing materials and waste will be stored during the 
demolition and construction phases;

h) areas on-site where delivery vehicles and construction traffic will load or unload 
building materials, finished or unfinished products, parts, crates, packing 
materials and waste;

i) the means of enclosure of the site during construction works; 

j) details of proposals to promote car sharing amongst construction staff in order to 
limit construction staff vehicles parking on-site;

k) details of wheel washing facilities and obligations;

l) details of the amount and location of construction worker parking;

m) photographic evidence of the condition of adjacent public highway prior to 
commencement of any work.

14. The proposed estate road, cycleways, footways, footpaths, verges, junctions, street 
lighting, sewers, drains, retaining walls, service routes, surface water outfall, road 
maintenance/vehicle overhang margins, embankments, visibility splays, accesses, car parking 
and street furniture shall be constructed and laid out in accordance with details to be approved 
by the Local Planning Authority in writing before their construction begins.  For this purpose, 
plans and sections indicating, as appropriate, the design, layout, levels, gradients, materials and 
method of construction shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority.

15. No part of the development hereby approved shall be commenced until: 

A) The access road has been laid out, kerbed, drained and constructed up to base course 
level for the first 20 metres back from its junction with the public highway in accordance with 
approved Plan 06685-HYD-xx-xx-DR-TP-106 REV P4.

B) The ironwork has been set to base course level and the visibility splays required by this 
permission laid out

C) A site compound and carpark have been constructed to the written satisfaction of the Local 
Planning Authority.
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16. The development hereby approved shall not be carried out otherwise than in accordance 
with a phasing programme which shall previously have been submitted to and approved by the 
Local Planning Authority in writing.

17. No development shall begin until a temporary surface water drainage management 
system to serve the development site for the full period of its construction has been 
implemented and is operational.  Details of such temporary surface water drainage 
management system shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority before its implementation and shall address both the rates and volumes, and quality, 
of the surface water runoff from the construction site. The temporary surface water management 
system shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details and so retained during 
the construction works. 

18. No development shall begin until a programme of percolation tests have been carried out in 
accordance with BRE Digest 365 Soakaway Design (2016), and the results approved in writing 
by the Local Planning Authority. The programme shall take the form of a representative number 
of tests to provide adequate coverage of the site, with particular focus on the locations and 
depths of the proposed infiltration devices.

19. No part of the development hereby permitted within the site shall be commenced until the 
full results of a groundwater monitoring programme, undertaken over a period of 12 months, has 
been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority. This monitoring 
should be conducted to provide adequate coverage of the site, with particular focus placed on 
the locations and depths of the proposed infiltration devices.

20. No development shall begin until details of the permanent surface water drainage 
management system to serve the development has been submitted to and approved in writing 
by the Local Planning Authority.  The permanent surface water drainage management system 
shall be informed by the programme of percolation tests required by condition 5. and the 
principles set out in the Level 2 Flood Risk Assessment (Report Ref: 422/FRA2, Rev. V1, dated 
20/10/2016).  Once approved, the development shall be constructed in accordance with the 
approved the permanent surface water drainage management system, the system shall be fully 
operational before any of the proposed dwellings are first occupied and be so retained. 

21. No dwelling shall be first occupied until the full details of the adoption and maintenance 
arrangements for the permanent surface water drainage management system have been 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  The permanent surface 
water drainage management system shall be retained and maintained in accordance with the 
approved adoption and maintenance arrangements for the lifetime of the development.

22. No dwelling in any agreed phase of the development shall be first occupied until the 
following works have been carried out in accordance with the approved details:

a) The spine road and cul-de-sac carriageway including the vehicle turning head within that 
phase shall have been laid out, kerbed, drained and constructed up to and including base 
course level, the ironwork set to base course level and the sewers, manholes and service 
crossings completed;

b) The spine road and cul-de-sac footways and footpaths which provide that dwelling with direct 
pedestrian routes to an existing highway maintainable at public expense have been constructed 
up to and including base course level;

c) The cul-de-sac visibility splays have been laid out to their final level;
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d) The street lighting for the spine road and cul-de-sac and footpaths have been erected and is 
operational;

e) The car parking and any other vehicular access facility required for the dwelling by this 
permission has/have been completed;

f) The verge and service margin and vehicle crossing on the road frontage of the dwelling have 
been completed with the highway boundary properly defined;

g) The street nameplates for the spine road and cul-de-sac have been provided and erected.

23. Within twelve months of the first occupation of the first dwelling in an agreed phase of the 
development all roads, footways, footpaths, drainage, statutory undertakers' mains and 
apparatus, junction, access, retaining wall and visibility splay works shall be completed in 
accordance with the approved details.

24. No external lighting shall be installed on site except in accordance with a sensitive lighting 
plan that shall have previously been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority before any external lighting is installed.

25. Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 3 of The Town and Country Planning (General 
Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any Order revoking and re-enacting that 
Order with or without modification) no development of the types referred to in Classes [B, C,] of 
Part 1, of Schedule 2, relating to Dormer windows and alterations to roof including roof lights, 
shall be undertaken within the application site without the Local Planning Authority first granting 
planning permission.

26. Prior to commencement of any site works, a repeat survey for the presence of Badgers on 
the site and surrounding suitable habitat, with associated mitigation/compensation measures, 
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority in consultation with 
specialist advisors. Site works shall be carried out in accordance with the survey unless 
otherwise agreed in writing by the local planning authority.

27. The reptile mitigation strategy report undertaken by Ecological Surveys Ltd dated May 2018 
is to be fully implemented and maintained during the course of developments associated with 
this area of the site as set out within this report.  

28. Before the development hereby approved is commenced, a site investigation and risk 
assessment shall be carried out to determine the nature and extent of land contamination that 
may be present and the likely impact on all receptors that may result. A full report of the 
investigation and risk assessment shall be forwarded to the LPA for approval. No work shall 
proceed on site until either the LPA grants written consent for the development to commence or 
the requirements of condition (29) below are met.

29. Where actual or probable significant pollutant linkages are found following the investigation 
and risk assessment required by condition (28) above, the applicant shall submit a remediation 
statement together with a timescale for completion of the required works for approval in writing 
by the LPA.

30. Following completion of any works required by condition (29) above, a remediation 
validation report shall be submitted to the LPA for approval in writing. Occupation on the site, or 
parts of the site affected by land contamination, shall not take place until approval of the 
validation report has been granted.
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REASONS FOR CONDITIONS

1. In accordance with the provisions of Section 92(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990 as amended by Section 51 Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

2. In accordance with the provisions of Section 92(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990 as amended by Section 51 Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

3. In accordance with the provisions of Section 92(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990 as amended by Section 51 Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

4. To ensure that adequate information is available for the proper consideration of the detailed 
proposals.

5. To ensure that an appropriate record is made of archaeological evidence that may be 
affected by the development, in accordance with paragraph 141 of the National Planning 
Policy Framework and Mid Devon Local Plan Part 3 Development Management Policy 
DM27.

6. To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in accordance with 
Paragraph 32 of NPPF.

7. To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in accordance with 
Paragraph 32 of NPPF.

8. To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in accordance with 
paragraph 32 NPPF.

9. To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in accordance with 
paragraph 32 of NPPF.

10. To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in accordance with 
paragraph 32 of the NPPF.

11. To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in accordance with 
paragraph 32 of NPPF.

12. To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in accordance with 
paragraph32 of NPPF.

13. To ensure adequate facilities are available on site during the construction period in the 
interests of highway safety and to protect the amenities of existing residents, in accordance 
with policy DM2 of the Mid Devon Local Plan part 3 (Development Management Policies).

14. To ensure that adequate information is available for the proper consideration of the detailed 
proposals.
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15. To ensure adequate on site facilities are available for all traffic attracted to the site during 
the construction period, in the interest of the safety of all users of the adjoining public 
highway and to protect the amenities of the adjoining residents.

16. To ensure the proper development of the site.

17. To ensure that surface water runoff from the construction site is appropriately managed so 
as to not increase the flood risk, or pose water quality issues, to the surrounding area.

18. To ensure that surface water runoff from the development is discharged as high up the 
drainage hierarchy as is feasible, and is managed in accordance with the principles of 
sustainable drainage systems.

19. To ensure tht the use of infiltration devices on the site is an appropriate means of surface 
water drainage management.

20. To ensure that surface water runoff from the development is discharged as high up the 
drainage hierarchy as is feasible, and is managed in accordance with the principles of 
sustainable drainage systems.

21. To ensure that the development's permanent surface water drainage management systems 
will remain fully operational throughout the lifetime of the development.

22. To ensure that adequate access and associated facilities are available for the traffic 
attracted to the site.

23. To ensure that adequate access and associated facilities are available for the traffic 
attracted to the site.

24. In order to minimise light pollution and to minimise the development’s impact on bats.

25. To safeguard the visual amenities of the area and residential amenity of neighbouring 
residents in proximity of the site in accordance with Mid Devon Core Strategy (Local Plan 1) 
policy COR2 Local Plan Part 3: (Development Management Policies) DM2.

26. To ensure that protected species are fully considered and impacts on them are mitigated.

27. To ensure that protected species are fully considered and impacts on them are mitigated.

28. In the interests of public health and the protection of the environment.

29. In the interests of public health and the protection of the environment.

30. In the interests of public health and the protection of the environment.
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INFORMATIVE NOTE:

You are advised that a suitable programme of work should take the form of the archaeological 
excavation of all areas where iron-working has been identified by the geophysical survey and 
field evaluation works already undertaken within the application area to ensure an appropriate 
record is made of these heritage assets.

The Human Rights Act 1998 came into force on 2nd October 2000. It requires all public 
authorities to act in a way which is compatible with the European Convention on Human Rights. 
This report has been prepared in light of the Council's obligations under the Act with regard to 
decisions to be informed by the principles of fair balance and non-discrimination.
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Plans List No. 2

Application No. 18/00133/MARM

Grid Ref: 298617 : 113487

Applicant: Mr Andrew Cattermole

Location: Land at NGR 298617 113487  
Uplowman Road 
Tiverton 
Devon

Proposal: Reserved Matters application, pursuant to Outline application 13/01616/MOUT, for 
the construction of 248 dwellings, 3 Gypsy and Traveller pitches, public open space, 
landscape planting, pedestrian, cycle and vehicular links; and associated 
infrastructure

Date Valid:      31st January 2018
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 APPLICATION NO:  18/00133/MARM

RECOMMENDATION

Grant permission subject to conditions

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

Reserved Matters application, pursuant to Outline application 13/01616/MOUT, for the construction 
of 248 dwellings, 3 Gypsy and Traveller pitches, public open space, landscape planting, pedestrian, 
cycle and vehicular links; and associated infrastructure. Permission is now sought for all remaining 
reserved matters. Means of access was considered and consented at the outline stage. 

The site proposes 100% market housing as established at outline stage. The affordable element will 
be addressed by way of a future, separate planning application. 

APPLICANT’S SUPPORTING INFORMATION

A suite of reports, statements, drawings and documents are submitted with the Completed 
Application Form and covering letter. 

Plans and Reports submitted are detailed in Appendix 1

RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY

13/01616/MOUT - PERMIT date 18th September 2015

Outline for the development of up to 330 dwellings together with public open space, associated 
infrastructure and other works including vehicular access, pedestrian/cycle links and highway 
improvements.  

14/00667/MFUL - PERMIT date 4th September 2014

Construction of a 'left in left out' road junction with associated engineering works, drainage facilities, 
embankment, soft landscaping and noise barrier  

14/01168/MFUL - PERMIT date 31st October 2014

Construction of a 'cloverleaf' road junction with access and egress onto both the eastbound and 
westbound carriageways of the A361 with associated engineering works, drainage facilities, 
embankments, road bridge, lighting, soft landscaping and a noise barrier to the rear of the houses 
on Uplowman Road, a roundabout, a stretch of connecting highway and a junction and access onto 
Blundell's Road with associated engineering works and landscaping  

16/01424/MOUT - WITHDRAWN date 22nd December 2017

Outline for the development of up to 330 dwellings together with public open space, associated 
infrastructure and other works including vehicular access, internal roads, pedestrian/cycle links and 
highway improvements (Revised scheme)  

16/01757/FULL - PERMIT date 14th February 2017
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Variation of condition 15 of planning permission 14/01168/MFUL for the relocation of acoustic fence  

17/00098/FULL - PERMIT date 12th April 2017

Removal of vegetation, reprofiling existing garden to embankment to assist with construction of the 
A361 road junction, implementation of new landscaping design and acoustic boundary fence  

16/01759/FULL - PERMIT date 14th February 2017

Variation of condition 15 of planning permission 14/00667/MFUL for the relocation of acoustic fence. 
CHECK AGAINST 16/01757 ABOVE  

17/00781/FULL – PEMIT date 17th July 2017

Provision of pedestrian/cycle route/footpath with associated boundary treatments, safety barriers 
and landscape planting following demolition of existing dwelling, garage and garden.

Adjacent site:

14/00604/MFUL – PERMIT date 20th April 2017

Erection of care home and 12 apartments with associated access, parking and landscaping, 
following demolition of existing hospital buildings (Revised Scheme)

DEVELOPMENT PLAN POLICIES

Mid Devon Core Strategy (Local Plan 1)

COR 1 Sustainable Communities
COR 2 Local Distinctiveness
COR 3 Meeting Housing Needs
COR5 Climate Change
COR8 Infrastructure Provision 
COR 9 Access
COR11 Flooding
COR12 Development Focus
COR 13 Tiverton

Mid Devon Allocations and Infrastructure Development Plan (Local Plan 2)

AL/IN/3 Public Open Space
AL/IN/6 Carbon Footprint Reduction
AL/TIV/1 Tiverton EUE
AL/TIV/2 EUE Transport Provision
AL/TIV/3 EUE Environmental Protection and Green Infrastructure

AL/TIV/4 EUE Community Facilities
AL/TIV/5 EUE Carbon Reduction and Air Quality
AL/TIV/6 EUE Phasing
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AL/TIV/7 EUE Masterplanning

Mid Devon Local Plan Part 3 (Development Management Policies)

DM1 Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development 
DM2 High Quality Design 
DM3 Sustainable Design
DM4 Waste Management 
DM5 Renewable and Low carbon Energy
DM6 Transport and Air Quality
DM7 Pollution
DM8 Parking
DM14 Design of Housing
DM27 Development Affecting Heritage Assets
DM28 Green Infrastructure in Major Development
DM30 Other Protected Sites

Other relevant documentation:

National Planning Policy Framework

Local Plan Review as submitted for examination

Tiverton EUE Masterplan SPD

Tiverton EUE Design Guide

Refuse Storage for New Residential Properties SPD

Parking SPD

Meeting Housing Needs SPD

Open Space SPD

Guide to Healthy Streets (Transport for London, Nov 2017)

CONSULTATIONS

South West Water 

5 Feb 2018 and 7 June 2018: no objection 

Highways England 

7 Feb 2018 & 31 May 2018: no objection 

Historic England 
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21 Feb 2018: On the basis of the information available to date, we do not wish to offer any 
comments. We suggest that you seek the views of your specialist conservation and archaeological 
advisers, as relevant.

Natural England 

15 Feb 2018: We have considered the proposal against the full range of Natural England's interests 
in the natural environment and have the following comments

Nationally Designated Sites: Tidcombe Lane Fen Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)

This application is in close proximity to Tidcombe Lane Fen SSSI which is notified for its fen, marsh, 
swamp communities. Further information on the special interest can be found at www.magic.gov.uk 
.Given the proximity of the development to the SSSI, we consider that without appropriate mitigation 
the application could affect the interest features for which the Tidcombe Lane Fen SSSI has been 
notified. In order to mitigate these effects and make the development acceptable, the following 
mitigation measures should be secured:

Best Practice Measures such as the Environment Agency's Pollution Prevention Guidelines during 
construction and as outlined in the Drainage Strategy Jan 2018 and construction management plan 
2018 for pollution prevention and control to ensure there is no risk of contamination or increase in 
nutrient or sediment load of surface water runoff into ditches and water courses.

This reply comprises our statutory consultation response under the provisions of Article 10 of the 
Town and Country Planning (General Development Procedure) Order 1995, Section 28 of the 
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) and the Town and Country Planning 
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2011

Summary Of Natural England’s Advice

Nationally Designated Sites - no objection subject to mitigation being secured.

Detailed advice is provided below.

Advice on the consideration of further natural environment issues is provided at Annex A of this 
letter.

We note that the proposal includes a sustainable urban drainage system comprising of attenuation 
ponds to maintain surface water as close to existing run off rates as possible to avoid exacerbating 
any existing flooding problems in the local watercourses.

Guidance on the design of sustainable drainage schemes (SuDS) for wildlife (RSPB, WWT) can be 
found online at www.rspb.org.uk/sustainabledevelopment  The submitted landscape and ecological 
management plan (LEMP) at section 5 / objective 2 outlines features proposed to increase the 
biodiversity of the SuDS.

We recommend that the above measures should be secured via suitably worded planning 
conditions or obligation as appropriate.
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Police Authority

8 June 2018: Thank you for this further information. The updated Enclosures Plan, to include 
the addition of 1.5m chain link fencing to enhance the existing hedge planting is noted and 
welcomed.

20 Feb 2018: no objection. It is apparent that all concerned are cognisant of the requirements to 
provide a safe and secure development. 

DCC Historic Environment 

5 Feb 2018: I refer to the above application and your recent consultation.  The consent granted for 
application 13/01616/MOUT is conditional upon a programme of archaeological works being 
undertaken - Condition 18.  The archaeological fieldwork has identified what appears to be a 
Romano-British funerary monument and fieldwork is, I understand, just drawing to a close.  
However, post-excavation assessment, analysis, synthesis of the results, publication and archive 
creation and deposition tasks still need to be completed.

While it is not necessary for an archaeological condition to be applied to this reserved matters 
application, since this is covered by Condition 18 on the consent granted for the outline consent, I 
would advise that the applicant is made aware of the outstanding tasks that follow on from the 
completion of the archaeological fieldwork that still need to be completed to fully discharge the 
archaeological condition.

Willand Parish Council 

12 Feb 2018: No objection other than to ensure travel through Halberton and Blundell’s Road is not 
impeded by the works.

15 June 2018: no further observations to make. 

Halberton Parish Council 15 Feb 2018: no comment  

Tiverton Town Council 20 Feb 2018: support

DCC Highway Authority 

15.06.18: DCC can confirm that Condition 2 of DCC correspondence dated March 2018 can be 
discharged and that as part of the section 38 agreement more detailed programming of the works 
will be sought.

15 June 2018: The detailed comments specific to Drawing Numbers and Documents from DCC 
Highway Authority are available on public access. 

General 

The Highway Authority would raise no objections and Condition 1 of correspondence dated 19th 
March can be considered discharged. Conditions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the same correspondence 
are still relevant and cannot be discharged until works are completed on site.   
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19 March 2018: The Highway Authority has no objection in principle and the conditions and 
requirements of the outline consent are equally relevant to the current application .The Highway 
Authority has been advised that the applicant is keen to see all matters resolved at planning 
application stage and discharge as much as possible to minimise the number of conditions on the 
consent. On this basis the Highway Authority comments are structured in a manner that would 
satisfy most of a section 38/278 agreement of the highway act for the construction and adoption of 
the development which will impact on the planning application various details such as construction 
details and Structural design will need to be approved through the section 38/278. Therefore, the 
Highway Authority would submit the following which should be addressed through the planning 
application.

General

Drawings should show all drop kerbs, kerbing and construction drawings will be required.

Pedestrian visibility of 1.5m by 1.5m either side of driveways should be available with no obstruction 
greater than 600mm.

provided to residential units on one side and no footpath to residential units the other are not 
acceptable as they prove confusing to all road users and send mixed messages with the 
subsequent increase in risk to all.

Road numbers should be identified on all highway related plans.

All road crossing point should have appropriate visibility splays and tactile paving.

Note. The detailed comments specific to Drawing Numbers from DCC Highway Authority are 
available on public access. 

Unless the amendments to those drawings are forthcoming and are approved prior to consent 
the following conditions should be imposed. The above is not exhaustive and additional 
amendments may be required as part of the section 38 adoption process, but they do represent 
fundamental changes in layout which may be considered as material amendments. 

Recommendation  

1. The proposed estate road, cycleways, footways, footpaths, verges, junctions, street
lighting, sewers, drains, retaining walls, service routes, surface water outfall, road

maintenance/vehicle overhang margins, embankments, visibility splays, accesses, car

parking and street furniture shall be constructed and laid out in accordance with details

to be approved by the Local Planning Authority in writing before their construction

begins, For this purpose, plans and sections indicating, as appropriate, the design,

layout, levels, gradients, materials and method of construction shall be submitted to the

Local Planning Authority.
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REASON: To ensure that adequate information is available for the proper

consideration of the detailed proposals.

2. The development hereby approved shall not be carried out otherwise than in

accordance with a phasing programme which shall previously have been submitted to

and approved by the Local Planning Authority in writing.

REASON: To ensure the proper development of the site.

3. No part of the development hereby approved shall be commenced until:

A) The access road has been laid out, kerbed, drained and constructed up to base

course level from the Putsons lane through to the site access of the Northern parcel or

the first 20 metres back from its junction with the public highway at each location with a

haul road between

B) The ironwork has been set to base course level and the visibility splays required by

this permission laid out

C) The footway on the public highway frontage required by this permission has been

constructed up to base course level

D) A site compound and car park have been constructed to the written satisfaction of

the Local Planning Authority

REASON: To ensure that adequate on site facilities are available for all traffic

attracted to the site during the construction period, in the interest of the safety of all

users of the adjoining public highway and to protect the amenities of the adjoining

residents.

4. The occupation of any dwelling in an agreed phase of the development shall not take

place until the following works have been carried out to the written satisfaction of the

Local Planning Authority:

A) The spine road and cul-de-sac carriageway including the vehicle turning head within

that phase shall have been laid out, kerbed, drained and constructed up to and

including base course level, the ironwork set to base course level and the sewers,
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manholes and service crossings completed;

B) The spine road and cul-de-sac footways and footpaths which provide that dwelling

with direct pedestrian routes to an existing highway maintainable at public expense

have been constructed up to and including base course level;

C) The cul-de-sac visibility splays have been laid out to their final level;

D) The street lighting for the spine road and cul-de-sac and footpaths has been erected

and is operational;

E) The car parking and any other vehicular access facility required for the dwelling by

this permission has/have been completed;

F) The verge and service margin and vehicle crossing on the road frontage of the

dwelling have been completed with the highway boundary properly defined;

G) The street nameplates for the spine road and cul-de-sac have been provided and

erected.

REASON: To ensure that adequate access and associated facilities are available for

the traffic attracted to the site.

5. No development shall take place until a surface water drainage scheme has been

submitted to and approved in writing by the County Planning Authority. Unless it is

demonstrated that it is unfeasible to do so, the scheme shall use appropriate

Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems. The drainage scheme shall be designed so that

there is no increase in the rate of surface water runoff from the site resulting from the

development and so that storm water flows are attenuated. The development shall be

carried out in accordance with the approved scheme.

REASON: To protect water quality and minimise flood risk in accordance with policy of

the flood management act

6. Off-Site Highway Works No development shall take place on site until the off-site

highway works comprising the section 278 access works from Post hill along Putsons
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lane to the site have been constructed and made available for use.

REASON: To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in

accordance with paragraph 32 of NPPF

7. Off-Site Highway Works No development shall be occupied on site until the off-site

highway works for the provision of passing bays along Putson lane, junction

improvements on Putson lane junction with Uplowman road, and closure of Uplowman

road have been constructed and made available for use in accordance with a phasing

program which has been approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.

REASON: To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in

accordance with paragraph 32 of NPPF

DCC Flood Risk Management 

18 June 2018:  Further to my previous consultation response (FRM/MD/00133/2018; dated 
18th June 2018), the applicant's drainage consultant has provided additional information in 
relation to the surface water drainage aspects of the above planning application, in an e-mail 
dated 18th June 2018, for which I am grateful. Our objection is withdrawn and we have no in-
principle objections to the above planning application at this stage.

13 June 2018: Although we have no in-principle objection to the above planning application at 
this stage, the applicant must submit additional information, as outlined below, in order to 
demonstrate that all aspects of the proposed surface water drainage management system have 
been considered.

It is noted within 117 TN001 - Response to LLFA comments (by Sands Consultants) that the 
drainage model has allowed for all of the relevant existing road to be collected into the drainage 
system via new gullies. The applicant should confirm the area of Uplowman Road where works 
will be carried out. There are a few locations noted on the Utilities and Drainage Investigation 
drawings to have surface water drainage components within them. Clarification of the proposed 
drainage of these areas is needed to ensure that Uplowman Road will continue to be drained 
and that flows from existing infrastructure will not be obstructed. 

It appears, from the Conveyance Swale Sections (drawing No. 2561; Rev. PL01; dated May 
2018), that check dams will be incorporated within the swales at regular intervals. This is to 
reduce the velocity of the flow within the swales which should subsequently reduce the potential 
of erosion to the bases of the swales. 

It is noted that a Landscape Management Plan For The Public Open Spaces (Ref. GL0735; 
dated 25th May 2018) has been submitted. This document contains a section on the 
maintenance of SuDS as well as a schedule for some maintenance activities.
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20th April 2018 - At this stage, we object to this planning application because we do not believe it 
satisfactorily conforms to Policy DM2, specifically part (f), of Mid Devon District Council's Local Plan 
(Adopted October 2013), which requires developments to include sustainable drainage systems. 
The applicant will therefore be required to submit additional information in order to demonstrate that 
all aspects of the proposed surface water drainage management system have been considered.

Observations:

The applicant should clarify the drainage of Uplowman Road. The Utilities and Drainage 
Investigation Sheets depict drainage features but I am unsure whether these will be affected by the 
scheme or will have an effect on the scheme. 

Further details of the proposed cascading swales is needed. The applicant should clarify the 
gradients of the swales as well as the side slopes. 

The applicant should also clarify whether any planting or check dams in the swales are required. 
Cross-sections would be useful to illustrate these. 

The applicant should confirm whether an assessment of the ditch and downstream culvert has been 
completed.

It is noted within section 7.5 of the Landscape and Ecological Management Plan (draft 1; dated 
November 2017) that fencing will be erected around the proposed detention basins. The applicant 
should provide further details of this fencing, including type and design.

It appears from the Proposed Flood Routing Plan (drawing No. 1008; Rev. PL01; dated December 
2017) that ponding of exceedance flows may occur in places. The applicant should clarify whether 
this ponding will remain in the highway.

15th March 2018

I have a few queries about the proposed drainage system:

Has the ditch adjacent to the A361 and the subsequent culvert this flows into been assessed?

I can't see any clarification of the existing surface water drainage along Uplowman Road. The 
Utilities and Drainage Investigation Sheets 2,3 and 4 of 6 show surface water drainage and possibly 
ditches, are you able to ask for clarification of these please?

As you noted, in section 7.5 of the Landscape Ecology Maintenance Plan, fencing is proposed 
around the basins. Are you able to ask for clarification on the need of this fencing and the proposed 
type/design please?

On the Proposed Flood Routing Plan (drawing No. 1008; Rev. PL01; dated December 2017) it looks 
like there are a few areas within the highway where ponding will occur (flow route arrows pointing 
towards each other). Will these areas of standing water likely remain within the highway or is there a 
chance that water could breach the kerb line and flow elsewhere?

I can't access the Ground Investigation Report on the planning website, are you able to send across 
please? I mainly just want to look at the groundwater monitoring results. If the report is bigger than 
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7mb would you be able to send just the monitoring results?

The system has been designed to allow for drainage from the affordable housing site to connect in, 
but only at Qbar discharge rate. How would this be enforced on the affordable housing scheme? 
Can you condition or put an informative on this application or another application?

Environmental Health 

12 June 18: The details required by Environmental Health have been addressed on 31st May by 
the acoustic consultant. No further information is required as part of the application.

With regards to Air Quality, a travel plan, low emission assessment and construction plan has 
been provided along with a carbon reduction strategy. This was updated on 24th May in 
response to our previous request for further more detailed information. This now provides much 
of the information and measures required. 

28 Feb 2018: Carbon Reduction and Low Emission Strategy.

The Carbon reduction strategy provides much of the information and measures required. 

The Low emission strategy on air quality however does not provide a quantified mass emission 
report on the development as a whole which would be required. It is therefore not compliant with 
Policy DM6 of the Local Plan 3 Development Management Policies.

In this regard, there is existing relevant Local Plan Policy - COR13 and AL/TIV/5 and DM6 - 
requiring an adequate and comprehensive proactive assessment and mitigation of air quality 
concerns. It would therefore be expected for there to be appropriate regard to these policies. Given 
the above it is a significant omission that there does not appear to be any mention of an adequate 
quantifiable assessment of air quality supporting this application.

The Framework Travel Plan is noted however cannot be adequately assessed unless it forms part 
of a coherent Low Emissions Strategy, itself preceded and linked to an adequate Air Quality 
Assessment undertaken in accordance with policy DM6 and supporting guidance to include 
consideration to the wider cumulative development proposals/allocations. 

To assess the air quality impact the following would be required: 

An integrated Transport Assessment, Travel Plan, traffic pollution assessment and Low Emission 
Assessment which takes account of the cumulative effect on local air quality of the proposed 
development alongside other proposed new developments within the locality.

The mass emission impact should be quantified with expected emissions both with and without the 
development. 

A detailed Construction Environmental Management plan is required to avoid, minimise or mitigate 
any construction effects on the environment and the surrounding community 

Consideration to be given to a 106 agreement to ensure the proposed development is acceptable in 
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planning terms. 

A report of the above assessments and its recommendations shall be submitted for approval to the 
Local Planning Authority for consultation with Environmental Health Services (and other agencies if 
required).  

MDDC Tree Officer 

8 June 2018: Following a review of the Landscape Management Plan for the Public Open 
Spaces the following comments are provided:

Paragraph 1.22 outlines that ‘Following the completion of the construction phase and 
commencement of the landscape management phase all levels and surface finishes will be 
checked around all retained trees and boundary hedges. Where levels or surfaces are 
considered unsatisfactory these will be rectified to a satisfactory condition’. The levels and 
surfaces will be protected throughout the development to ensure retained trees and hedges do 
not have surfaces and levels damaged or altered. MDDC would comment that the levels should 
not be changed following the development to the detriment of the existing trees. Remove para 
1.22.

Paragraph 1.27 Retained native hedgerows will be trimmed using standard tractor mounted 
rotary cutter (or approved appropriate machinery fit for task) to create an ‘A’ profile hedgerow 
with an average height of between 2m-3m, broadly follow the existing hedgerow. In some 
places this may be an opportunity to use more traditional methods such as hedge laying to 
improve diversity. 

Paragraph 1.48 makes reference to the replacement of failed native tree planting Paragraph 
1.49 makes reference to ‘All staked trees will be inspected at each maintenance visit, and any 
trees which have died or are excessively damaged will be removed from site, complete with the 
stake and the ground reinstated’. No reference is made of replacement planting. For 
consistency reference should be included. 

Paragraph 1.52 outlines that ‘in drought periods newly planted trees will be watered if they are 
showing signs of stress’. This is inadequate. Why are we waiting until the tree has begun to die 
before we are watering. In normal conditions the street and some of the specimen trees will 
require regular watering throughout the summer. I would suggest every 2 weeks as well as if the 
trees are showing signs of stress.

Paragraph 1.53 outlines that ‘Any trees which have died as a result of the contractors 
operations or omissions will be replaced by the contractor at their expense during the next 
planting season’. This may not be easy to prove and does not adequately provide for the 
replacement of trees. Please ensure that replacement trees WILL be planted in the next planting 
season by suitable wording in the LMP.

Following a review of the Tree Pit Design (Drawing No.s GL0735 05; 06; 07; 08) the following 
comments are provided:
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The notes at the side of the tree pit design state that an aftercare programme must be agreed 
with the region to ensure that the tree is monitored and watered on a regular basis. The 
watering regime should be detailed in the management plan.

With regards to the tree pit design, the proposals submitted are standard details. Officers have 
concerns regarding the trees which are due to be planted in or next to paved/surfaced areas. For 
the street trees Officers were hoping to achieve maximum soil volume areas for the future growth of 
the trees. An option for the Landscape Architect to investigate would be cell technology, this would 
allow a maximum rooting area whilst minimising future damage (by roots) to hard surface areas 
such as tarmac. The majority of the street trees are due to be planted in large grass verges so the 
street tree, tree pits only applies to a few trees. The issue of trees in and near hard surfaces has not 
been fully addressed with this design of tree pit.

Each drawing notes that a Landscape contractor to identify ‘all services below ground. If there is 
conflict with the pit position and services the Site Manager must be informed’. This is 
inadequate. It does not provide a clear route to resolution once the Site Manager has been 
informed. Please review including an assurance that the LPA will be informed of any conflict.

Each drawing notes that a ‘suitable root barrier must be installed’. Details should be submitted to 
the LPA for written approval prior to installation.

20 April 2018: The Arboricultural Assessment (AA) covers the existing trees on the site and those 
to be retained. There is expected to be the loss of one tree (T5) to facilitate the access.

The loss of some hedgerow throughout the site needs to be considered from an ecological 
viewpoint and any point raised for mitigation addressed. The future ownership and management or 
the hedgerows to be retained is a consideration both ecologically and aesthetically.

The layout of the site on the whole works well with the trees to be retained, several of the trees will 
be kept on green open spaces. The trees all appear to be kept outside of private gardens which is a 
better long term solution to assisting with their retention. 

For many of the trees there is no requirement to alter the RPA or incur within them once the 
protective fencing has been erected. Those trees where it is anticipated there will be some 
encroachment the AA suggests arboricultural supervision and relevant protective measures in 
accordance with good practice. The construction of the footpath encroaches into the RPA of T6 and 
a cellular confinement no dig solution is acceptable.

Ideally we would ask for regular monitoring by the appointed arboriculturalist. Critically we would ask 
for the arboriculturalist to check that the protective fencing is located in the exact location as 
proposed on the AA before any work commences on the site. We would like to see a written 
statement stating that the fencing was checked and is installed in accordance with the AA. We 
would also like to see a written statement to prove that the arborculturalist oversees the incursion 
into RPA's of G3, G5, T6, and T8.
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It must be clear that the RPA's are not to be altered to install services etc. without the permission of 
the LPA, obviously ideally there will be no service runs close to the trees to be retained.

REPRESENTATIONS

Comments from the public were invited on the submission of the initial documents and drawings 
(February 2018). 12 members of the public objected to the proposal. The main points of concern 
relate to:

 Traffic directed through Putson Lane / Golf Course Lane is not acceptable
 Proposed traffic calming of Putson Lane is unsuitable
 Ensure no left turn out of Fairway on to Golf Course Lane and no right turn from Golf Course 

Lane into Fairway.
 Inadequate security for neighbouring properties at 10 Fairway.
 Stopping off of Uplowman Road.
 Turning points / drives should not be opposite existing properties / accesses.
 A more equable distribution of larger properties would provide better place making
 Relocation of site compound.
 Early delivery of planned planting and fencing adjacent to existing neighbours
 Ensuring water and other utilities to existing properties are maintained throughout the 

development process
 Management / maintenance of open spaces    
 Phasing of development 
 Confirmation of site boundaries
 Pedestrian footpath along Uplowman Road
 Unsuitability of the site for development 
 Access through NHS site
 Management of construction traffic 
 Protection of scheduled ancient monument 
 Loss of hedge bank
 Connection of existing properties to mains sewer

Further comments were invited from the public on the submission of revised drawings and 
documents (May 2018). 4 members of the public objected / commented on the proposal. Two of 
those had not previously commented. The main points of concern did not raise any new issues that 
had not previously been raised. 

MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

The main material considerations in the consideration of this proposal are:

1. Policy
2. Design and Layout of Site, including open space provision
3. Relationship with Existing Dwellings
4. Gypsy and Traveller Site
5. Density
6. Space Standards
7. Highways 
8. Parking
9. Flooding and Drainage
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10. Landscape and Ecology
11. Archaeology 
12. Other Matters 

1.0 Policy

1.1 The high level policy considerations relevant to the site were considered at outline application 
stage (Application No. 13/01616/MOUT). The Officer’s Report for the 2013 application provides 
detailed consideration. However, in broad terms the Mid Devon Core Strategy (Local Plan Part 1) 
was adopted in 2007 and sets out a growth strategy that seeks to balance social, environmental and 
economic objectives through the concentration of  development within the main settlements of the 
district including Tiverton. It also sets out an overall need for 340 dwellings per year across the 
District, amounting to 6,800 dwellings over the 20 year period up to 2026. Important to achieving 
this is identified the urban extension of Tiverton.

1.2 The Mid Devon Allocations and Infrastructure Development Plan Document (Local Plan Part 2) 
was adopted in January 2011. It allocates sites for development with an intention to meet the Core 
Strategy’s growth requirements. A substantial quantum of this new development is identified within 
the Tiverton Eastern Urban Extension, policies AL/TIV/1-7.

1.3 Following the Adoption of those strategic policies, further analysis and evaluation of the 
development objectives for the site was completed as part of the required Masterplanning process 
(AL/TIV/7). The Adopted Masterplan SPD was accordingly adopted April 2014. The principles of the 
strategic level policies (Local Plan Parts 1 and 2) are embedded into the Adopted Masterplan SPD. 
As a means to aid the process of decision making, the Tiverton EUE Design Guide was adopted 
June 2016. It provides further guidance against which development proposals will be assessed. 

1.4 The award of outline planning consent (for up to 330 dwellings including vehicular access) 
confirmed that the application was in accordance with the high level land–use principles established 
by the relevant policies and Adopted Masterplan SPD. 

1.5 The application now presented is a Reserved Matters application pursuant to outline application 
13/01616/MOUT. Its purpose is to assess the detailed design and layout of the scheme giving 
consideration to the design process outlined at 1.7 of the Adopted Masterplan SPD and Section 3.3 
that sets out the guiding principles from which the design and development should be drawn. These 
matters are considered below in parts 2-12 of this report.

2.0 Design and Layout of Site, including open space provision 

Design Process 

2.1 The emerging scheme was taken to the independent body of the Creating Excellence Design 
Review Panel (at which the scheme promotors, MDDC and DCC Officers were present). The design 
review process included a Design Workshop on the 7th July 2017 and Design Review on 4th August 
2017. The final assessment was undertaken 5th October 2017. During this process the emerging 
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scheme was also presented to Planning Committee members at public meetings of 14th September 
and 20th November 2017. Comments received from each of the events have influenced the 
emerging scheme and revised drawings submitted.  

General Description of the Scheme

2.2 The northern part of the site, north of Uplowman Road is laid out as a circular road with a single 
cul-de-sac serving 7 dwellings and a further main spur road. The layout responds to the linear 
nature of the site with no opportunity, due to highway constraints, for a secondary point of access 
on to the existing Uplowman Road. The southern half of the site, south of Uplowman Road, 
provides for the majority of the development, providing 180 homes. Uplowman Road is realigned to 
form the arterial route (Lowman Avenue), aligning with the approved NHS scheme to ensure easy 
access to the Post Hill, Blundell’s Road and the proposed neighbourhood centre (Dwg No 
1783/1130G). A system of streets access off Lowman Avenue to create a clear street hierarchy that 
responds to the contours, aiding legibility. Two points of access (to be delivered in the first phase of 
development) to the affordable housing site ensure permeability throughout the whole site. Green 
spaces at principle locations throughout the development provide focal points and greening of the 
development as visioned through the Adopted Masterplan SPD. This is further enhanced by the 
introduction of street trees, the broad leaved woodland and attenuation ponds adjacent to the A361 
that contribute to the creation of distinct character areas. Dwellings throughout the development 
mostly front the road which serves them. All pedestrian routes and the minimal number of parking 
courts benefit from informal surveillance. 

2.3 The Design and Access Statement (p.49) details the four distinct character areas (Lowman 
Avenue, Side Streets, Fairway Heights and Rural Fringe) that have been introduced into the layout. 
Each character area responds through layout, density and detailed design of buildings and 
landscape to the Adopted Masterplan SPD and Tiverton EUE Design Guide. These promote a 
strong contrast between the centre, where a more urban character can be found and the edge 
where a rural character can be experienced. 

Lowman Avenue

2.4 The introduction of the character areas into the scheme is commended and in accordance with 
the Adopted Masterplan SPD (Part 5) and Tiverton EUE Design Guide (Part 3b). Lowman Avenue is 
perhaps the strongest of the 4 character areas proposed, by virtue of terraces and semi-detached, 
two-and-half and three storey properties fronting a tree lined street that has a generous width. The 
design principles accord with the Tiverton EUE Design Guide, North Eastern Area. Parking is 
provided on the western side of Lowman Avenue in bays perpendicular to the road with a footway 
located behind the bays. The bays are interspersed with hedging and street trees. The eastern side 
of the street benefits a footway behind a grass verge with tree planting, broken by drives to on-plot 
parking. A strong urban form will be created along this arterial route with the detailed design and 
materials of the properties taking their inspiration from St Paul Street, Tiverton. As such, properties 
will be constructed in a buff brick. Officers have been successful in renegotiating this part of the 
scheme to improve the overall street scene. Amendments have been made to the location and 
groupings of the house types, properties step down the contours, minimum depth to brick plinths, 
the size and positioning of windows, headers to windows and proportionally sized pitched roof 
dormers have been ensured. Further improvements have been introduced through the use of 
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natural stone walls and estate style railings. Storey heights reflect the Tiverton EUE Design Guide 
with three storey properties ‘creating a sense of centre for the north eastern character area’ (TIV 
EUE, Design Guide, p. 84). 

Side Streets 

2.5 The ‘side streets’ character area leads off Lowman Avenue to the affordable housing site. 
Changes in gradient are at their greatest across this character area (Site Section Dwg No. 1162) 
and some split level units with three storey front elevations are required. Street frontages in this 
location tend to be car dominated, a response to the site gradients, the density of development 
associated with a more urban character and the policy constraints requiring 1.7 parking spaces per 
dwelling. Consideration has been given to minimizing the impact of their dominance with the 
introduction of hedging and trees to group parking and visually soften their impact on the 
streetscene in accordance with Policy DM2 (Local Plan, Part 3). The softening of the on-street 
parking was considered in some depth at the Design Review Panel and this was considered a 
suitable solution that has been applied elsewhere. The scheme accords with the design of 
residential parking (Principle 2, Parking SPD). Properties are predominantly red brick with a modest 
number of render properties interspersed. Selected areas of block paving with granite setts will 
enhance the appearance of the street whilst emphasizing shared surface areas. The existing hedge 
row demarcates this character area and adjoins the fully designed SUDs scheme (Drwg No.s 2501 
PL02, 2503 PL02 & 2561 PL01). Its retention enhances the greening of this character area in 
accordance with the green neighbourhood visioned in the Adopted Masterplan SPD. Officers have 
been successful in negotiating an improved quality of boundary treatments within the parking courts 
of all the character areas. Parking courts are increasingly dominated by hard landscaping. Efforts 
have been made to soften them through the introduction of tree and shrub planting and through the 
successful negotiation of high quality contemporary timber fencing throughout them. Contemporary 
timber fencing provides a softer setting and a quality that ensures longevity. A very limited amount 
of close board fencing has been successfully negotiated throughout the whole of the application 
site.  

Fairway Heights

2.6 Fairway Heights character area is located on the plateau adjacent to the existing, predominantly 
single storey, development of Fairway. It will have a semi-formal suburban character with two 
storey, detached properties set within generous sized private gardens, focused around a central 
green space (Southern Public Garden). Southern Public Garden has been designed to act as a 
meeting place with far reaching views across the open countryside to the north. As such, it has 
been designed with appropriate native planting, seating and block paved streets to form an 
integrated piece of townscape with properties fronting on to it. This accords with Policy DM2 (Local 
Plan, Part 3). A 5m buffer strip (and access for maintenance) adjacent to the existing properties on 
Fairway is detailed in Dwg No. GL0735/09 and accords with the Adopted Masterplan SPD. It also 
details the planting scheme of trees and shrubs and has been amended to ensure the comments 
received relating to a ‘gap’ in the planting has been addressed.  

Rural Fringe

2.7 The remaining greater part of the site (serving 114 dwellings) is identified as rural fringe. The 
character is informal and semi-rural in character. Two storey, predominantly detached and semi-
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detached properties, are proposed. A mix of house styles seek to introduce an informality enhanced 
by a mix of natural stone, red brick and render to reflect the variety of near properties. Properties on 
corner plots ‘turn the corner’ by means of a double frontage. Most notably this focal point building is 
used at the entrance of Lowman Avenue (Plots 110 & 180) being constructed in natural stone. 
Hedgerows have been retained as far as possible throughout the scheme in accordance with Policy 
DM2c (Local Plan, Part 3) that recognizes the contribution to local character of biodiversity assets.  
Additional planting seeks to enhance ecological value, including the known presence of dormice. A 
significant area of broad leaved woodland, a community orchard and attenuation ponds act as a 
buffer to the A361 as well as providing ecological, visual and recreational value. 

2.8 The central node is a pivotal piece of green space and lies in the rural fringe character area. It 
forms a vital part of the town and landscape scheme being located at the interface between the 
northern and southern development parcels, at the junction of Lowman Avenue and Uplowman 
Road, the junction of the tiered swales forming the green spinal corridor and the woodland adjacent 
to the A361 as well as at the juncture of a network of footpaths and cycle routes that promote ease 
of movement between the land parcels and beyond. Its inclusion accords with Policy COR2 (Local 
Plan, Part 1), Policies DM2 and DM3 (Local Plan, Part 3), the Adopted Masterplan SPD and 
Tiverton EUE Design Guide. Officers have sought to maintain rural character along Uplowman Road 
(from the existing bridge over the A361 to the central node) by means of careful negotiation 
associated with the maintenance, planting and management of the hedgeline adjacent to the 
northern land parcel, as well as detailed discussions regarding property boundaries adjacent to that 
hedge line. The central node acts as the transition point. It was considered in some depth at the 
Design Review Panel and has since been instrumental in shaping the subsequent design and layout 
of the scheme. It provides a central green space offering both a formal meeting / gathering space 
and trim trail hub of exercise equipment as well as an informal green space (south of Uplowman 
Road) enhanced with hedgerow planting that seeks to preserve the existing character of Uplowman 
Road. 

2.9 Officers have undertaken detailed discussions with the applicant, in response to comments 
received relating to the rural fringe character area that lies in close proximity to existing properties 
on Uplowman Road. Objections received have included loss of hedgebank and associated 
ecological value, density of development, period of construction, design of properties, number of 
traffic movements, proximity of the turning head adjacent to existing drives, location of the show 
homes and site compound and ability to access property boundaries for maintenance in the location 
of Plots 174 – 179. Officers have sought to address these concerns through negotiation with the 
applicant. As such, the stopped off section of Uplowman Road extends to the eastern boundary of 
the existing property (No. 18) facilitating ease of boundary maintenance. The site compound has 
been relocated away from existing properties (Dwg No. 7588/001B). This also facilitates an earlier 
build out of Plots 181-190 from Year 6 to Year 4 which are adjacent to existing residential dwellings. 
It is noted that Plots 162 – 172 and 157 – 179 also adjacent to existing properties on Uplowman 
Road will be completed in Year 1 providing further relief. Properties 168-170 are identified as the 
location of the Barratt show homes. Whilst Officers have sought to influence the location of the 
show homes, it is not within the ability of planning legislation to do so. The proposed location of the 
show homes has not changed. However, it has been agreed that the visitor spaces (serving in the 
first instance the show homes) identified on Dwg No. 1783-1130-G, will be temporary during the 
duration of the construction period with the spaces reverting to garden thereafter.
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2.10 Concern has been expressed relating to the design and density of development served by the 
‘stopped-off’ section of Uplowman Road. Comparison is made to the house types on the south 
eastern section of the site, with the larger plot and house sizes being considered more in keeping 
with those existing on Uplowman Road. As confirmed at outline application stage, this part of the 
development is capable of serving up to 15 dwellings. The layout makes provision for 13 dwellings 
and therefore lies within the parameters set out at outline stage. A decrease of 2 units in this 
location provides a modest reduction in the number of traffic movements through this section of 
Uplowman Road, benefitting existing residents. However, the layout proposed has necessitated the 
loss of hedge bank associated with Plot No.s 168-172 to accommodate the highway visibility splay 
into the site. As means of mitigation Officers have sought to negotiate a continuous hedge line 
along the frontage of Plots 168 – 172, with access to the proposed plots being achieved from within 
the site and not directly off Uplowman Road. To serve the properties from within the site would 
result in the loss of units. Whilst Officers have ensured that a new hedge is planted with native 
species to the rear of the visibility splay at Plots 168-172 as a means to green the new 
neighbourhood, it is regrettable that it will be broken by the insertion of private drives. 

2.11 Concern has also been expressed relating to the proximity of the turning head adjacent to 
an existing drive. Both DCC and MDDC Officers have had detailed discussions with the 
applicants. The vision of the Adopted Masterplan SPD is for a green neighbourhood.  As such, 
the Council has sought to retain existing hedgerows and negotiated as little loss of them as 
possible. Officers acknowledge the desire of local residents to ‘hand’ the house and garage on 
Plot 175 thereby moving the turning head eastwards long Uplowman Road, but acknowledge 
that in doing so it would result in a greater loss of mature hedgerow because of the associated 
need for visibility splays. In seeking to retain a larger portion of the mature hedgerow, thereby 
aiding place-making, Officers have sought to retain the turning head in its proposed location.

2.12 The detailed design of the buildings has been discussed at length including the materials 
palette. All materials have been considered at length with changes to most materials required. Of 
particular note, Officers have been successful in negotiating natural stone properties and boundary 
walls as opposed to reconstituted stone. Officers have negotiated an increase in the number of 
natural stone properties at focal point locations from 2 to 5 as a means to accord with Policies COR 
2 (Local Plan (Part 1), DM2 (Local Plan (Part 3, Adopted masterplan SPD (Part 5) and Tiverton EUE 
Design Guide (Part 3b). Bespoke estate railings, brick boundary fences and contemporary fencing 
have also been achieved with minimal use of close board fencing. Officers have sought to ensure 
materials reflect those of Tiverton. 

2.13 In view of the above, Officers feel the aims of the character areas comply with the advice of the 
Design Review Panel, the Adopted Masterplan SPD and Tiverton EUE Design Guide. The design of 
dwellings provides homes that are fairly simple in design, reflecting vernacular rather than a 
contemporary design style. Each home provides a garden suitable for family accommodation. As 
such, overall the design, layout and visual quality of the proposed scheme is acceptable and 
provides an adequate standard of design and layout. In this respect the application meets with 
Policies DM2 and DM14 of the Mid Devon Local Plan Part 3 (Development Management Policies) 
and is consistent with the Adopted Masterplan SPD, Tiverton EUE Design Guide and appropriate 
supporting Supplementary Planning Documents.    

2.14 The proposed design and layout reinforces the integration of this scheme into the wider 
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environment to enhance the sense of place making. The proposals are considered to accord with 
the aspirations for this as set out in the Adopted Masterplan SPD.

3.0 Relationship with Existing Dwellings

3.1 There are a number of properties that border the application site. Consideration of them has 
been given during the emerging scheme. The application submitted proposes two storey 
properties adjacent to the existing, predominantly single storey, properties for Fairway. Each of 
the proposed properties that border Fairway benefits from a sizeable rear garden. This 
contributes to privacy distances between the rear facing elevations of proposed and existing 
properties in excess of 30ms. 

3.2 A number of properties associated the NHS Post Hill site and Pomeroy Road also border 
the application site. A substantial hedge line with a number of TPO trees separates the existing 
and proposed properties. In accordance with the Adopted Masterplan SPD a landscape strip 
with a depth of between 5m and 10m is proposed along the length of this part of the application 
site. The proposed properties tend to have front or side elevations facing on to this boundary. 
Whilst, privacy distances tend to associated with rear-to-rear facing elevations, the minimum 
privacy distances between the existing properties of Pomeroy Road and the former NHS site 
with those proposed are in excess in excess of 25m. 

3.3 A number of properties (including the 5 property group (No.s 14 to 18) are located along the 
length of Uplowman Road. Each of these properties has either a front or side elevation fronting 
Uplowman Road. The existing property types vary between single and two storey in height. No 
14 is positioned such that it has the closest relationship with the proposed development with its 
side elevation approximately 20m from the front elevation of Unit No. 168. No. 18 has the 
closest front elevation fronting the application site and is approximately 28m from the front 
elevation of No. 175. Between all the existing properties and those proposed is a mature hedge 
line, with some substantial trees, demarcating the northern edge of Uplowman Road. Three 
additional properties are located in proximity to the Putson Lane / Uplowman Road junction. 
Again there are no direct relationships between rear facing elevations between those existing 
and those proposed. The nearest relationship is between Upper Putson Cottages and proposed 
Unit No. 209 at a distance of 17m between the rear and side elevation. An existing hedge bank 
(to be retained) lies between them. Lost Meadow borders the most easterly point of the 
proposed development (adjacent to the proposed Gypsy and Traveler site). Distances between 
proposed and existing units are in excess of 40m.       

3.4 It is considered that there will be sufficient levels of privacy and amenity to neighbouring 
properties thereby meeting with the requirements of Policies DM2 of Mid Devon Local Plan Part 3 
(Development Management Policies). As such, the proposed layout reinforces the integration of this 
scheme into the wider environment to accord with the aspirations as set out in the Adopted 
Masterplan SPD.

4.0 Gypsy and Traveller Site
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4.1 The proposal submitted provides a layout of the Gypsy and Traveller (G&T) site. It provides 
three pitches with amenity block, mobile home, touring caravan together with space for parking. The 
site layout and space provision broadly complies with Good Practice Guidance (Designing Gypsy 
and Traveller Sites, May 2008). As such a horseshoe design rather than linear layout is provided. 
The Environmental Measurements Plan (Dwg No. 1127 B) and Enclosures Plan (Dwg No. 1124 C) 
provides clear demarcation of the outer boundary of the site, whilst providing clear demarcation 
between individual pitches, public and private areas. A children’s play area is provided with 
opportunity for areas of private outdoor recreation and drying.  

4.2 The existing planting adjacent to Uplowman Road provides privacy but not exclusion that other 
forms of boundary treatment can provide. The proposed planting adjacent to the A361 provides 
screening via a continuation of the proposed broad leaved planting.  Both DCC Gypsy and Traveller 
Liaison Officer and Devon and Cornwall Police Architectural Liaison Officer have been consulted on 
the proposed scheme and have not raised any concerns. 

4.3 Members will be aware of the S106 agreement to the outline planning consent (Application No. 
13/01616/MOUT). It requires the submission of a Traveller Pitch Scheme on the occupation of the 
150th open market dwelling. This is to include the location, layout, and management of the pitches. 
Officers are confident that any additional issues subject to consultation with the Travelling 
Community can be addressed through this agreement. MDDC has a newly created ‘G&T Pitch 
Waiting List’. Whilst this G&T site will be privately owned and managed, this list will inform the 
occupation of the site.   

4.4 The design of the G&T pitches is consistent with the COR2 (Local Plan Part 1, DM2 (Local Plan 
Part 3) and the Adopted Masterplan SPD. The pitch provision is in accordance with Policy AL/TIV/1 
(Local Plan, Part 2) and requirements established at the outline stage. 

5.0 Density

5.1 Changes in density contribute to the sustainability of the settlement, reinforces the sense of 
place through character areas and ensures there is a balance of housing types throughout the 
development. The Adopted Masterplan SPD (Part 4.1) details densities at the neighbourhood centre 
of 40-50 dwellings per hectare (dph), that reduces towards the outer edges to 15-20dph. Those 
areas between, comprising residential streets, are to have densities of between 25-40dph. The 
character area plan (Design and Access Statement p.49) identifies four character areas. Within 
each, the density of development varies, consistent with enhancing the sense of identity and 
legibility of the development. As such, Lowman Avenue has a density of development of 35dph, the 
side streets 38dph, rural fringe 25dph and Fairway heights 19dph. The proposal submitted delivers 
an overall density of 27dph. This is compliant with Core Policy COR2 and the Adopted Masterplan 
SPD. In employing this approach, it facilitates a mix of housing types that reflect market demand 
with the Housing Schedule (Dwg No. 1130G) detailing the number and size of units proposed: 12, 2 
bed units; 90, 3 bed units; 136, 4 bed units and 10, 5 bed units.

5.0 Space standards

6.1 81% of the proposed dwellings meet the Nationally Described Space Standards (NDSS) 
leaving 48 of the 243 dwellings that do not. 17 of those 48 dwellings miss the NDSS by only 
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0.6sqm (an under provision of 0.3sqm over each floor). On balance this level of under provision 
is not considered significant for these 17 units. However the remaining 31 units indicate a 
greater under provision of internal space:

Size of 
dwelling 

House type Below NDSS 
standard (sqm)

Number of units

3 bed O -6.7 5
3 bed B -6.9 14
2 bed A -3.9 12

6.2 31 of the units with a greater under provision do not comply with the NDSS, but all of the 
units comply with the former Policy DM15, which pre-dated the national standards at a local 
level. 

6.3 The application seeks to reflect the semi-rural in character approach set out in the 
masterplan for the site whilst being mindful of an efficient use of land. This application presents 
a density of development 12 units short of the approved outline consent. To include the 12 units 
would substantially reduce the amount of green space across the scheme. Similarly, to increase 
the size of units to accommodate the NDSS at a juncture when the outline planning consent 
was agreed prior to the NDSS would impact on the overall concept of delivering a development 
semi-rural in character. Balancing these issues it is concluded that whilst the national space 
standard are not met in all instances, the proposal provides an adequate standard of 
accommodation to meet Policies DM2 and DM14 of the Mid Devon Local Plan Part 3.

6.0 Highways 

7.1 When the outline application for this site was considered issues relating to the impact of the 
development on the wider road network including Blundell’s Road, Post Hill and Uplowman Road 
and the surrounding settlements of Halberton, Willand and Uplowman were considered and 
addressed. The Highway Authority considered that the impact of the development upon the existing 
near highway network and subject to financial contributions to implement highway improvements did 
not object to the scheme at outline stage. Accordingly, a financial contribution per open market 
dwelling was secured through the agreed Section 106 agreement. Whilst details of the off site 
highway works are provided in drawings accompanying this application, means of access to the site 
and traffic generation arising from the development was established and granted at outline stage.

7.2 The applicants presented the emerging scheme to Planning Committee members at the public 
meetings of 14th September and 20th November 2017. Questions were raised regarding the impact 
of the proposed development of the existing junctions of Uplowman Road, Putson Lane and Post 
Hill. However, the Highway Authority is content, subject to the proposed off-site highway works, that 
the four points of access to serve the northern and southern parts of the site are adequate and have 
sufficient capacity to accommodate the additional traffic movements proposed. 

7.3 Part 4.3 of the Adopted Masterplan SPD identifies a number of new connections and works as a 
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means to link the new neighbourhood into its surrounding area and in turn the wider Tiverton town. 
These new connections include the provision of a link through to the NHS site (preferred route) and 
non-vehicular link from land to the north east of Fairway (application 17/00781/FULL). The 
application reflects this by showing a linking road through to the former NHS site. Once provided in 
conjunction with the redevelopment of this adjacent site, this road is intended to form the main 
access from Blundell’s Road. As such the principal carriageway (Lowman Avenue) has been 
designed to a width to accommodate larger vehicles, is taken fully to the red line boundary of the 
site thereby avoiding any ‘ransom strip’ and aligns with the approved road layout on the former NHS 
site. The NHS planning consent ensures, through the signed S106 agreement, that the through road 
is constructed up to the red line boundary of the application site. In seeking to discharge Condition 8 
of this application, the applicants have submitted the details under Section 38 of the Highways Act 
identifying the road up the boundary of the application site. Your Officers are assured by DCC 
Highway Authority that the separate s38 agreement  required for the NHS linking road will ensure 
vertical alignment to the approved details in this application. In this manner, together the 
applications will achieve the connectivity sought though the Adopted Masterplan SPD.      

7.4 The main arterial road (Lowman Avenue) has a width of 5.5m. Concerns have been expressed 
by members and the public that there is insufficient width to serve buses and agricultural vehicles, 
particularly when passing. The Highway Authority advise that a street width of 5.5m is capable of 
accommodating the passing of two agricultural vehicles. However, it is drawn to member’s attention 
that this proposal has progressed since the outline application and Putson Lane is no longer 
proposed as one way. Drawing No. 1100/P02 details off site highway works including central 
passing places along Putson Lane and Dwg No. 1101/P01 the proposed changes to Putson Lane / 
Uplowman Road junction. As such, Putson Lane will remain an (improved) two way vehicular route 
with less heavy agricultural usage of Lowman Avenue required. The Highway Authority has raised 
no objections to the width or alignment of the roads proposed within the application, finding that they 
meet the widths and alignments of roads (including pavements) as set out in Manual For Streets 
and Manual For Streets 2, which both take into account accessibility issues.

7.5 Concerns have also been expressed regarding the provision of bus stops within the site. Bus 
stops are located at Post Hill and Blundell’s Road, with pedestrian access to Post Hill aided through 
application 17/00781/FULL at 10 Fairway and the provision of a cycle / pedestrian link through the 
‘stopped-off’ Uplowman Road, to Blundell’s Road. Both accord with policies AL/TIV/2(d) of the 
AIDPD and DM2(d) of the Local Plan Part 3. Officers are informed that there is no likely ambition for 
a bus service to operate through this development. However, Officers are confident in the 
knowledge that there is sufficient capacity to cater for a ring-and-ride or town ‘hopper’ style bus 
service should it be required in the future. Similarly, the general approach is that bus laybys are no 
longer provided, on-street bus stopping being favoured. A street width of 5.5m can facilitate an on-
street bus stop whilst facilitating the passing of agricultural vehicles.

7.6 An emergency access will be retained through the ‘stopped-off’ Uplowman Road to the north 
west of the site. This route is not suitable for general access due to the number of pre-existing 
private drives that join Uplowman Road that do not meet current highway standards. As such, the 
length of road from No. 18 Uplowman Road to Blundell’s Road is not of adequate standard to 
accommodate the additional traffic arising through this development and is for emergency access. 
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7.7 Comments have been received from members of the public relating to the level of detail 
associated with the Putson Lane / Post Hill junction, reducing the road width between The Fairway 
and Post Hill junction to 3.75m and requested vehicle tracking information at the Post Hill junction. 
DCC Highway Authority is satisfied that sufficient information has been provided to award planning 
consent.  Further information relating to the off site highway works are required to discharge 
Condition 15 of outline planning consent 13/01616/MOUT. Accordingly, Conditions (11 and 12) are 
attached to ensure the off site highway works are carried out to the requirements of the Highway 
Authority. Tiverton Golf Club has also expressed a concern relating to construction works / 
deliveries conflicting with club fixtures (that can in themselves generate a higher level of traffic 
movements). The applicants have agreed to liaise with Tiverton Golf Club to ensure minimal 
disruption. The Construction Management Plan makes such provision.   

7.8 The vehicular routes within the site allow for pedestrian and cycle access in combination with 
car free routes including the green spine (also serving as the SUDs corridor). Each route is direct, 
following desire lines to destinations that include the new proposed neighbourhood centre , the near 
network of public footpaths and cycle routes as well as the phased delivery of the traffic calmed 
Post Hill / Blundell’s Road. This accords with Policies COR2 and COR9 (Local Plan Part 1), DM2 
(Local Plan, Part 3) and the Adopted Masterplan SPD. The streets have been designed to have an 
identifiable hierarchy, enhanced through the application of character areas (Design and Access 
Statement p.49), materials (Dwg No 1121D) and planting characteristic to each character area (Soft 
Landscape Proposals, Drawing No’s GL0735 09-15). This aids legibility. Pivotal open spaces 
including the northern and southern gardens (Drawing No. GL0735 04) and southern site entrance 
and play area (Drawing No. GL0735 16) act as a focal point and destination. Pivotal buildings 
visually aid orientation. This supports Policy DM2(e) of the Local Plan Part 3 and the vision of the 
Adopted Masterplan SPD. Finger post signage will provide further orientation.  

7.9 The proposed vehicular, cycle and pedestrian network is considered to reinforce the integration 
of this scheme into the wider environment  in accordance with Policies COR2 and COR9 (Local 
Plan, Part 1) and Policy DM2 (Local Plan, Part 3). Further, it enhances the sense of place making 
visioned through the Adopted Masterplan SPD. Whilst the applicants are seeking to discharge a 
number of conditions through this application process, should they not be resolved during this 
application then the highway authority has recommended a number of conditions be imposed on 
any grant of planning permission. 

8.0 Parking

 8.1 A total of 524 allocated parking spaces are proposed across the site which equates to an 
average of 2.1 parking spaces per dwelling, thereby exceeding the minimum provision of 1.7 spaces 
per dwelling set out in Policy DM8 of the Local Plan Part 3. The vast majority of the parking spaces 
are located either on plot adjacent to the house they serve (381 spaces) or on street forward of the 
house they serve (105 spaces). 53 dwellings are dependent on allocated on-street parking. These 
dwellings are generally located adjacent to Lowman Avenue and on the two branch roads providing 
access to the affordable housing site. There is a correlation in the form of parking provision to the 
character areas promoted. As such, the areas of highest density (Lowman Avenue and the branch 
roads to the affordable housing site) have the highest allocation of on-street parking. In compliance 
with the Parking SPD, Para 15, the applicant has sought to provide a range of approaches across 
the development to minimise the impact of the car and its dominance on the street scene. The on-
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street parking has been grouped (in no more than 6 clusters) separated by hedge planting and 
street trees. In addition to the on-plot and on-street parking provision, 38 parking spaces are 
provided off-plot (by a limited number of parking courts). Each court, benefits from informal 
surveillance from those properties which is serving. Drawing No. 1128/C (External Works Plan) 
details materials (black tarmac with grey edging) with Dwg No. 1127/B (Environmental 
Measurements Plan) and Drawing No’s GL0735 09-15 detailing hedging and soft landscape 
proposals. The tree planting introduced into the parking courts seek to enhance place-making 
through greening of the space. The proposed tree planting lies within private and multiple private 
ownership (Dwg No. 1125/C).

8.2 In addition to the on-plot and on-street parking provision a further 186 garages are proposed. Of 
those, 153 meet the internal space requirement of 3m x 6m for a single garage and 6m x 6m for a 
double. Of the 186 garages, 33 are integral to the property they are serving. Of these, 18 are 
substandard in size and do not meet the Council’s minimum size requirements set out in the Parking 
SPD. However, each of those 18 garages continue to have two on-plot parking spaces. Having 
regard to the fact that garages do not count towards parking standards and that the development 
has an acceptable level and distribution of parking to support the layout of the site and Policy DM8 
(Parking), it is the Officers opinion that refusal of the scheme could not be justified on these 
grounds.    

8.3 A further 70 visitor parking spaces are also proposed. This exceeds the provision of 1 visitor 
space for every 10 units in compliance with Principle 8 of the Parking SPD. 26 dwellings provide 
electric vehicle charging (Dwg No. 1129). This exceeds the Policy requirements of DM8 (Local Plan 
Part 3) requiring 1 charging point per 10 units. Every housing plot makes provision for cycle storage 
in rear gardens or garages, with the split level units (12) providing secure allocated cycle parking in 
a communal area between the split-level units.      

9.0 Flooding and Drainage

9.1Detailed comments have been received from DCC as Lead Local Flood Authority both through 
attendance at the Design Review Panel and through the application process. DCC has no in 
principle objection to the proposed development. Condition 3 seeks assurance that works will be 
carried out in accordance with the measures set out under the Drainage Statement. However, the 
Lead Flood Authority seek further assurance that the existing surface water of Uplowman Road is 
adequately drained. Condition 4 is accordingly attached to ensure the works are carried out to the 
satisfaction of the Lead Local Flood Authority.

10.0 Landscape and Ecology

10.1 The site is characterized for its steep slopes and far reaching views, strengthened by the 
presence of mature hedgerows and trees including the TPO trees on the western boundary of the 
site. Conditions attached at outline application stage should adequately protect these trees and 
hedges during and after construction. A detailed Landscape and Ecological Management Plan has 
been submitted. MDDC commissioned consultants to provide a detailed assessment. In summary, 
the proposal was considered broadly compliant with the Adopted Local Plan (Parts 1-3) and 
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guidance set out in the Adopted Masterplan SPD. However, those areas requiring review and 
additional detail were highlighted and have subsequently formed part of the revised Landscape and 
Ecological Management Plan. In doing so, Officers have secured an improved lighting strategy to 
support colonized bats, permeability of garden boundaries for small mammals, bird, bat and dormice 
boxes, a rescheduling of planting to Year 1, detailed protection and maintenance measures for 
retained hedgerows. 
   

10.2 As visioned through the Adopted Masterplan SPD, the landscape strategy is fundamental to 
the success of the scheme and its ability to deliver on a range of design aims. As such the 
landscape scheme has sought, where appropriate, to retain, safeguard and enhance the site’s 
ecological assets in accordance with Policy DM28 (Local Plan, Part 3). The strong network of 
existing trees and hedgerows create robust green corridors through the site enhancing the site 
biodiversity and habitat features.  2780m of hedgerow will be retained with a total of 330m removed. 
As means of mitigation 671m of indigenous hedgerow will be planted outside the curtilage of 
proposed new residential gardens. A further 3,074m of linear shrub hedgerow planting will be within 
the curtilage of new residential properties (Landscape & Ecological Management Plan, para 4.2). In 
addition, 150m of Devon hedge bank is also proposed (Landscape & Ecological Management Plan, 
para 5.27). The Soft Landscape Proposals identify the native species proposed with an emphasis 
on supporting native species and biodiversity. 

10.3 The attenuation ponds whilst providing functional drainage solutions for the development 
have been designed to integrate naturally into the open space. It accords with Policies COR1 
and COR11 (Local Plan, Part 1), DM3 and DM28 (Local Plan, Part 3). The ponds will be 
seasonally wet. Gently profiled ponds (Dwg No. 2560 PL01) to ensure minimal fencing. In this 
manner they to serve as a public open space feature whilst enhancing habitat diversity and 
satisfying health and safety concerns. Detailed drawings of the swales have been submitted 
(Dwg No. 2561/PL01). Whilst mimicking existing runoff characteristics, the planting scheme and 
footway adjacent to it reinforces their role as a landscape feature. 

10.4 The street trees are important to the success of the scheme. Officers have been forthright 
in ensuring the longevity of these trees by ensuring suitable tree pits, staking, root protection 
barriers, soil specification and irrigation as well as ensuring suitable root protection barriers are 
provided without conflict to utility supplies and the opportunity for the MDDC Tree Officer to 
inspect the trees on site prior to planting to ensure the quality of the trees. The scheme will also 
be assessed with an intention to formally protect those trees that will make a significant long 
term contribution, by means of their location. This would accord with the vision of a green 
garden neighbourhood detailed in the Adopted Masterplan SPD. 

11.0 Archaeology

11.1 When the outline application for this site was considered issues relating to archaeology and the 
nearby Scheduled Ancient Monument were considered and addressed. Protection was provided 
through Condition 18 of the outline planning consent. It is therefore not appropriate for the 
archaeology to form part of this application since it has been given full consideration at outline 
stage. An informative note is proposed to advise the applicant of the outstanding tasks that still 
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need to be completed to fully discharge the archaeological condition.

12.0 Other Matters

12.1 Bin stores are located towards the rear of properties. No bin stores are located on the frontage 
of properties (Dwg No. 1123A). This benefits the quality and appearance of the street scene in 
accordance with Policy COR2 (Local Plan, Part 1) and Policy DM2 and DM4 (Local Plan, Part 3). 

12.2 25 properties are identified for solar PV panels (Dwg No. 1140). It is a means to provide 10% 
of the energy requirements of the development from renewable low carbon energy in compliance 
with Policy DM5 (Local Plan Part 3). 

SUMMARY

This is a Reserved Matters application for 248 dwellings, 3 Gypsy and Traveller pitches and 
associated infrastructure following the grant of outline consent in 2017. The principle of 
development has therefore been established and wider impacts such as air quality, traffic 
management and affordable housing were all resolved at outline stage. This application is to 
consider the layout, scale and appearance of the buildings, phasing and the landscaping of the site. 
The proposal incorporates sustainable urban drainage features so as to reduce the risk of off-site 
flooding. The features satisfy the Lead Local Flood Authority. Consideration has been given to the 
overall effect of the layout, design and scale of the proposed dwellings including upon near existing 
residents. The scheme provides well integrated public open space. The principal road through the 
site has been designed to a standard capable of taking the traffic associated with the development 
as well as larger vehicles associated with out-lying areas. Consequently the proposal is considered 
to comply with Mid Devon Core Strategy (Local Plan Part 1) Policies COR1, COR2, COR3, COR8, 
COR9, COR11, COR12, and COR13, Mid Devon Allocations and Infrastructure Development Plan 
(Local Plan Part 2) Policies AL/TIV/1, AL/TIV/2, AL/TIV/3 and AL/TIV/4, Mid Devon Local Plan Part 
3 (Development management Policies) DM1, DM2, DM3, DM4, DM6, DM7, DM8, DM14, DM27, 
DM28 and DM30.

RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS AND REASONS

1. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the approved 
plans listed in the schedule on the decision notice

REASON For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning

2. The development hereby permitted shall take place in accordance with the approved 
phasing details (Drawing No. 7588-001A).

REASON to ensure the appropriate ordering of the site in the interests of proper planning

3. All development shall be carried out in accordance with the measures set out under the 
‘Landscape and Ecology Management Plan’ and ‘Ecology Report’ dated May 2018.

REASON to ensure adequate protection of protected species.

4. All development shall be carried out in accordance with the measures set out under the 
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‘Drainage Statement’ dated January 2018 and ‘Construction Management Plan’ dated May 
2018.

REASON Pollution prevention and control to ensure there is no risk of contamination or 
sediment load to nearby water courses and features of environmental interest.  

5. Any works on Uplowman Road will take into account the existing surface water drainage 
components as identified on the Utilities and Drainage Investigation sheets (Dwg Nos 
19964UG 01 - 06) to ensure that Uplowman Road remains adequately drained.

REASON to ensure that Uplowman Road remains adequately drained in the interest of 
the safety of all users of the road and to protect the amenity of adjoining residents. 

6. Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 3 of The Town and Country Planning (General 
Permitted Development) Order 1995 as amended by the Town and Country Planning 
(General Permitted Development) Amendment (No.2) Order 2008 (or any Order 
revoking and re-enacting that Order with or without modification) no development of the 
types referred to in Classes A, B and C of Part 1 relating to those properties with 
frontage on to Lowman Avenue shall be undertaken within the application site/dwelling 
curtilage without the Local Planning Authority first granting planning permission.

REASON to safeguard the character and appearance and design aspirations of Lowman 
Avenue in recognition of its significance as the main route through the development in 
accordance with policies DM2 and DM14 of the Adopted Mid Devon Local Plan (Part 3) 

7. Prior to their installation, the Local Planning Authority shall have viewed and agreed in 
writing a sample panel of the estate style railings.

REASON To safeguard the character and amenities of the area in accordance with 
policy DM2 of the Adopted Mid Devon Local Plan (Part 3) 

8. All landscaping, seeding, turfing and earthworks shall be in accordance with the 
approved details of landscaping as shown on the submitted plans, shall be carried out 
within 9 months of the substantial completion of the phase to which it relates and any 
trees or plants which within a period of five years from the implementation of the scheme 
of that phase, die, are removed or become seriously damaged or diseased shall be 
replaced in the next planting season with others of similar size and species.

REASON To ensure that the development makes a positive contribution to the character 
and amentity of the area in accordance with policies DM2 sand DM14 of the Adopted 
Mid Devon Local Plan (Part 3) 

9.  Prior to the construction of any residential unit fronting Lowman Avenue hereby 
permitted is begun, detailed drawings of the landscape scheme, detailing the tree 
species on Lowman Avenue, shall be submitted to and be approved in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority.
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REASON To ensure the site is developed in accordance with Policies DM2 and DM14 of 
the Mid Devon Local Plan (Part 3) and the Adopted Masterplan SPD of the Tiverton 
Eastern Urban Extension.

10.  No part of the development hereby approved shall be commenced until:

A) The access road has been laid out, kerbed, drained and constructed up to base 
course level from the Putsons lane through to the site access of the Northern parcel or 
the first 20 metres back from its junction with the public highway at each location with a 
haul road between

B) The ironwork has been set to base course level and the visibility splays required by 
this permission laid out

C) The footway on the public highway frontage required by this permission has been 
constructed up to base course level

D) A site compound and car park have been constructed in accordance with details 
which shall first have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. 

REASON: To ensure that adequate on site facilities are available for all traffic attracted 
to the site during the construction period, in the interest of the safety of all users of the 
adjoining public highway and to protect the amenities of the adjoining residents

11. No development shall take place on site until the off-site highway works comprising the 
access works from Post hill along Putsons Lane to the site have been constructed in 
accordance with the approved details and made available for use. 

REASON: To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in

accordance with paragraph 32 of NPPF

12. No development shall be occupied on site until the off-site highway works for the 
provision of passing bays along Putson Lane, junction

improvements on Putson Lane junction with Uplowman Road and closure of  Uplowman 
Road (except emergency access) have been constructed in accordance with approved 
details and made available for use in accordance with a phasing program which shall 
first have been approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.

REASON: To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in

accordance with paragraph 32 of NPPF

INFORMATIVE NOTES

1. You are advised that the consent granted for application 13/01616/MOUT is conditional upon 
a programme of archaeological work (Condition 18). The outstanding tasks (including post 
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excavation assessment, analysis, synthesis of the results, publication and archive creation 
and deposition tasks) still need to be completed.

2. You are advised that the Construction Management Plan (para 2.1.2) makes provision for 
co-ordination with Tiverton Golf Club regarding fixtures / potential periods of traffic / parking 
conflict 

3. You are advised that the lighting design of the footpaths will be considered at s38 stage. 
Assessment of lighting design, signage and specification will be undertaken by DCC lighting 
engineer at Section 38 stage. 

The Human Rights Act 1998 came into force on 2nd October 2000. It requires all public authorities 
to act in a way which is compatible with the European Convention on Human Rights. This report has 
been prepared in light of the Council's obligations under the Act with regard to decisions to be 
informed by the principles of fair balance and non-discrimination.
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Plans List No. 3

Application No. 18/00867/CAT

Grid Ref: 283893 : 100386

Applicant: Mr J Downes

Location: Blagdon House 
Blagdon 
Crediton 
Devon

Proposal: Notification of intention to fell 1 Maple tree within the Conservation Area

Date Valid:      5th June 2018
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APPLICATION NO:  18/00867/CAT

RECOMMENDATION

No objection. 

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

Notification of intention to fell 1 Maple tree within the Conservation Area

APPLICANT’S SUPPORTING INFORMATION

None 

RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY

08/01945/CAT - NOBJ date 16th December 2008
Notification of intention to prune sweet gum tree in a Conservation Area  

09/00176/CAT - NOBJ date 13th March 2009
Notification of intention to fell 2 Laylandai trees and 1 Ash tree within a Conservation Area  

11/00787/CAT - NOBJ date 7th July 2011
Notification of intention to fell 1 scots pine tree and carry out works to 1 liquid amber tree within 
a Conservation Area  

14/00756/CAT - NOBJ date 17th June 2014
Notification of intention to fell 1 scots pine and 1 liquid amber tree within a Conservation Area  

18/00308/CAT - CLOSED date 27th February 2018
Five day notification to fell 1 Maple Copper tree within the Conservation Area  

REPRESENTATIONS
None 

CONSULTATIONS
CREDITON TOWN COUNCIL- comments expected on 4th July 2018 and will be reported as an 
update to planning committee. 

MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

This notification is of the intention to fell 1 Maple tree within the Crediton Conservation Area. 
Applicants are required to notify the Local Planning Authority of their intention to carry out works 
to trees in the Conservation Area prior to commencing work. The Local Planning Authority then 
has 6 weeks to consider the notification. There are two options available to the Local Planning 
Authority in determining the application: (1) confirm there are no objection to the works, or (2) 
impose a Tree Preservation Order if the trees are deemed to be of sufficient public amenity to 
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warrant it. Under this process, the Local Planning Authority do not have any powers to refuse 
permission or grant permission subject to conditions.

The tree is a Maple tree located in the garden area associated with the grade II listed Blagdon 
House. The tree is one of a small group located at the front boundary of the site, bordering the 
garden where it fronts Blagdon Road close to the junction with Exhibition Road. The applicant 
intends to fell the tree which appears to be dead and has not come into leaf this year. Although 
the tree is clearly visible within the public realm, there is a very large tree adjacent to it which 
limits views from the west and there are other trees around the boundary which would reduce 
the visual impact of the removal of this tree. Given the condition of the tree and the presence of 
other trees in the immediate area it is not considered that the contribution of the maple tree to 
the character and appearance of the conservation area is sufficient to merit protection by a tree 
preservation order and therefore there are no objections to its removal. 

REASON FOR/ APPROVAL OF PERMISSION/GRANT OF CONSENT/ REFUSAL
The tree is not considered to provide a significant contribution to the contribution to the 
character and appearance of the conservation area to warrant long term protection through the 
imposition of a tree preservation order and therefore there are no objections to the proposed 
works. 

The Human Rights Act 1998 came into force on 2nd October 2000. It requires all public 
authorities to act in a way which is compatible with the European Convention on Human Rights. 
This report has been prepared in light of the Council's obligations under the Act with regard to 
decisions to be informed by the principles of fair balance and non-discrimination.
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Major Applications with no Decision
Members are asked to note that some major applications will be dealt with under the delegation scheme. Members are also requested to direct any questions about 
these applications to the relevant case officer. It was resolved at the meeting of Planning Committee on 21st March 2018 that with the exception of small scale 
proposals, applications for ground mounted solar PV arrays recommended for approval be brought before the Committee for determination.

Weeks REFVAL PROPOSAL LOCATION NAMETARGET DATE Delegated Committee
Item 
No.

Expected Decision Level

2 18/00936/MARM Reserved Matters for the erection of 40 dwellings, 
formation of 64 space car park to service 
Copplestone Railway Station, public open space, 
vehicular access from Shambles Drive, pedestrian 
links and associated infrastructure following Outline 
approval 16/01888/MOUT

Miss Helen Govier10/09/2018 Land at NGR 276566 
103177 (Old Abattoir Site) 
Shambles Drive 
Copplestone Devon  

1 DEL

3 18/00678/MFUL Erection of an agricultural cow cubicle building 
(1124sqm)

Mr Daniel Rance30/08/2018 Lower Whipcott Holcombe 
Rogus Devon TA21 0NA 

2 DEL

4 18/00786/MOUT Outline for the erection of up to 65 dwellings, public 
open space, ancillary works and associated 
infrastructure, including access

Joanne Halton29/08/2018 Land at NGR 282727 
100936 Higher Road 
Crediton Devon  

3 COMM COMM

6 18/00705/MARM Reserved Matters for the erection of 28 dwellings 
and up to 90 sq m of A1 retail floorspace, including 
incidental open space and car parking, following 
Outline approval 17/00173/MOUT

Mr Simon Trafford09/08/2018 Land at NGR 287483 
106365 (White Cross) 
Cheriton Fitzpaine Devon  

4 COMM COMM

8 18/00680/MFUL Extension and re-landscaping of car park, and 
alterations to hole 10 fairway and hole 12 tee and 
fairway

Mr Simon Trafford01/08/2018 Land at NGR 284947 
98978 (Downes Crediton 
Golf Course) Hookway 
Devon  

5 DEL DEL

9 18/00662/MFUL Erection of an industrial building (B1/B2/B8 use) and 
provision of additional parking

Mr Daniel Rance25/07/2018 Hartnoll Business Centre 
Hartnoll Farm Tiverton 
Devon EX16 4NG 

6 COMM COMM

10 17/02061/MFUL Remodelling and modernisation of existing garden 
centre following demolition of existing structures, to 
include erection of retail areas, cafe, and 
warehouse, formation of new vehicular access, 
provision of parking areas, and landscaping

Mr Simon Trafford12/07/2018 Crediton Garden Centre 
Barnstaple Cross Crediton 
Devon EX17 2ER 

7 COMM COMM

10 18/00518/MFUL Erection of 40 dwellings, conversion of barns to 7  
dwellings, formation of new accesses and car 
parking areas, with associated works including 
access and landscaping

Mr Daniel Rance12/07/2018 Halberton Court Farm High 
Street Halberton Tiverton 
Devon EX16 7AW 

8 DEL COMM
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Weeks REFVAL PROPOSAL LOCATION NAMETARGET DATE Delegated Committee
Item 
No.

Expected Decision Level

13 18/00504/MOUT Outline for the erection of 10 dwellings Mr Adrian Devereaux27/06/2018 Land at NGR 307538 
116626 (North of Town 
Farm) Burlescombe Devon  

9 COMM COMM

13 18/00414/MFUL Erection of extension to brewery to include 
alterations to provide additional restaurant/bar 
floorspace, amended entrance arrangements and 
outdoor dining area, and erection of 11 holiday 
lodges

Miss Helen Govier27/06/2018 Yellow Hammer Brewing 
Limited Hanlons Brewery 
Hill Farm Newton St Cyres 
Devon  

10 COMM COMM

17 18/00299/MOUT Outline for the erection of mixed use business units 
(Classes B1, B2 & B8), cafe (Class A3) and 
managers office (1.9ha) with associated highway 
and drainage works

Mr David Green28/05/2018 Quad World Bradninch 
Exeter EX5 4LB 

11 DEL DEL

18 18/00091/MFUL Conversion of former redundant care home to 
provide 22 residential units, and external landscaping

Mr Simon Trafford23/05/2018 St Lawrence Home 
Churchill Drive Crediton 
Devon EX17 2EF 

12 COMM COMM

18 18/00214/MFUL Erection of 14 dwellings with associated roads, 
garages and parking to include improvements to the 
existing footpath network

Miss Hannah Cameron22/05/2018 Land at NGR 310280 
114261 Hunters Hill 
Culmstock Devon  

13 COMM COMM

21 18/00133/MARM Reserved Matters application, pursuant to Outline 
application 13/01616/MOUT, for the construction of 
248 dwellings, 3 Gypsy and Traveller pitches, public 
open space, landscape planting, pedestrian, cycle 
and vehicular links; and associated infrastructure

Mrs Christie McCombe02/05/2018 Land at NGR 298617 
113487  Uplowman Road 
Tiverton Devon  

14 COMM COMM

21 18/00175/MOUT Outline for the erection of upto 125 dwellings with 
public open space and associated infrastructure

Mrs Alison Fish27/04/2018 Land at NGR 303288 
110467 Adj Meadow Park 
Silver Street Willand 
Devon  

15 COMM COMM

22 17/01904/MFUL Change of use and refurbishment of house to hotel 
and spa with 24 letting rooms, Piazza garden, 36 
letting rooms in Pavilion (60 letting rooms in total) 
with Botanical  Gardens, restoration of walled 
garden with new orchard and amphitheatre, erection 
of 7 detached dwellings, all associated car parking 

 and erection of bat house

Mr Daniel Rance24/04/2018 Blackborough House 
Blackborough Cullompton 
Devon EX15 2HJ 

16 COMM COMM

25 17/02020/MFUL Erection of building comprising 44 retirement 
apartments with associated communal lounge, 
manager's office, guest suite, rechargeable electric 
buggy store, car parking, sub-station, and 
landscaping

Mrs Alison Fish03/04/2018 Astra Printing and Crown 
Works Site Willand Road 
Cullompton Devon EX15 
1AP 

17 COMM COMM
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Weeks REFVAL PROPOSAL LOCATION NAMETARGET DATE Delegated Committee
Item 
No.

Expected Decision Level

36 17/01660/MOUT Outline for the erection of 10 dwellings Mr Simon Trafford17/01/2018 Land at NGR 287219 
106314 Barnshill Close 
Cheriton Fitzpaine Devon  

18 COMM COMM

42 17/01359/MOUT Outline for the erection of 60 dwellings and 
construction of new vehicular access onto highway 
to the West of the site

Mr Daniel Rance04/12/2017 Land and Buildings at NGR 
302469 114078 Higher 
Town Sampford Peverell 
Devon  

19 COMM COMM

45 17/01346/MOUT Outline hybrid planning application for the erection of 
200 dwellings together with associated infrastructure 
and public open space and Full permission for 
portion of Link Road (land comprising southern 
portion of Phase 1 of North West Cullompton Urban 
Extension)

Ms Tina Maryan05/12/2017 Land at NGR 301536 
107900 North of Tiverton 
Road Cullompton Devon  

20 COMM COMM

47 17/01178/MFUL Erection of 200 dwellings, formation of new access, 
provision of phase of link road, primary school site, 
open space, landscaping and associated works

Ms Tina Maryan22/11/2017 Land at NGR 302103 
108277 (West Of Willand 
Road) Cullompton Devon  

21 COMM COMM

49 17/01170/MOUT Outline application for the erection of up to 200 
dwellings, together with associated infrastructure 
and other works, including vehicular access, on land 
comprising northern portion of Phase 1 of the North 
West Cullompton Urban Extension

Ms Tina Maryan03/11/2017 Land at NGR 302186 
108607  North of Rull Lane 
and to The West of Willand 
Road Cullompton Devon  

22 COMM COMM

51 17/01090/MOUT Outline for the erection of up to 40 dwellings with 
associated access, parking, open space, 
landscaping and supporting infrastructure

Miss Helen Govier04/10/2017 Land and Buildings at NGR 
281938 100425 (Adjacent 
Brookdale, Threshers) 
Hollacombe Devon  

23 COMM COMM

53 17/00942/MOUT Outline for the erection of upto 50 dwellings with 
associated access

Miss Lucy Hodgson15/09/2017 Land at NGR 296202 
112164 Exeter Hill Tiverton 
Devon  

24 DEL DEL

56 17/00878/MOUT Outline for the erection of up to 16 dwellings with 
associated access, landscaping and other ancillary 
development

Miss Lucy Hodgson29/08/2017 Land at NGR 292294 
101802 (South of 
Broadlands) Thorverton 
Devon  

25 COMM COMM
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Weeks REFVAL PROPOSAL LOCATION NAMETARGET DATE Delegated Committee
Item 
No.

Expected Decision Level

68 17/00348/MOUT Residential development of up to 257 dwellings and 
upto 5 Gypsy and Traveller pitches;  8.6 hectares of 
land made available to facilitate the relocation of 
Crediton Rugby Club; up to 1.1 hectares of land 
safeguarded for the delivery of a primary school; 
access arrangements from A3072 (Exhibition Way); 
pedestrian and cycle access on to Pounds 
Hill/Stonewall Cross junction, Old Tiverton Road and 
Pedlerspool Lane; landscaping and area of public 
open space; and other associated infrastructure and 
engineering operations

Mr Simon Trafford05/06/2017 Land at NGR 284185 
101165 (Creedy Bridge) 
Crediton Devon  

26 COMM COMM

84 16/01772/MOUT Outline for the erection of upto 40 dwellings 
(including affordable housing), public open space 

 and associated infrastructure

Ms Tina Maryan15/02/2017 Land at NGR 313382 
113489 Culmstock Road 
Hemyock Devon  

27 COMM COMM

86 16/01707/MOUT Outline for the erection of 41 dwellings and 
formation of vehicular access

Ms Tina Maryan01/02/2017 Land at NGR 295527 
113644 (South Of Lea 
Road) Tiverton Devon  

28 COMM COMM
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LIST OF APPEAL DECISIONS FROM 1st JUNE 2018 – 27TH JUNE 2018 
 
 

Application No Description Location Officer 
Recommendation 

Committee or 
Delegated  

Decision Appeal Type Inspector 
Decision 

         
 

17/01727/LBC  

 
Listed Building Consent for the 
replacement of 5 windows and 
one French door 

 
Lowerfield House 
Lapford 
Crediton 
Devon 
EX17 6PU 
 

 
Refuse permission 

 
Delegated Decision 

 
Refuse 
permission 

 
Written 
Representations   

 
Appeal 
Dismissed 
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AGENDA 1

IMPLICATIONS REPORT

Application No. 17/01716/FULL Plans List No. 1

Grid Ref: 292482 : 101905

Applicant: Mr Richard Parr

Location: Land at NGR 292482 
101905  School Lane 
Thorverton

Proposal: Widening of the 
existing access to 
agricultural land

Date Valid: 19th October 2017
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AGENDA 2

REPORT OF THE HEAD OF PLANNING AND REGENERATION

17/01716/FULL

Description of Development:

The applicant seeks planning permission to widen the existing access to agricultural land on land 
at NGR 292482 101905, School Lane, Thorverton. At the present time there is an existing access 
to the field which arcs to the south but this proposal is to widen the existing access rather than the 
previous proposal to create an additional access which arcs into the site from the north which 
would have required a build out into the lane. The proposal is in order to allow agricultural vehicles 
to be able to leave the field in a north direction along School Lane without having to travel further 
south along the country lane before having to turn in order to allow travel northwards back along 
the lane.

The new access to be created would be 23m wide adjacent the lane before reducing to a width of 
4 metres at a distance of 10 metres back from the lane with the access having a minimum radii of 
10m to allow travel to the north whereas the radii to the south would be 21m. The access would 
have a tarmac finish for the first 10 metres with a surface water interception channel leading to a 
new soakaway after. The proposal alters the position of the existing farm track leading into the 
field but would have a minimum width of 3.5m. The gradient of the improved access would be 1 in 
10 for the first 10 metres before rising up to the field. Visibility splays are shown in accordance with 
Highway Authority recommendations being 43m in each direction as taken from a point 2.4m back 
from the edge of the carriageway. The existing traffic sign would also be relocated slightly further 
over.

REASON FOR REPORT: 

At the meeting on 13th June 2018, Members resolved to refuse the application contrary to officer 
recommendations and the application was deferred for a further report setting out suggested 
reasons for refusal and the associated implications.

RECOMMENDATION(S)

Grant permission subject to conditions 
 

Relationship to Corporate Plan:

Economy
 Business development and growth

Environment 
 Protecting the natural environment 

 
Financial Implications:  An appeal may require the appointment of planning consultants to assist 
in the defence of the reasons for refusal.  The applicant may make an application for costs on any 
appeal against the Council and such costs claims are made by demonstrating that there has been 
unreasonable behaviour.  That being the case, Members must be able to clearly justify each and 
every reason for refusal in line with the development plan and all other material considerations.

Legal Implications: The report identifies the risks in proceeding with an appeal based on the 
reasons given by the Committee on 13th June 2018 – both in terms of outcome of an appeal and 
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AGENDA 3

the risk of a costs decision.  The Council will still need to prepare draft planning conditions for the 
appeal.

Risk Assessment: If Committee decide to refuse the application for reasons that cannot be 
sustained at appeal there is a risk of a successful appeal costs claim against the Council for 
reasons of unreasonable behaviour.   

REASONS FOR REFUSAL AND IMPLICATIONS:

At the Planning Committee held on 13th June 2018, Members gave consideration to:

 The number of objections to the application
 The size of the field
 The number of trips on a daily basis from the field
 Whether the other access should be considered
 The views of the objectors with regard to road safety issues and the impact on the visual 

amenity, the misleading plans previously submitted, the narrow blind bend, the impact on 
the Conservation Area and the number of people who used the lane

 The views of the agent with regard to the reasoning for the application, the fact that the 
access to the field would be improved and the views of the Highway Authority

 The views of the Ward Member highlighting the road safety issues and the environmental 
impact of the application on the Conservation Area, the access was now on an industrial 
scale, concerns of the safety of foot traffic in the lane and the fact that the landscaping 
would grow and encroach on the highway.

 How the application would improve the access to the field
 Whether the new track was required even with larger machinery
 Drainage issues
 The need to consider the application on planning merits

Members of Planning Committee resolved that they were minded to refuse the above application 
contrary to officer recommendation and therefore wished to defer the application for consideration 
of an implications report to consider reasons for refusal to include:

 Highway Safety
 The environmental impact of the proposal
 The visual impact on the Conservation Area and the character of the area
 The possible lack of business need
 The general pedestrian safety issue given the presence of the school in the locality

The suggested wording for reasons for refusal

The Committee was minded to refuse the application on the grounds listed above. Set out below 
are the reasons for refusal which would appear on the planning decision notice to address the five 
issues raised:

1. In the opinion of the Local Authority, the proposed widening of the existing access is 
considered unacceptable in highway safety terms given the steep gradient of the access 
proposed for vehicles entering and exiting the site, the identified radii for the new section of 
access off a narrow stretch of lane in terms of achieving the required swept path for an 
agricultural vehicle and trailer. The proposal does not enhance road safety with the 
potential conflict with other road users and pedestrians given the position of the access 
located opposite the entrance of a public footpath. The development is therefore 
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AGENDA 4

considered to be contrary to Policy COR9 of the Mid Devon Core Strategy and DM2 and 
DM22 of the Mid Devon Local Plan part 3 (Development Management Policies).

2. In the opinion of the Local Authority, the proposed works associated with the widening of 
the existing access is likely to result in a detrimental environmental impact. The proposed 
removal of earth bank and vegetation in order to provide the required visibility splays and 
increase in the extent of hard surface will result in an increase of surface water run-off from 
the site and a loss to the natural resource and biodiversity of the countryside. The 
development is therefore considered to be contrary to Policy COR2, COR11 and COR18 of 
the Mid Devon Core Strategy and DM2 and DM22 of the Mid Devon Local Plan part 3 
(Development Management Policies).

3. The design, scale and appearance of the proposed development would, in the opinion of 
the Local Planning Authority, be inappropriate to this site and out of keeping with the rural 
character of the area to the detriment of the heritage asset of the adjoining Conservation 
Area and the visual amenity of the area in general. The Thorverton Conservation Area 
Appraisal and Management Plan adopted 2015 outlines that the School Lane part of the 
conservation area has a rural, tranquil character and the bank and vegetation which would 
be removed is considered to contribute towards the rural character of the lane and the 
visual amenities of the area and therefore its removal to the extent shown would be 
detrimental to the rural quality of the area. The proposal is therefore considered to be 
contrary to policies COR2 of the Mid Devon Core Strategy (Local Plan Part 1), DM2, DM22 
and DM27 of the Mid Devon Local Plan part 3 (Development Management Policies) and 
the objectives of the National Planning Policy Framework.

4. Insufficient justification has been provided for the need of a widened access given the fact 
that the applicant has been able to farm the lane previously from the existing access and 
that there are alternative accesses available to the applicant further south along School 
Lane therefore negating the need for the works associated as part of this proposal. The 
works are not considered reasonably necessary to support the farming activity on site 
contrary to DM22 of the Local Plan Part 3 (Development Management Policies).

5. In the opinion of the Local Authority, the proposed widening of the access would prejudice 
road safety due to lack of a public footpath along School Lane and the proximity of 
Thorverton Primary School and associated pedestrian traffic from parents and children 
walking to from the school via the public footpath link from The Glebe. The proposed 
widening of the access will encourage increased travel along School Lane between the 
centre of the village and the application site with the prospect of the access also used by 
vehicles to turn. The generation of additional traffic movements to and from the site by the 
development proposed along School Lane would result in an increased risk of accidents to 
all road users. The development is therefore considered to be contrary to Policy COR9 of 
the Mid Devon Core Strategy and DM2 and DM22 of the Mid Devon Local Plan part 3 
(Development Management Policies).

The implications of refusing the application 

Reason for refusal 1 

In respect of the determination of planning applications, the planning Acts (section 70(2) of the 
Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase 
Act 2004) state that they should be determined in accordance with the development plan unless 
material indications indicate otherwise. The development plan is therefore the primary 
consideration and the NPPF acts as non-statutory guidance which should be taken as a material 
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AGENDA 5

consideration and this is clear from paragraph 2 of the NPPF which states that it is a material 
consideration in planning decisions. In this instance, the relevant policies of the Development Plan 
relating to concerns of highway safety are considered to be those of COR9 (Access) of the Mid 
Devon Core Strategy (Local Plan 1) and DM2 (High quality design) and DM22 (Agricultural 
development) of the Mid Devon Local Plan Part 3 (Development Management Policies).

The Local Planning Authority take advice on highway safety matters from the statutory consultee, 
which in this case is Devon County Council as the Highway Authority. The Highway Authority has 
not objected to the application with the consultation response being that they consider the access 
to be acceptable, subject to the imposition of conditions which include the provision of visibility 
splays, surfacing and drainage of the access proposed; such conditions were recommended in 
your officer’s report to Planning Committee on the 13th June 2018. As commented upon by the 
Local Highway Officer when he addressed Members at Planning Committee, the proposed access 
represents an improvement to the current access arrangement with an improved surface, drainage 
and visibility splays providing a betterment in highway terms given that the area for the wider 
access could be used as a passing place for longer vehicles and as refuge area for pedestrians.

The new access would also allow travel north onto School Lane whereby in order to achieve this at 
present the farmer would either have to leave south from the existing access onto School Lane 
before having to turn further along the lane in order to travel north or leave via an access located 
further south onto School Lane via an adjoining field which has limited visibility before having to 
travel north along a narrow stretch of lane which results in a higher likelihood of conflict with other 
road users. Your Officers report to Planning Committee on the 13 June 2016 set out to members 
that whilst the scheme for the access as previously proposed remains acceptable to the Highway 
Authority and Officers, following a meeting between Ian Sorenson (DCC Highways) on site with 
representatives of the local community this amended scheme emerged for a single point of access 
being the preferred Highway layout of the Local Highway Authority which would provide the most 
highway benefit.

The relevant paragraph as reported within the officer report was as follows; ‘In terms of highway 
safety, the proposal as now submitted shows a single wider access having a minimum radii of 10m 
in order to allow vehicles to leave or enter from the north. Another requirement would be for the 
improved access is to achieve a gradient of 1:10 which the Local Highway Authority believe can be 
achieved, allowing for this gradient to a distance of 10 metres back from the carriageway edge 
with the proposal representing an improvement to the existing access through the steep nature of 
the current access being reduced, having a tarmac surface and the introduction of a drainage 
channel to deal with surface water run-off. Visibility for the access as shown on the submitted plan 
is for 43m in each direction as taken from a point 2.4m back from the edge of the carriageway. 
Agricultural vehicles leaving the site would therefore be able to view pedestrians on the road in 
front.’

Members reiterated concerns made by the Ward Member and members of the public on highway 
safety given the extent of the works involved in order to create this access as shown on the 
submitted plans and in order to achieve an access which was designed to the required technical 
standards. An alternative view to the Local Highway Authority on highway safety was arrived at by 
Members.

In considering the acceptability or otherwise of the access arrangements in terms of highway 
safety, Members need to consider the above and whether this access as designed would result in 
highway safety concerns especially as Members should be mindful that the Highway Authority has 
raised no objections to the proposed access arrangement to serve the existing field used for 
farming, noting the improvement on the existing access arrangement. 
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One implication of a reason for refusal on the ground of highway safety is that in the event of an 
appeal being made, the Planning Inspector even if minded to dismiss the appeal could award a 
partial award of costs where they believe a party has behaved unreasonably and thereby caused 
the party applying for costs to incur unnecessary or wasted expense. There are appeal decisions 
whereby the Inspector has concluded that sufficient evidence has not be provided in light of 
adopted development plan policies other than beyond very generalised assertions and therefore 
did not substantiate the reason for refusal and thus put the applicant to the unnecessary expense 
of preparing grounds of appeal and then final comments to rebut the reason. 

This stance as referred to above was viewed by the Inspector as unreasonable behaviour resulting 
in unnecessary expense, as described in the national Planning Practice Guidance. A similar view 
could be taken here and for the reasons given above it is strongly advised that such a reason for 
refusal is not included on any refusal of planning permission for this site.

Reason for refusal 2 

The second reason for refusal relates to the environmental impact of the proposal. From the 
debate of Members at the Planning Committee, this is considered to be either through the loss of 
the bank and associated impact on biodiversity, increased surface water run-off from the site or 
other pollution as a result of the development. The relevant policies are considered to be those of 
COR1 (Sustainable Communities), COR2 (Local Distinctiveness), COR9 (Access), COR11 
(Flooding) and COR18 (Countryside) or the Mid Devon Core Strategy (Local Plan 1) and Mid 
Devon Local Plan Part 3 (Development Management Policies) DM2 (High quality design) and 
DM22 (Agricultural development).

The proposal under consideration has been revised to have a single access through the widening 
of the existing access which is a scheme preferable to the Local Highway Authority providing a 
betterment in highway terms providing an area which can be used as an additional passing place 
for larger vehicles, a refuge area for pedestrians and does not require any build out into the 
highway.  

Policy COR2 outlines that development will sustain the distinctive quality, character and diversity 
of Mid Devon’s environmental assets outlining the need for ‘the protection and enhancement of 
designated sites of national and local biodiversity and geodiversity importance. Development will 
support opportunities for protecting and enhancing species populations and the restoration, 
recreation, enhancement and linking of habitats to contribute toward the delivery of Biodiversity 
Action Plan targets’.

The difficulty with this proposed reason for refusal is that the application site is not located within 
or close to a protected landscape or other protected site such as a County Wildlife Site or Local 
Nature reserve and the bank in question to be removed in order to widen the access does not form 
part of a mature hedgebank, instead being an earth mound with vegetation on the bank having 
been cut back. As a result, it is not considered that the ecological importance of this bank is of 
significant importance, with benefits associated through an improved access and betterment in 
highway terms considered to outweigh any harm.

On the matter of any removal of further hedgebank to the south, the proposed plans do not 
indicate this but it should be noted that there is an existing access which arcs to the south with this 
proposal representing an improvement to the existing access arrangement. It is not considered 
that the works to the existing access results in any significant detrimental environmental impacts 
with the access being read in context with the purpose of being an agricultural access into the farm 
land.
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As far as surface water run-off is concerned, there is no drainage to the existing access whereby 
surface water drains directly onto the road, pooling by the entrance. A drainage channel would be 
installed for the improved access with water to drain to a soakaway area as shown on the 
submitted plan. This detail is considered to be acceptable by the local highway authority being an 
improvement to the existing access arrangement onto the site. The development is considered to 
comply with Policy DM2 of the Local Plan Part 3 Development Management Policies and an 
informative note was included as part of the recommendation to approve advising on the nature of 
the surface water drainage arrangements that would be sought.

In terms of air pollution, there is an existing access with this proposal representing an 
improvement to this access. It is not an intensification of the use of the access as the movements 
to and from this field related to the farming activities can take place at present and will not result in 
a significant increase in traffic movements to result in any notable increase in air pollution. 
Therefore it is not considered that the development would be contrary to COR9 of the Core 
Strategy.

Members are advised to consider the information submitted and whether the recommended 
condition on your Officers report to Planning Committee on the 13 June 2018 is adequate to 
ensure sufficient and satisfactory drainage arrangements and provision of additional landscaping. 
Notwithstanding the above paragraphs, Officers have drafted a reason for refusal based on the 
concerns raised by Members in relation to the impact on the environment through this 
development.

Reason for refusal 3
 
The third ground of concern to Members relates to the visual impact on the Conservation Area and 
the character of the area. With respect to the reason for refusal as drafted, concern is raised to the 
inclusion of reference to the impact on the Conservation Area in light of the fact that the site is not 
located within the Conservation Area, the response received from the Conservation Officer and the 
requirements of the NPPF in terms of assessing the harm to a heritage asset. 

The Conservation Officer has raised no objection to the proposal, noting that he prefers the 
previous proposal to create a new access which arcs from the north which would have resulted in 
a new grass verge to be created with the lowering of an area of existing bank. However, it was 
noted that concerns were received from members of the community that this proposal to create a 
new access would have required a build out into the highway which would have resulted in the 
loss of an existing passing place, the narrowing of the existing lane and movement of traffic closer 
to pedestrians using the public footpath link to The Glebe and therefore the revised scheme was 
received for a single access where no build out was required.

The response from the Conservation Officer to this revised scheme is that he would raise no 
objection subject to a good landscape mitigation plan using indigenous plants being implemented 
to soften the scar of the banks to the widened access. In terms of development affecting heritage 
assets is concerned, Policy DM27 is relevant. This states that Heritage assets and their settings 
are an irreplaceable resource. Accordingly the Council will:
a) Apply a presumption in favour of preservation in situ in respect of the most important heritage 
assets
b) Require development proposals likely to affect heritage assets and their settings, including new 
buildings, alterations, extensions, changes of use and demolitions, to consider their significance, 
character, setting and local distinctiveness, and the opportunities to enhance them.
c) Only approve proposals that would be likely to substantially harm heritage assets and their 
settings if substantial public benefit outweighs that harm or the requirements of requirements of 
paragraph 133 of the National Planning Policy Framework are met.
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d) Where a development proposal would lead to less than substantial harm, that harm will be 
weighed against any public benefit, including securing optimum viable use. 
e) Require developers to make a proportionate but systematic assessment of the impact on setting 
as set down in the guidance from English Heritage: “The Setting of Heritage Assets”.

Paragraph 132 of the National Planning Policy Framework states that ‘When considering the 
impact of a proposed development on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight 
should be given to the asset’s conservation. The more important the asset, the greater the weight 
should be. Significance can be harmed or lost through alteration or destruction of the heritage 
asset or development within its setting. As heritage assets are irreplaceable, any harm or loss 
should require clear and convincing justification. Substantial harm to or loss of a grade II listed 
building, park or garden should be exceptional.’ Paragraph 133 goes on to outline ‘Where a 
proposed development will lead to substantial harm to or total loss of significance of a designated 
heritage asset, local planning authorities should refuse consent, unless it can be demonstrated 
that the substantial harm or loss is necessary to achieve substantial public benefits that outweigh 
that harm or loss’.

With regard to this application, as referred to earlier the site is not within the Conservation Area but 
adjacent to the Conservation Area whereby the extent of this area is to the curtilage of The Lodge 
(which is not a listed dwelling) opposite. The Conservation Officer has not deemed the proposal to 
result in significant harm but in any event, if the development was considered to result in a degree 
of harm, it is considered that this would be defined as ‘less than substantial harm’ whereby the 
public benefits of the scheme can be taken into consideration. These benefits would be an 
improved access onto the lane and use as a passing bay for longer vehicles or refuge area for 
pedestrians. In light of this a reason for refusal on the basis of the impact on the Conservation 
Area whereby the Council’s Conservation Officer is not of the same opinion could be viewed as 
unreasonable behaviour by the Local Authority. 

However, the impact on the visual amenity and character of the area in general is more subjective 
with the proposal representing a change when viewed from the road from a 3m wide access to that 
of a 21m wide access onto the lane through the removal of the bank having a tarmac surface. 
Consideration can therefore be given to the weight of harm that change would have on the rural 
character of the lane. If Members were so minded to refuse this application on the grounds of the 
character alone, it is considered that the following draft reason would be more appropriate: 

‘The design, scale and appearance of the proposed development would, in the opinion of the Local 
Planning Authority, be inappropriate to this site and out of keeping with the rural character of the 
area to the detriment of the visual amenity of the area in general. The bank and vegetation which 
would be removed is considered to contribute towards the rural character of the lane and the 
visual amenities of the area and therefore its removal to the extent shown would be detrimental to 
the rural quality of the area. The proposal is therefore considered to be contrary to policies COR2 
of the Mid Devon Core Strategy (Local Plan Part 1), DM2 and DM22 of the Mid Devon Local Plan 
part 3 (Development Management Policies) and the objectives of the National Planning Policy 
Framework.’

Reason for refusal 4

The fourth area of concern raised by Members relates to a possible lack of business need for the 
works proposed. The main concerns as discussed by Members is that the scale of the access 
proposed appears unnecessary in light of the farming activities which have and are taking place on 
site without the need of a widened access to date and the availability of alternative accesses 
further south via an adjoining field. 
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The first point which Members need to consider is that this is not a new access but works to an 
existing access with the proposal to widen it in order that agricultural vehicles can leave in a north 
direction. This existing access into the field which arcs from the south was approved under 
planning permission 90/01095/FULL on the 25th May 1990. Nevertheless as the development 
relates to agricultural purposes, the relevant policies are considered to be those of COR18 of the 
Core Strategy and DM22 of the Development Management Policies.

Below are the relevant paragraphs as contained within the Officer report which address this matter 
of need:

‘COR18 establishes the principle of the types of development in the countryside and permits the 
provision of agricultural buildings/works. More specifically DM22 specifies that agricultural 
development will be permitted where:
a) The development is reasonably necessary to support farming activity on that farm and in the 
immediate agricultural community.
b) The development is sensitively located to limit any adverse effects on the living conditions of 
local residents and is well designed, respecting the character and appearance of the area; and
c) The development will not have an unacceptable adverse impact on the environment.
d) The development will not have an unacceptable traffic impact on the local road network.

The impact on the highway network, the environment and residential amenity are considered later 
in this report. In terms of the principle of this development, the proposal (as now submitted) is for 
the widening of an existing access requiring the removal of a bank of land in order to improve the 
existing access arrangements onto the field from the narrow road to allow improved access from 
the north. The field served by this access has a total area of 11.92ha (29.45 acres) of mainly 
arable land.

The applicant has confirmed that the maize grown on the holding is ensiled in silage pits at his 
home farm at Higher Bagmores and that the maize silage is to be consumed by cattle throughout 
the winter on that holding. It is therefore preferable to travel north through the village and then east 
to the main road network rather than south along narrow lanes. In addition to this, the applicant 
has commented that he farms land in the Shobrooke area, therefore being beneficial to be able to 
travel north though the village, the most direct route.
In respect of the existing access onto site, the applicant’s agent outlines that the current 
arrangements create a significant health and safety issue as tractors and trailers either have to 
reverse out onto the public highway or alternatively travel the distance to Yellowford farm whereby 
they are required to carry out a three point turn on the public road in order to travel back towards 
Thorverton. Both of these actions create significantly higher risk to the public and other road users 
than the proposed access.

Planning permission is required for this access due to School Lane being a classified road. In 
terms of ensuring the long term viability of an agricultural enterprise operating from this site, it is 
considered reasonable to permit this access to support the agricultural activity on the holding, with 
the proposal representing a betterment to access arrangements into the site.

An objection raised with respect to need is made on the basis that other accesses are available for 
use by the applicant further south along School Lane. On this point, it is noted that the existing 
access to this field which arcs from the south is the only direct access from a public highway. With 
respect to the use of alternative accesses, the first point that would need to be made is that the 
applicant is able to currently use the existing access to this field and leave in a south direction 
before legally turning further along School Lane in order to travel back north. The main purpose for 
this application is to provide a safe access for the main field, improving upon the current access 
arrangements given the applicant’s preferred route to travel north through the centre of the village 
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and then east along Silver Street to get on to the A396 rather than travelling south along School 
Lane and onto Dunsford Hill which is narrow lane with limited passing places.

In terms of other accesses, there is an existing access point between this field and the adjoining 
field in which the applicant could navigate across the field toward another access. There is field 
access to the south of the residential property of Perles Hill, a distance of approximately 320m 
from the existing access to the application site, but this has limited visibility and is directly onto a 
narrow stretch of lane, but there is a wider access approximately 630m to the south from the 
existing access to the application site.

The factors which would deter the applicant from undertaking a route to the public highway via an 
adjoining field are considered to be on the grounds of the additional distance required across 
adjoining fields to existing accesses (approximately 245m and 405m), the current topography of 
the site with the land rising to the south of the application field before sloping back down within the 
adjoining field and that the closest alternative access is onto a narrower stretch of land with 
restricted visibility, especially to the north. With respect to the applicant traversing across fields to 
access the public highway rather than through an improved access arrangement for the main field, 
the applicant’s agent has stated that whilst there are road accesses to the other arable fields along 
School Lane, they are of the view that a useable access is required to each arable field so in order 
to avoid having to drive over crops to access any fields without gateways onto the highway. Given 
the nature of the existing accesses into the adjoining field, the likelihood of an increase of mud 
onto the highway would also be a consideration.’

It is considered that a reason to refuse on the ground of need whereby the access exists already 
but would be altered incorporating improvements in order to assist with the farming activities being 
carried out on site would be difficult to defend, as the requirement within Policy DM22 is that the 
development is ‘reasonably necessary’ to support farming activity on that farm. The improvements 
to an existing substandard access in order that agricultural vehicles can manoeuvre into the field 
from either approach from School Lane with the access having improved visibility, surface material 
and drainage and being of a scale allowing for longer vehicles including trailers can be argued to 
be reasonably necessary to the agricultural activities taking place on site. The wording of the 
policy does not state that any need would not exist if an alternative access was available (not 
taking into regard the substandard nature of the existing and alternative accesses off School Lane) 
or that the need should relate to the design or scale of the development proposed. 

Reason for refusal 5

The final matter of concern relates to a general pedestrian safety issue given the presence of the 
school in the locality accessed from School Lane. Your officers identified in their report to Planning 
Committee on the 13th June 2018 that the Local Highway Authority considered the traffic 
movements to the site after concerns had been received making reference to the unit supplying 
fuel to an Anaerobic Digestion plant in Clyst St Mary. The applicant has confirmed that the maize 
on this field is grown to be consumed by cattle and the Local Highway Authority further 
commented that they would discount this objection as the fields would be able to be used for crops 
without further planning consent and that looking at the figures to the annual generations the daily 
movements would be limited, albeit the land is going to be seasonal, but the generations would be 
the same as if the crop is used for fodder on any other part of the holding or sold to any other 
farming enterprise.

Whilst concerns have been raised to movements along School Lane and by the primary school in 
particular the fact remains that the vehicle movements to and from the field will remain, albeit that 
it will be easier for the applicant to enter the field from the north or leave in a northern direction. 
The applicant is able to travel along School Lane at present which is a public highway whereby no 
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controls can be put in place to prevent particular traffic movements to and from the site. Therefore 
the applicant is able to drive his vehicles past the school and through the village should they wish. 

The following paragraph was included within the Officer report:
 
‘With respect to traffic generation, it is not considered that there would be a significant increase of 
traffic onto the site from what could take place now. The objections received are predominantly on 
the basis that the access as shown would allow for more heavy agricultural traffic to pass by the 
primary school and through the centre of the village which would represent a highway danger to all 
road users. It is noted that there has been conflicting reports received from residents of Thorverton 
through the objections received, some stating that no agricultural vehicles from the farming 
operations carried out on site have travelled north along the lane and through the village to those 
complaining of the size and frequency of agricultural vehicles travelling through the village as a 
result of the combined farming enterprise of the applicant. In any event, the direction of traffic is 
not a matter that can be controlled as the applicant can leave the site and then turn the vehicles 
around where possible in order to travel in the opposite direction and the Local Highway Authority 
do not object on highway safety grounds.’

The applicant has highlighted that in order to travel north, they need to first travel south from the 
field before making a turn further along School Lane in order to travel back north which the Local 
Highway Authority has outlined would result in more of a conflict to highway users and pedestrian 
safety. The existing access is opposite the entrance of the footpath link to The Glebe and the 
Local Highway Authority has commented that this new widened access could be used as a 
pedestrian refuge given that School Lane has no public footpath. Given the agricultural use the 
access will serve (growing of crops), it is not considered that the access will be in constant use 
and the improvement to existing visibility will assist drivers of vehicles travelling from the site and 
onto School Lane allowing them to view pedestrians and other road users.

Your officers have carefully considered and weighed up this impact, taking advice from the 
Highway Authority and concluded that the impact will not be so significant to render the proposal 
unacceptable and as concluded with the first reason for refusal, an Inspector could conclude that a 
reason for refusal on this basis as being unreasonable given what can take place at present in 
terms of traffic movements. 

Conclusion:

Your officers have concerns that all of the reasons for refusal as set out above with the potential 
exception to an amended reason for refusal relating to the impact on the character of the area, are 
unlikely to be upheld at appeal and could result in an aware of costs if pursued. In particular due to 
the fact that this is an existing access into the site and there are associated movements and routes 
of travel which can take place at present which currently have greater impact on highway safety. It 
is important to also note the views received from statutory consultees and that Members should 
consider these matters carefully as any reason for refusal must be justified and reasonable given 
the evidence of these consultees.  If Members are minded to refuse the application, it is 
recommended that Members refuse the application on the ground of the amended suggested 
reason for refusal 3 as set out earlier within this report. However approval remains the 
recommendation of officers for the reasons set out in the earlier Officer report to Planning 
Committee attached.
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Contact for any more information Mr Adrian Devereaux, Principle Planning 
Officer 
01884 234267

Background Papers Committee report

File Reference 17/01716/FULL

Circulation of the Report Cllrs Richard Chesterton 
Members of Planning Committee
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COMMITTEE REPORT JUNE 2018

Plans List No. 1

Application No. 17/01716/FULL

Grid Ref: 292482 : 101905

Applicant: Mr Richard Parr

Location: Land at NGR 292482 101905 
School Lane 
Thorverton 
Devon

Proposal: Widening of the existing access to agricultural land

Date Valid:      19th October 2017
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APPLICATION NO:  17/01716/FULL

MEMBER CALL-IN

Called in for consideration by Planning Committee by Cllr Bob Deed for the following 
reasons:

To consider whether there is an agricultural need for access and to consider matters relating 
to Highway safety.

RECOMMENDATION

Grant permission subject to conditions

*********************************************************************************************************
PLANNING WORKING GROUP – 5 April 2018
Application 17/01716/FULL – Reinstate access and farm track to agricultural land –
land at NGR 292482 101905, School Lane, Thorverton

There were 5 Members of Planning Working Group present.

Also present – the agent, an objector, a representative of the Parish Council, the Ward
Member, the Case Officer and a representative from the Highways Authority (Ian Sorenson).

The Chairman indicated that the Planning Working Group had been requested to visit the 
site to consider:
 The steepness of the application site
 The visibility splay
 Whether additional conditions, uses or methods of construction were required
 Pedestrian Safety
 The consequences of the application on the local amenity

The Principal Planning Officer outlined the application providing plans which identified the 
new access; the 1 in 10 slope for the first 8 metres of the access, the original access and the 
proposal to move the new access 2 metres from the road with a grass verge and retaining 
wall. The initial part of the access would be formed in concrete and drainage channels 
provided. The current access would remain and with the proposed access, this would allow 
vehicles to exit the field by either turning right or left onto School Lane.

The Group moved further into the access to the field and discussed the access issues which 
had been approved by the Highways Authority.

A representative of the objectors spoke questioning the ownership of all of the land in 
question. He stated that the visibility did not meet the acceptable requirements and to enable 
the required level of visibility there would be a need to encroach onto the road. He 
questioned the 1 in 10 steepness into the site and voiced concerns regarding the modified 
plans which gave additional detail. There was a need to make decisions on facts and that 
the Portal stated that the Highway Authority had no objection to the application, this was a 
local Highway man and not Mr Sorenson.

Mr Sorenson (Devon County Council, Highway Authority) stated that the plans identified that 
the area would be built out to provide a suitable visibility splay, he stated that his colleague 
also found it to be acceptable. The Highway Authority accepted the plans as the proposal 
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would be covered under the Highway Act. The land covered within the application was 
already publically owned and did not step into privately owned land.

Mr Dyson (Agent) spoke stating that the steepness had been accepted by the Highway 
Authority, the slope would be graded and it would extend into the field, there was only a 
requirement for a 1 in 10 slope for the first 8 metres of the access. The visibility splay would 
be built out onto highway land which would achieve the visibility required and it would 
actually improve the visibility to the left looking out from the site, the bank would be reduced 
and a visibility splay would be achieved in both directions. The Devon Bank and the retaining 
wall would stop any movement of earth out into the road.

Cllr Bright (Chairman of Thorverton Parish Council) spoke stating that the main objections 
were that of the ability to access the field via a 1 in 10 slope, the issue of drainage on a 
concrete entrance that could be blocked by muddy tyres and the maintenance of any drains; 
he also had concerns regarding road safety as it looked like a pinch point would be created 
which would be situated by the footpath from The Glebe which was used by children 
attending the local school.

Mr Sorenson explained that the road would not be narrowed at this point.

Cllr R M Deed (Ward Member) questioned the position of the bank and whether the bank 
would be physically cut to reduce it and lower it. He also questioned whether the proposed 
access would reduce the area of road surface at this point as at the current time it was used 
as a passing place.

Mr Sorenson explained that the bank would be cut back, reduced and a retaining wall 
created, the new gateway could be used as a passing place.

Members discussed the issues and accepted that there was a need for an amendment to the
drainage condition to change the style of drainage system from an “Acco” style to a channel 
block and that the landowner would be required to maintain the drainage system in 
perpetuity. It was suggested that traffic generated from the field would not cause any 
increase in traffic movement and that the access in and out of the entrance was sufficient. 
Members agreed that they would voice their views regarding the application at the next 
meeting of the Planning Committee.

************************************************************************************************

FURTHER OFFICER COMMENTS:

Since the consideration of this application at an earlier meeting of Planning Committee, a 
further plan was submitted and consulted on which in affect relates to the widening of the 
existing access involving the removal of part of the earth bank to allow vehicles to leave in a 
north direction. Whilst the scheme for the access as previously proposed remains 
acceptable to the Highway Authority and Officers, following a meeting between Ian Sorenson 
(DCC Highways) on site with representatives of the local community an amended scheme 
has emerged which the Highway Authority considers preferable.

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

The applicant seeks planning permission to widen the existing access to agricultural land on 
land at NGR 292482 101905, School Lane, Thorverton. At the present time there is an 
existing access to the field which arcs to the south but this proposal is to widen the existing 
access rather than the previous proposal to create an additional access which arcs into the 
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site from the north which would have required a build out into the lane. The proposal is in 
order to allow agricultural vehicles to be able to leave the field in a north direction along 
School Lane without having to travel further south along the country lane before having to 
turn in order to allow travel northwards back along the lane.

The new access to be created would be 23m wide adjacent the lane before reducing to a 
width of 4 metres at a distance of 10 metres back from the lane with the access having a 
minimum radii of 10m to allow travel to the north whereas the radii to the south would be 
21m. The access would have a tarmac finish for the first 10 metres with a surface water 
interception channel leading to a new soakaway after. The proposal alters the position of the 
existing farm track leading into the field but would have a minimum width of 3.5m. The 
gradient of the improved access would be 1 in 10 for the first 10 metres before rising up to 
the field. Visibility splays are shown in accordance with Highway Authority recommendations 
being 43m in each direction as taken from a point 2.4m back from the edge of the 
carriageway. The existing traffic sign would also be relocated slightly further over.

APPLICANT’S SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Completed application form
Location Plan, 
Existing Highway Layout Plan
Proposed Highway Layout Plan and Profile
Agricultural Justification Letter

RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY

90/01095/FULL - PERMIT date 17th August 1990
Construction of vehicular access

17/01456/PNAG - PNP date 10th October 2017
Prior notification for the re-instatement of farm access/track

DEVELOPMENT PLAN POLICIES

Mid Devon Core Strategy (Local Plan 1)
COR1 - Sustainable Communities
COR2 - Local Distinctiveness
COR9 - Access
COR17 - Villages
COR18 - Countryside

Mid Devon Local Plan Part 3 (Development Management Policies)
DM1 - Presumption in favour of sustainable development
DM2 - High quality design
DM22 - Agricultural development
DM27 - Development affecting heritage assets

CONSULTATIONS

Thorverton Parish Council - 9th November 2017
At the November 7th 2017 meeting of Thorverton Parish Council it was resolved that the
following comment be submitted to MDDC Planning Department objecting to this application:
'Thorverton Parish Council objects to this planning application on the grounds of road safety'
Thorverton Parish Council – 14th February 2018
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Thorverton Parish Council resolved to submit the following comments on this application:
1) The revised drawings do not provide the information required to address the objections 
raised by the local Highways Authority
2) No levels or sections have been shown and the drawings do not demonstrate that the 
access gradient can be achieved at one in ten
3) The retention of the bank appears to obstruct visibility above 600mm
4) Soakaway does not indicate a depth
5) An apron of 10 metres, as required by Highways, does not seem to have been addressed
6) Visibility splays should be shown in both directions and from both exits but are not.

Following the submission of additional information the following response was received:

Thorverton Parish Council - 14th February 2018
Thorverton Parish Council resolved to submit the following comments on this applicaton:
1) The revised drawings do not provide the information required to address the objections 
raised by the local Highways Authority
2) No levels or sections have been shown and the drawings do not demonstrate that the 
access gradient can be achieved at one in ten
3) The retention of the bank appears to obstruct visibility above 600mm
4) Soakaway does not indicate a depth
5) An apron of 10 metres, as required by Highways, does not seem to have been addressed
6) Visibility splays should be shown in both directions and from both exits but are not.

Following consultation on the proposal to widen the existing access:

Thorverton Parish Council – 9th May 2018
Thorverton Parish Council resolved to submit the following comments at its meeting on 8th 
May 2018:
1) This is a new scheme which no longer appears to be a reinstatement of the track.
2) The removal of the bank in-between is detrimental to the character of the Conservation 
Area and the street scape.
3) Residents have raised concerns in that the new drawing does not accurately represent 
the bend in the road to the south west and, therefore, the ability to have the correct visibility 
lengths in place which could require removal of further hedgerow and bank for this to be 
achieved.

Highway Authority - 9th November 2017
Observations:
I have visited the site which is located on a single track road and the current access is 
substandard in terms of alignment visibility and construction. The Highway Authority is aware 
of the objections submitted which make reference to the unit supplying fuel to an AD plant in 
Clyst St Mary. Before the Highway Authority can make a full assessment of this application 
the Local Planning Authority are advised to seek a response from the applicant into the 
figures identified. These figures would appear to be generations over a full year and over a 
much larger land take and while they may be from land in the control of the applicant 
elsewhere on school lane the traffic generations of this field need to be determined to 
consider this application on its own merits. 

In addition to which the Highway Authority would seek the following details incorporated into 
a new design plan.
• Both accesses should remain open if consent is granted.
• The applicant would need to demonstrate access gradients for both the new and existing 
access of 1 in 10 maximum
• The access is hard surfaced in Tarmac or Concrete for the first 10.0m
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• Visibility splays are provided with no obstruction greater than 600mm above the existing 
road surface taken from a point 2.4m back along the centre line of both accesses and 
extending to a point 25.00m to the north and 25.0m to the south,
• The access will need to demonstrate suitable drainage so as to prevent surface water, and 
detritus entering the public highway.
• Position of the relocated signage so that is visible to oncoming drivers for a distance of
25.0m and does not present an obstruction to visibility.
In addition to the above the Highway Authority may wish to place a restrictive condition on 
times of use to avoid conflict with school pick up and drop off such a restriction may require 
a suitable legal agreement. Upon receipt of the above information the Highway Authority will 
reassess the application

Recommendation:
The Head of Planning, Transportation and Environment, on behalf of Devon County Council, 
as Local Highway Authority, is likely to recommend refusal of planning permission, in the 
absence of further information:

Adequate information has not been submitted to satisfy the Local Planning Authority that the 
proposal is acceptable in terms of access, visibility splays, road layout, road construction, 
road gradients, and surface water drainage, contrary to paragraph 32 of the National 
Planning Policy Framework

Following the submission of additional information the following response was received:

Highway Authority - 8th February 2018
I can confirm that I have no objections in principle. I have forwarded the plan to 
neighbourhood engineer to see if he is willing to accept a licence application based upon this 
plan. His input will determine the conditions - if he accepts it I can accept the plan and he will 
deal with any further details in the licence, if he does not, he may require further plans being 
produced and a condition which will require discharging. If he is content I can condition the 
drawing as submitted.

One letter of objection as summarised below has been added as the Local Highway
Authority has responded to the points raised:
1. This is a cynical Trojan horse application by the landowner to obtain a new access in the 
hope of residential development on a steep hillside, outside the 30 mph limit.
2. Measurements are not given for the retaining wall or the grass verge where the hedgerow 
is to be removed. The plan does not appear to be accurate on highway adjoining boundaries 
which may have been tweaked to fit the proposal.
3. The highway 'road narrows' sign and 'double bend' sign will not be properly visible to 
motorists in the relocated position.
4. The engineering works associated with this proposal are inadequate given the very steep 
incline particularly in wet weather.
5. To turn from School Lane into the new entrance with a 16m long tractor and trailer, grain 
trailer, or anaerobic digester waste trailer, will mean a wide turning circle and driving onto the 
curtilage of the listed Lodge opposite to achieve the turn, crossing from one side of the lane 
to the other and needing high revs to get up the very steep gradient.
6. Given the size and weight of vehicles and narrow width of turn and very steep incline, 
there would increase the health and safety risks.
7. There are no pedestrian pavements along the very narrow School Lane making the risk to 
villagers and children even greater walking to school and The Bury.
8. The proposed drains are totally inadequate to deal with the rain water and storm water run 
off from the concrete pad - soil and mud will also be dragged onto the highway. In addition 
where does the storm water and soil go once it enters the chamber on the plan?
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Local Highway Authority - 22 February 2018
The Local Highway Authority response to the points raised in the additional letter of objection 
referred to above is as follows:

1. This is not for this application to consider and is speculation, however, the access being 
provided for agricultural use would not be suitable for a residential estate road and 
significant further works would be necessary along with suitable transport assessments for 
any housing generations will be necessary to determine suitability for the site for an increase 
in traffic.
2. Items 2, 3, 4 I have considered in the whole. The full width of verge and location of the 
realigned bank will be determined by the visibility splays. The current configuration with the 
retained bank was a desire from the Planning Authority to maintain the bank and general 
street scene. The Highway Authority are happy to accept this plan, albeit less than 
satisfactory, based on the need for the developer to enter into a licence with the Highway 
Authority where greater detail can be submitted in terms of technical aspects, but the layout , 
materials, visibility splay provision of drainage, radii and widths have been determined.
5. The swept path of agricultural vehicles entering the site from school lane from the north 
have been taken into consideration and that is why a 10m radii curve into the site and the 
lane /access width are as they have stipulated.
6. The gradient of the access has been stipulated as no greater than 1 in 10 for the new 
section which is the maximum gradient accepted by the Highway Authority and the hard 
surfacing of the access for the first 6.0m will cater for the skid resistance of the access.
8. The introduction of the drainage is a benefit over the existing access which is greater than
1 in 10 and has no restraint to water entering the highway. Details of the soakaway will be 
dealt with through the licence. The hard surface identified on the plan is the necessary 
requirement that allows a full wheel rotation and the reasonable removal of mud and stones 
before a vehicle enters the public highway. While greater detailed drawings would be 
desirable the plans submitted have sufficient annotation from a Highway Authority 
perspective to work with particularly given the need for a licence under the Highway Act.

Local Highway Authority – 5th April 2018
Observations:
Further to the Highway Authority responses to emerging plans and our emails and following 
the committee site meeting I am happy to offer the following conditions for consideration.

Recommendation:
The Head of Planning, Transportation and Environment, on behalf of Devon County Council, 
as Local Highway Authority, recommends that the following conditions shall be incorporated 
in any grant of permission

1. Visibility splays shall be provided, laid out and maintained for that purpose at the site 
access where the visibility splays provide intervisibility between any points on the X and Y 
axes at a height of 0.60 metres above the adjacent carriageway level and the distance back 
from the nearer edge of the carriageway of the public highway (identified as X) shall be 2.40 
metres and the visibility distances along the nearer edge of the carriageway of the public 
highway (identified as Y) shall be 43.00 metres in a Northerly direction and 43.00 metres to 
the centre lien of the carriageway in the other direction.

REASON: To provide adequate visibility from and of emerging vehicles.

2. The site access road shall be hardened, surfaced, drained and maintained thereafter to 
the satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority for a distance of not less than 8.00 metres 
back from its junction with the public highway

REASON: To prevent mud and other debris being carried onto the public highway
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3. The frontage of the site shall be set back 2.4 metres from) the nearer edge of the existing 
carriageway and the land in front of this new boundary shall be cleared of any obstruction to 
visibility and the level reduced to no greater than 600mm above the carriageway level

REASON: To provide adequate visibility from and of emerging vehicles and to allow for 
future improvement of the road

4. In accordance with details that shall previously have been submitted to, and approved by, 
inclusive of but not limited to drainage channel (not Acco drainage), Soak away details and 
porosity rates the Local Planning Authority, provision shall be made within the site for the 
disposal of surface water so that none drains on to any County Highway

REASON: In the interest of public safety and to prevent damage to the highway

5. Off-Site Highway Works No Use of the new access shall take place on site until the offsite 
highway works for the provision of a build out to support the visibility splays has been 
designed, approved by the Local Planning Authority constructed and made available for use.

REASON: To minimise the impact of the development on the highway network in 
accordance with Paragraph 32 of NPPF.

Following consultation on the proposal to widen the existing access:

Local Highway Authority – 1st May 2018
The Highway Authority has viewed the revised plan and can confirm that it has no objection 
subject to the plan being conditional of consent. The relocated sign would need to be 
positioned where there is sufficient visibility and this is feasible and can be assessed on site 
for optimum location.

Environment Agency – This is operational development less than 1 ha within flood zone 1 
where no consultation is required.

REPRESENTATIONS

33 Letters of objection have been received following consultation on the revised proposal for 
the widening of the existing access to agricultural land. Previously, 37 further letters of 
objection were received following consultation on amended plans to the proposal to reinstate 
access and farm track to agricultural land (showing build out arrangement) with 42 letters of 
objection having been received prior as reported in the Officer Report to Planning Committee 
as considered previously be Members. 

The objections on the revised plan to widen the existing access have been summarised as 
follows:

 School Lane has become a busy road since the closing of Hulk Lane which has 
impacted on those walking to the local school, particularly children, and dog walkers. The 
widening of the road will cause vehicles to travel even faster and allow larger vehicles 
access.

 The access point is located immediately after a particularly narrow part of the lane, 
around a relatively tight corner which is approached by a slope. 

 The access point is directly opposite the pedestrian access to The Glebe, of which there 
is no pavement to enter / leave the road. An increase of agricultural machinery using this 
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access would pose significant risk to safety for those pedestrians using this entrance, 
particularly school children, in breach of NPPF Section 32

 The end of School Lane meets Bullen Street, which then results in a T-junction entirely 
impractical for large vehicles to navigate.

 There is no pavement along the narrow School Lane to the Bury.
 The drawings are deliberately misleading as School Lane has been straightened to meet 

Highways visibility compliance. The visibility splay can only be achieved by removing 
over 20 metres of ancient Devon hedgebank north and south of the access and re-siting 
a BT telegraph pole on the bank (breach of the Hedgerows Act 1997)

 73 children are on roll at Thorverton CE Primary School, as well as 20-30 Preschool 
children on site at any one time with children's safety when using School Lane and the 
surrounding roads in the village being a major concern as there is no car parking or drop 
off sites therefore requiring children to walk to school.

 The school uses the community recreation ground for P.E during the summer, walking 
children along the road, past the proposed site and uses School Lane to access a 
number of facilities.

 An unintended consequence of this large tarmacked access will be its use as a turning 
point thus increasing the traffic in School Lane and increasing the risk to pedestrians. 

 Enabling large agricultural vehicles to be able to turn north out of this field seems very 
problematic and likely to impinge on the driveway of the house opposite.

 The widening of the access is in order for the farmer to bring bigger farm machinery into 
the road that small school children use, which will put them in danger.

 The access is far too steep for use by vehicles which could descend out of control and 
injure pedestrians or collide with vehicles on the lane.

 The lane is simply too narrow to allow a less steep safe gradient
 School Staff park next the school for most of day restricting road width.
 There is to be an increase in traffic with the applicant now be regularly crop maize in this 

field to supply an anaerobic digester in East Devon at Clyst St Mary, a process which 
currently does not happen.

 A safe stopping distance will be impossible to achieve due to the blind corner and the 
steep Devon hedge bank.

 A road traffic accident occurred recently on May 9th 2018 within 100 metres of the 
proposed new access where a large van lost control, clipped the side of the hedge and 
ended up on its side in the lane. This could easily happen with this new access given the 
poor visibility, destabilising slope of the proposed new access and narrow blind corner, 
as well as increase in agricultural and school drop off traffic.

 Maintenance of this access will become a significant road safety issue as the applicant 
will not wish to maintain the entrance to the same standard as the highway in the future 

 A traffic survey carried out in March 2018 demonstrated 495 movements in total, with 
20% vehicle movements into School Lane and 80% of all pedestrian movements were to 
the School.

 The design of access is again non-compliant and unachievable regarding both slope and 
visibility. This new design bears no resemblance to the official Agricultural Access 
drawings in Appendix 4 page 321 of DCC Highways own reference manual2. 

 If to be approved, cannot the applicant be obliged to make a contribution towards the 
cost of building a pavement from the Glebe footpath towards the school entrance? 

 If approval is granted, is the planning authority willing to pick up the associated costs and 
risks of having to design, manage and enforce compliance of the Highways conditions 
and to also defend these conditions in the event of a possible challenge? 

 This new design requires the applicant to place considerable additional new tarmac 
down to the level of the public highway in School Lane. Please clarify who is to assume 
responsibility for its compliance, future ownership and maintenance? 
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 There is no mention of moving existing South Facing road safety signs or consideration 
for additional possible new signage needed for North bound traffic approaching site from 
around the bend. If there are to be any changes, movements or additional road marking, 
who is responsible and who is expected to pay? 

 We understand the new design calls for the complete removal of over 10 metre of Devon 
bank and field soil down to the level of school lane in an attempt to achieve the needed 
2.4m visibility “X” distance. 

 What is the expected depth of the kerb where it meets the public highway?
 The large expanse of concrete run off will lead to increased pooling at the pedestrian 

entrance to the Glebe during the winter.
 There are no SUDS design details and as there are no highways drains on this side of 

school lane, are planning able to clarify precisely how this design can be expected to 
prevent surface water and detritus from entering the public highway without the 
construction of a drain to the other side of school lane? 

 Planning Policy DM22 requires “Agricultural Need” to be demonstrated - there is no 
evidence of this “Need” although it was quoted that this as one reason why MDDC are in 
support. Please can you clarify MDDC’s evaluation criteria on this important part of 
Planning law.

 There are other accessible routes into this field for the applicant which could be utilised 
instead of removing a Devon hedge.

 The new plan has nothing to do with the widening or reinstatement of a farm access for 
agriculture but a housing estate, business park or even an industrial estate.

 The scale of it makes clear that the applicant's intentions are not limited to facilitating 
occasional egress from his field.

 The "farming" of this field has been successfully carried out for the last five years since 
the applicant purchased the land with the existing access so no need to change it.

 The entrance itself seems absurdly disproportionate in size akin to an industrial access
 The widening described is not appropriate for simple infrequent access to the field. 
 The destruction of the ancient hedgerow and bank proximate to the conservation area 

will ruin the approach to this beautiful village. 
 The site is on the edge of Thorverton conservation area and the design will not retain 

any visual amenity value for the community - it is urban in design not rural, fundamentally 
not in keeping with the School Lane rural features, the Lodge and its garden directly 
opposite in the Thorverton Conservation Zone contrary to policy on amenity value.

 Due the dramatic impact the new driveway will have on the “green environment and 
peaceful aspects” of School Lane, will the Conservation Officer re-visit the site?

 The new plan (5th) will mean the removal of large sections (20m+) of ancient Devon 
hedge bank 500 years old, creating an industrial urban design and huge expanse of 
tarmac right next to the Thorverton Conservation Zone. 

 The proposed new access is directly opposite the historic Lodge and its Garden, both of 
which are listed in the TCZ of being exceptional merit.

 Proposal could result in the loss of hedgerows used by bats. A full environmental impact 
survey needs to be conducted to ensure that there are no protected species in the 
vicinity of the proposal.

 Noise, smell and pollution will result as a consequence of the increased use and nature 
of traffic using the widened entrance.

 There would be an increased risk of damage to the area around this entrance.
 The proposed development is opposed by the community and should be refused
 Does the change in description require a new application?
 The applicant is being afforded an amazing amount of tolerance by the Planning Officer 

when submissions of revised drawings exceed the stated time scale
 There are outstanding unresolved planning issues that this applicant has failed to make 

good.
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The 37 objections received to the previous amended plans contained a number of objections 
as had previously been reported within the Officer report but the additional points of 
objection are summarised as follows:

 Following receipt of computer drawn plans, the previous hand drawn plans have been 
removed

 The plans produced are not by a recognised highways engineer qualified to deliberate on 
road design

 The revised plans are misleading with inaccurate information, particularly regarding 
visibility splays and inclines

 The access is not in accordance with D.C.C Highways Development Management 
Advice

 In order to achieve a 1 in 10 gradient, the access would need to extend a further 10 
metres into the field

 The size of modern agricultural tractors and trailers (16m) means the stated sweep 
radius of 10 metres will be impossible to achieve without destroying the existing south 
entrance as well as driving onto the curtilage and driveway of the Lodge opposite

 The position of the relocated highway signs will not be seen by road users
 To be effective and prevent serious run-off, the proposed soakaway will need to re-

engineered in order to below the level of the existing road. A percolation test will also be 
needed to confirm viability

 Without an artificial build out this application is completely unviable
 Object to the proposed narrowing of School Lane opposite the entrance to The Glebe 

which will make it dangerous to pedestrians, especially children and other road users.
 The build out will create a severe impact on pedestrian and other road user safety, 

contravening Section 32 National Planning Policy Framework and impact on the visual 
amenity of School Lane within the conservation zone.

 Traffic would be moved closer to the pedestrian access from The Glebe
 Traffic and pedestrian movements onto School Lane - A movement survey was 

conducted in the Bury on March 27th from 8 am - 9.30 am. There were a total of 495 
vehicle and pedestrian movements, with 20% of vehicles entering or exiting School Lane 
and 80% of pedestrian movements to the School or to the school buses in the Bury.

 It is essential to maintain one of most effective and frequently used passing places along 
School Lane, especially for large vehicles

 The fact remains that agricultural vehicles have done significant and repetitive damage 
to boundary walls and vehicles along School Lane so this proposal would make the 
situation worse

 Any retaining wall should be constructed in Thorverton stone to be in keeping in the 
Conservation Area

 The applicant already has two other accesses leading to this field which are safer
 This application is not needed for agricultural purposes with the landowner's agricultural 

justification poorly evidenced.
 Concerns are raised that this application has received so many objections from 

Thorverton residents on the grounds of highway safety but is still being considered 
favourably

 The reopening of Hulk lane as part of a round walk from the village encourages people to 
get fit and this represents a highway danger to pedestrians.

 The Build-out will need to be urban designed and hard engineered to withstand mounted 
and driven over on a daily basis by agricultural vehicles and artic lorries as this critical 
passing place will be removed. The unsightly kerb edge will be 50mm in height rising to 
600 mm against the orchard wall, which is not in the applicant's ownership but the Lodge 
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opposite, located in the Thorverton Conservation Zone. The 2 regulatory warning signs 
for 'road double bend' and 'road narrows on both sides' will be relocated to the kerb.

 Planning Permission already granted for a storage building for crops harvested from the 
applicant's holding. The applicant was granted planning permission under 
15/007720/PNAG by MDDC on 3 June 2015 for a grain/crop storage building on his land 
at Yellowford Thorverton, serviced by the existing southern entrance from the steep field. 
There is no necessity therefore for a further access as planning permission has been 
granted for a storage building within a mile of the field on the basis of agricultural need 
with an existing and sufficient southern track for access.

 Since purchasing the field 4 years ago the applicant has rented the field out for 2 in 4 
years to other farmers for sheep keep and swedes under plastic, bringing into serious 
question the justification for agricultural need. 

The grounds for objection to the proposal to reinstate an access (new access to arc to the 
north) as outlined in the Officer Report considered previously be Members were summarised 
under the following issues.

Application form and plans submitted:
1. The new plan is not to scale with no details of any materials to be used in the construction 
and the proposed "channel drainage to soakaway" is lacking in any technical information.
2. Parts of the application form have been filled out incorrectly
3. The term re-instatement is misleading as whilst there may have been a field gate at one 
time, no powered wheeled vehicle has ever entered this unit from the north.
4. Level of detail. The current field access was installed under planning permission 
90/1095/FULL which had a number of conditions regarding positioning of the field gate 5m 
back from highway, suitably hardened surface material, maintaining hedgerows etc. in order 
to improve visibility, protect the visual amenity of the area and prevent mud and stone debris 
being carried onto the public highway in the interests of public safety and convenience.

Need for access:
5. The applicant is named on a planning application approved by East Devon District Council 
as working under contract to grow bio feed to fuel an Anaerobic Digester located near Clyst 
St Mary. Land as Yellowford is identified as generating 1,530 tonnes of crop and in turn 
taking back 1,170 tonnes of digestate in order to “fertilise” the fields. These activities 
generate at least 350 journeys by tractor and trailer across narrow lanes. These journeys 
would be re-routed to the north, past the primary school and through the middle of the village 
whereas they have been successfully delivered in the past using the existing exits to the 
South down School Lane towards Brampford Speke & Exeter.
6. Other accesses have been opened up along School Lane (some without permission) to 
allow the large scale farm machinery to enter the field.
7. It will not improve road safety as all crop harvested this year from the whole plot (including 
this field) has all gone south down School Lane. It is understood that not one load has 
completed a 3 point turn at Yellowford and returned through the village.
8. The current owner has successfully operated all types of large agricultural machinery 
using the current access since acquiring the land over 4 years ago without apparent 
inconvenience.
9. Why would the landowner wish to add over 4 miles each way to a journey to his home 
farm while needing to negotiate a very tight turn in the centre of a village?

Practicability of access:

10. It would be unusable as the field is at least 5 meters above the level of School Lane with 
any new lane from the north needing to be a similar length of that to the south to prevent a 
steep slope and a steep bend.
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11. A tractor is unlikely to negotiate this steep bend into the field and prevent debris from 
inevitably ending up in the public highway.
12. A new access may only be achieved by being engineered in concrete which would 
create significant extra surface water run-off and diffuse pollution through soil and mud 
dragged onto the highway by heavy agricultural vehicles, thereby increasing the risk of a 
road traffic accident.
13. The proposal would require more engineering works in the form of highway drainage to 
deal with surface water run off and mud. There is a constant run-off from the current access 
onto the lane with the existing drainage unable to take this extra water away.
14. The existing road signage would need to be relocated.

Highway Safety:
15. It will be an unsafe entrance due to the close proximity of neighbouring residencies and 
sited opposite a footpath from The Glebe to School Lane that is designed to provide primary 
school children an alternative safer route to the Thorverton primary school.
16. School Lane has no pavements and with the future new development in Broadlands for 
sixteen additional houses, the number of children using this route to access the school will 
increase. Young pedestrians would be sharing a narrow country lane with turning tractors 
and trailers which is not safe.
17. The new access would be off a blind muddy corner and will result in an increase in heavy 
large agricultural vehicles along School Lane which is narrow and sunken with poor 
drainage.
18. The application proposes to unnecessarily drive large heavy farm machinery through the 
village of Thorverton, past the village primary school to a sharp right angled bend in the 
middle of the village (junction of school lane and Bullen Street). The DCC School Transport 
Safety Officer has already expressed concerns over road traffic/parking issues.
19. Most buildings and many walls in both in School Lane and the middle of the village try to 
be protected by bollards. Unfortunately they are in regular need of replacement due to 
damage by farm machinery trying to negotiate these narrow roads. Driveways along School 
Lane are also used as a passing place to allow large vehicles to squeeze through. The 
implied additional minimum of 350 extra journeys through the middle of the village caused by 
this totally proposal will only exacerbate an already bad situation.
20. The ownership of West Raddon Farm is based in Netherexe, meaning an inevitable level 
of farm traffic between the two, routed through Silver Street, The Bury and Bullen Street. 
This traffic has been compounded in the last few years by two other developments. First, the 
landslip and resulting closure of Hulk Lane to vehicles has meant that traffic between 
Fortescue Farm and Rewe Barton, traffic which formerly used Hulk Lane, is forced to use 
Silver Street, The Bury and School Lane. Second, Yellowford Farm is now in common 
ownership with Lynch Farm, and traffic between the two used Bullen Street and School 
Lane. Prominent among the latter are milk tankers; these navigate the corner between 
Bullen Street and School Lane only with difficulty, and have a history of causing damage to 
cobble, kerbs and pavements.

Impact on Heritage Assets:

21. Thorverton Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan describe School Lane 
as having a rural, tranquil character.
22. A new access may only be achieved by being engineered in concrete which would be 
completely out of character with the adjacent conservation zone, being unsightly.
23. MDDC have the duty to ensure that proposals for development within the conservation 
area either preserve or enhance character." The proposed application with the installation of 
a large concrete ramp directly opposite The Lodge, a quintessentially English thatched 
country cottage, and adjacent to the conservation area seems contradictory to these stated 
aims.
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Impact on the environment:
24. This application, if granted, would be in direct contravention to Thorverton Parish Plan 
and Council's environmental aims.
25. The use of concrete for the proposed and existing access is not in keeping with the local 
environment and not in accordance with MDDC's stated vision to conserve and enhance the 
areas environment. Discouraging the use of School Lane by walkers and cyclists is also not 
in keeping with the spirit of MDDC's Greater Exeter Strategic Plan, especially in relation to 
transport issues.
26. The ostensible purpose of the development is to facilitate vehicle access for the 
movement of biomass for use in an anaerobic digester. Crops grown for this purpose [e.g. 
Maize] lead to soil structural degradation and lead to significantly higher surface-water runoff 
as clearly established by research published in Soil Use and Management in 2013. The 
runoff from the fields in question will adversely affect both School Lane and also the River 
Jordan and Silver Street due to the orientation of the slope of the field from the 77 Metre 
highpoint shown on the OS Map at N50:48:18 W3:31:32 (WGS84).

Potential use of access for future residential development:
• There have been enquiries made to Thorverton Parish Council by Devon and Cornwall 
Housing (DCH) regarding the possibility of building "30+ housing and car parking" on the 
land immediately surrounding this gateway on School lane.
• The proposal will lead to housing on site resulting in more traffic and pollution.

The following representations were reported on the update sheet to the Planning Committee 
on 28th February 2018:

Further 4 objections were received following receipt of the amended plans. Similar points 
have been raised as reported in the Committee Report but additional comments raised are 
summarised as follows:

• Drainage will run off the proposed concrete surface for both accesses into the highway
• How will soakaway and drainage be maintained and kept clear
• There are no details for the soakaway location/depth

One letter of objection as summarised below has been added as the Local Highway
Authority has responded to the points raised:
1. This is a cynical Trojan horse application by the landowner to obtain a new access in the 
hope of residential development on a steep hillside, outside the 30 mph limit.
2. Measurements are not given for the retaining wall or the grass verge where the hedgerow 
is to be removed. The plan does not appear to be accurate on highway adjoining boundaries 
which may have been tweaked to fit the proposal.
3. The highway 'road narrows' sign and 'double bend' sign will not be properly visible to 
motorists in the relocated position.
4. The engineering works associated with this proposal are inadequate given the very steep 
incline particularly in wet weather.
5. To turn from School Lane into the new entrance with a 16m long tractor and trailer, grain 
trailer, or anaerobic digester waste trailer, will mean a wide turning circle and driving onto the 
curtilage of the listed Lodge opposite to achieve the turn, crossing from one side of the lane 
to the other and needing high revs to get up the very steep gradient.
6. Given the size and weight of vehicles and narrow width of turn and very steep incline, 
there would increase the health and safety risks.
7. There are no pedestrian pavements along the very narrow School Lane making the risk to 
villagers and children even greater walking to school and The Bury.
8. The proposed drains are totally inadequate to deal with the rain water and storm water run 
off from the concrete pad - soil and mud will also be dragged onto the highway. In addition 
where does the storm water and soil go once it enters the chamber on the plan?
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MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

The main issues in the determination of this application are:
1. Policy and procedure
2. Justification for the development
3. Highway matters and highway safety
4. Design and appearance of the development and its visual impact on the landscape
5. Drainage provision
6. Other matters

1. Policy and procedure.

This is a planning application which the applicant outlines is to widen the access to 
agricultural land on land at NGR 292482 101905, School Lane, Thorverton. The original 
submission outlined a proposal to reinstate an access and farm track to agricultural land 
although it was noted that whilst there is an old gate post on site, there has been no access 
in any form for a significant period of time and therefore the proposal was being considered 
in the light of the creation of a new access to the agricultural land, in addition to 
improvements proposed to the existing access which arcs from the south off School Lane. 
However, since then the proposal has been revised to have a single access through the 
widening of the existing access which is a scheme preferable to the Local Highway Authority 
providing a betterment in highway terms providing an area which can be used as an 
additional passing place for larger vehicles, a refuge area for pedestrians and does not 
require any build out into the highway.  

S.38 [6] of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that applications for 
planning permission must be determined in accordance with the Development Plan, unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise. The National Planning Policy Framework [the 
Framework], published by the Government in March 2012, is noted as one such material 
consideration.

In addition to the NPPF, the Local Authority needs to determine this proposal on the basis of 
a number of policies contained within the Development Plan. In this instance, the relevant 
policies are considered to include COR1 [Sustainable Communities], COR2 [Local 
Distinctiveness], COR9 [Access], COR17 [Villages], COR18 [Countryside] of the Core 
Strategy and DM1 [Presumption in favour of sustainable development], DM2 [High quality 
design], DM22 [Agricultural Development] and DM27 [Development affecting heritage 
assets] of the Development Management Policies [Local Plan Part 3].

Policy COR1 of the Mid Devon Core Strategy [Local Plan Part 1] seeks sustainable growth 
which enhances the self-sufficiency of communities and provides access to education, jobs 
and sustainable transport. It seeks to provide accessible forms of development that reduce 
the need to travel by car and are integrated with public transport and other sustainable 
modes of travel and allow for ease of movement. Policy COR2 requires development to 
sustain the distinctive quality, character and diversity of Mid Devon’s environmental assets 
through high quality sustainable design which reinforces the character and legibility of Mid 
Devon’s built environment and creates attractive places. Policy COR18 seeks to control 
development outside defined settlement limits to appropriate rural uses and COR17 relates 
to the development types acceptable for villages such as Thorverton. 

In light of the polices within the Core Strategy and Development Management Policies, the 
key issue to be considered in respect to this proposal is that of the principle of the 
development taking into consideration the adopted and emerging planning policy relating to 
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acceptable agricultural development, its design, highway safety and impact on the landscape 
and residential amenity. These matters and other planning considerations are considered 
further below.

2. Justification for the development.

COR18 establishes the principle of the types of development in the countryside and permits 
the provision of agricultural buildings/works. More specifically DM22 specifies that 
agricultural development will be permitted where:
a) The development is reasonably necessary to support farming activity on that farm and in 
the immediate agricultural community.
b) The development is sensitively located to limit any adverse effects on the living conditions 
of local residents and is well designed, respecting the character and appearance of the area; 
and
c) The development will not have an unacceptable adverse impact on the environment.
d) The development will not have an unacceptable traffic impact on the local road network.

The impact on the highway network, the environment and residential amenity are considered 
later in this report. In terms of the principle of this development, the proposal (as now 
submitted) is for the widening of an existing access requiring the removal of a bank of land in 
order to improve the existing access arrangements onto the field from the narrow road to 
allow improved access from the north. The field served by this access has a total area of 
11.92ha (29.45 acres) of mainly arable land.

The applicant has confirmed that the maize grown on the holding is ensiled in silage pits at 
his home farm at Higher Bagmores and that the maize silage is to be consumed by cattle 
throughout the winter on that holding. It is therefore preferable to travel north through the 
village and then east to the main road network rather than south along narrow lanes. In 
addition to this, the applicant has commented that he farms land in the Shobrooke area, 
therefore being beneficial to be able to travel north though the village, the most direct route.
In respect of the existing access onto site, the applicant’s agent outlines that the current 
arrangements create a significant health and safety issue as tractors and trailers either have 
to reverse out onto the public highway or alternatively travel the distance to Yellowfiord farm 
whereby they are required to carry out a three point turn on the public road in order to travel 
back towards Thorverton. Both of these actions create significantly higher risk to the public 
and other road users than the proposed access.

Planning permission is required for this access due to School Lane being a classified road. 
In terms of ensuring the long term viability of an agricultural enterprise operating from this 
site, it is considered reasonable to permit this access to support the agricultural activity on 
the holding, with the proposal representing a betterment to access arrangements into the 
site.

An objection raised with respect to need is made on the basis that other accesses are 
available for use by the applicant further south along School Lane. On this point, it is noted 
that the existing access to this field which arcs from the south is the only direct access from 
a public highway. With respect to the use of alternative accesses, the first point that would 
need to be made is that the applicant is able to currently use the existing access to this field 
and leave in a south direction before legally turning further along School Lane in order to 
travel back north. The main purpose for this application is to provide a safe access for the 
main field, improving upon the current access arrangements given the applicant’s preferred 
route to travel north through the centre of the village and then east along Silver Street to get 
on to the A396 rather than travelling south along School Lane and onto Dunsford Hill which 
is narrow lane with limited passing places.
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In terms of other accesses, there is an existing access point between this field and the 
adjoining field in which the applicant could navigate across the field toward another access. 
There is field access to the south of the residential property of Perles Hill, a distance of 
approximately 320m from the existing access to the application site, but this has limited 
visibility and is directly onto a narrow stretch of lane, but there is a wider access 
approximately 630m to the south from the existing access to the application site.

The factors which would deter the applicant from undertaking a route to the public highway 
via an adjoining field are considered to be on the grounds of the additional distance required 
across adjoining fields to existing accesses (approximately 245m and 405m), the current 
topography of the site with the land rising to the south of the application field before sloping 
back down within the adjoining field and that the closest alternative access is onto a 
narrower stretch of land with restricted visibility, especially to the north. With respect to the 
applicant traversing across fields to access the public highway rather than through an 
improved access arrangement for the main field, the applicant’s agent has stated that whilst 
there are road accesses to the other arable fields along School Lane, they are of the view 
that a useable access is required to each arable field so in order to avoid having to drive 
over crops to access any fields without gateways onto the highway. Given the nature of the 
existing accesses into the adjoining field, the likelihood of an increase of mud onto the 
highway would also be a consideration.

3. Highway matters and highway safety.

The original plans provided as part of this planning application were considered insufficient 
to assess the impact onto the highway network with the Local Highway Authority requesting 
further information. Further plans were received for a new access which allowed travel north 
onto School Lane which was deemed to be acceptable by the Local Highway Authority 
subject to conditions. 

Whilst the scheme for the access as previously proposed remains acceptable to the 
Highway Authority and Officers, following a meeting between Ian Sorenson (DCC Highways) 
on site with representatives of the local community an amended scheme has emerged for a 
proposal which in affect relates to the widening of the existing access involving the removal 
of part of the earth bank to allow vehicles to leave in a north direction. The Local Highway 
Authority has confirmed that the single point of access is the preferred Highway layout which 
would provide the most highway benefit.

Initially following the original submission, the Local Highway Authority noted objections 
making reference to the unit supplying fuel to an Anaerobic Digestion plant in Clyst St Mary 
and that before the Highway Authority could make a full assessment of this application 
recommended that the Local Planning Authority seek a response from the applicant into the 
figures identified. As reported earlier, the applicant has confirmed that the maize on this field 
is grown to be consumed by cattle. However, in any event the Local Highway Authority has 
further commented that they would discount this objection as the fields would be able to be 
used for crops without further planning consent and that looking at the figures to the annual 
generations the daily movements would be limited, albeit the land is going to be seasonal, 
but the generations would be the same as if the crop is used for fodder on any other part of 
the holding or sold to any other farming enterprise.

On this point, whilst these comments are noted from objectors, it is considered that the case 
can be made that this improved access would be beneficial to the farming enterprise of the 
applicant given that they want to travel through the village to get on to a main road rather 
than use single narrow lanes. Movements which can take place today but require the turning 
of vehicles further south along School Lane. The applicant’s agent has noted there is 
currently access to the field from the public highway and currently no restriction on transport 
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movements and that this application seeks to improve the health and safety aspect of the 
field entrance and is required given that there are no existing farm buildings on site.

With respect to traffic generation, it is not considered that there would be a significant 
increase of traffic onto the site from what could take place now. The objections received are 
predominantly on the basis that the access as shown would allow for more heavy agricultural 
traffic to pass by the primary school and through the centre of the village which would 
represent a highway danger to all road users. It is noted that there has been conflicting 
reports received from residents of Thorverton through the objections received, some stating 
that no agricultural vehicles from the farming operations carried out on site have travelled 
north along the lane and through the village to those complaining of the size and frequency 
of agricultural vehicles travelling through the village as a result of the combined farming 
enterprise of the applicant. In any event, the direction of traffic is not a matter that can be 
controlled as the applicant can leave the site and then turn the vehicles around where 
possible in order to travel in the opposite direction and the Local Highway Authority do not 
object on highway safety grounds.

In terms of highway safety, the proposal as now submitted shows a single wider access 
having a minimum radii of 10m in order to allow vehicles to leave or enter from the north. 
Another requirement would be for the improved access is to achieve a gradient of 1:10 which 
the Local Highway authority believe can be achieved, allowing for this gradient to a distance 
of 10 metres back from the carriageway edge with the proposal representing an 
improvement to the existing access through the steep nature of the current access being 
reduced, having a tarmac surface and the introduction of a drainage channel to deal with 
surface water run-off. Visibility for the access as shown on the submitted plan is for 43m in 
each direction as taken from a point 2.4m back from the edge of the carriageway. 
Agricultural vehicles leaving the site would therefore be able to view pedestrians on the road 
in front.

4. Design and appearance of the development and its visual impact on the landscape 
and character of the Conservation Area.

The previous proposal to create a new access would have resulted in a new grass verge to 
be created with the lowering of an area of existing bank, with a retaining wall constructed 
having a rubble stone face. Following the original submission and requirements outlined by 
the Local Highway Authority, the applicant considered three alternative proposals, the first to 
create a larger single access onto site involving the removal of the complete bank, the 
second option being to keep the existing access from the south and have a new access to 
the north allowing the existing bank to be retained but lowered in height down to 
approximately 1 metre in order to achieve visibility in either direction, or to keep the existing 
access from the south and have a new access to the north but with the bank cut back 
approximately 2 metres allowing for a grass verge or increased carriageway width in front of 
the existing bank (kept at the height it is currently). The latter option was chosen as the 
creation of a grass verge was considered to be more in keeping with the small grass verge 
on the opposite side of the road.

However, concerns were received from members of the community that this proposal to 
create a new access would have required a build out into the highway which would have 
resulted in the loss of an existing passing place, the narrowing of the existing lane and 
movement of traffic closer to pedestrians using the public footpath link to The Glebe.

The site is opposite the conservation area with a number of objections received at the time 
of the original plan being on the basis that a new concrete access would detract from the 
character of the area. However as commented in the previous officer report, it was not 
considered that the new 3.7m wide access shown with the creation of grass verge would 
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harm the setting of the heritage asset of the conservation area with the Conservation Officer 
raising no objection to the proposal on the basis that the development was implemented in 
accordance with the amended plans received, with the development therefore considered in 
accordance with policy DM27.

The revised proposal following the meeting of the Local Highway Authority and 
representatives of the local community is to create a larger single access into the site 
involving the removal of the complete bank which is preferable in highway safety terms. 
Further objections have been received that this proposal would result in a detrimental impact 
on the Conservation Area due to construction of a wider access with the removal of the earth 
bank with comments received that in order to achieve visibility to the south, further hedge 
bank will need to be removed. 

On the matter of the removal of further hedge bank to the south, the proposed plans do not 
show any further removal of hedgebank but it should be noted that there is an existing 
access which arcs to the south with this proposal representing an improvement to the 
existing access arrangement. It is not considered that the works to the existing access 
results in any significant detrimental environmental impacts with the access being read in 
context with the purpose of being an agricultural access onto the farm land. An area of 
existing bank is to be removed but it is not considered that this alone would result in 
significant harm to the Conservation Area with the public benefits through the creation of an 
additional passing bay and refuge area for pedestrians along School Lane weighing in its 
favour. 

5. Drainage provision

As referred to earlier in the report, a drainage channel is shown to be installed for the 
improved access with water to drain to a soakaway area as shown on the submitted plan. 
This detail is considered to be acceptable by the local highway authority with an 
improvement to the existing access arrangement onto the site. Therefore the drainage 
provision for the development is considered to comply with Policy DM2 of the Local Plan 
Part 3 Development Management Policies. An informative note has been included as part of 
this recommendation advising on the nature of the surface water drainage arrangements that 
will be sought.

6. Other matters

In terms of any impact on amenity of neighbouring residential properties, it is only 
considered that occupiers of The Lodge opposite the site could be affected, but given the 
gradient changes and frequency of use, it is not considered that there would be a significant 
detrimental impact on amenity. Agricultural traffic can pass the property currently and the 
sweep path of the access means that traffic will be concentrating on the access and views 
along the lane to oncoming traffic rather than directly into the property.

In terms of objections received relating to this development, it should be noted that the 
proposal is for an access into the agricultural land, not on how the land is to be farmed and 
for what purpose, or whether it is intended to be used for housing in the future, the latter 
requiring planning permission in any event. Water run-off from the agricultural activity taking 
place on the field is also not a matter to be considered as part of this application as this 
application only relates to the access arrangements onto the site and whether these would 
be acceptable in policy terms which they are considered to be.
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CONDITIONS

1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three years 
from the date of this permission.

2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the approved 
plans listed in the schedule on the decision notice.

3. All planting, seeding, turfing or earthworks comprised in the approved details of 
landscaping as shown on the submitted plans, shall be carried out within 9 months of the 
substantial completion of the development, (or phase thereof), whichever is the sooner; and 
any trees or plants which within a period of five years from the implementation of the scheme 
(or phase thereof), die, are removed or become seriously damaged or diseased shall be 
replaced in the next planting season with others of similar size and species. Once provided, 
the landscaping scheme shall be so retained.

4. No part of the access drive hereby approved shall be laid out at a gradient steeper than
1 in 10 for the first 10 metres back from the edge of the highway carriageway as shown on 
the approved plan, drawing no. TM81k.PH1d with the site access road to be hardened, 
surfaced, drained and maintained thereafter for a distance of not less than 8.00 metres back 
from its junction with the public highway.

5. Visibility splays shall be provided, laid out and maintained for that purpose at the site 
access where the visibility splays provide intervisibility between any points on the X and Y 
axes at a height of 0.60 metres above the adjacent carriageway level and the distance back 
from the nearer edge of the carriageway of the public highway (identified as X) shall be 2.40 
metres and the visibility distances along the nearer edge of the carriageway of the public 
highway (identified as Y) shall be 43.00 metres in a Northerly direction and 43.00 metres to 
the centre lien of the carriageway in the other direction.

6. Notwithstanding the submitted details, the surface water drainage of the site shall be 
designed as to prevent the discharge of surface water onto any highway in accordance with 
details that shall first have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. Drainage shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details and so 
retained.

REASONS FOR CONDITIONS

1. In accordance with the provisions of Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004.

2. For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning and to achieve safe 
access to and from the site in a manner which does not cause significant danger and 
inconvenience to other road users in accordance with Policies DM2 and DM22 of the Local 
Plan Part 3: (Development Management Policies).

3. To ensure that the development makes a positive contribution to the character and 
amenity of the area in accordance with Policies DM2, DM22 and DM27 of the Local Plan
Part 3: (Development Management Policies).

4. In the interest of highway safety and to prevent mud and other debris being carried onto 
the public highway in accordance with Policies DM2 and DM22 of the Local Plan Part 3: 
(Development Management Policies).
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5. To provide adequate visibility from and of emerging vehicles in the interest of highway 
safety in accordance with Policies DM2 and DM22 of the Local Plan Part 3: (Development 
Management Policies).

6. To prevent damage and to restrict the surface water running onto the highway in the 
interests of highway safety in accordance with Policies DM2 and DM22 of the Local Plan
Part 3: (Development Management Policies).

INFORMATIVES

1. You are advised that surface water drainage details required under condition 6 shall be 
inclusive of but not limited to drainage channel (not Acco drainage), soak away details and 
porosity rates in order that provision be made within the site for the disposal of surface water 
so that none drains on to any County Highway.

REASON FOR/ APPROVAL OF PERMISSION/GRANT OF CONSENT

The application for the works to widen the existing access is considered to be supportable in 
policy terms. The new access arrangement is required in order to improve the current 
access arrangements into the field due to substandard nature of the existing access and the 
size and nature of agricultural vehicles accessing the farmland from a narrow lane. The 
development is reasonably necessary to support the farming activity on the holding with the 
applicant confirming that they farm this land to grow feed for cattle. Whilst the proposal 
represents an increased width of access into the site with an area of bank removed, it is not 
considered that the access as shown on the submitted drawings would result in significant 
harm to the character and appearance of this rural area including the adjoining conservation
area. It is also not considered that the proposal results in any significant adverse impacts on 
the amenity of nearby occupiers, the environment or the highway network. Overall the 
proposal is considered to be compliant with Policies COR2 and COR18 of the Mid Devon
Core Strategy (Local Plan Part 1), DM1, DM2, DM22 and DM27 of the Local Plan Part 3 
(Development Management Policies) and government advice in the National Planning Policy 
Framework.

The Human Rights Act 1998 came into force on 2nd October 2000. It requires all public 
authorities to act in a way which is compatible with the European Convention on Human 
Rights. This report has been prepared in light of the Council's obligations under the Act with 
regard to decisions to be informed by the principles of fair balance and non-discrimination.
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